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THE COVER 
Elizabeth Hi Irfan and Ella 
MacptafiOfi photographed by 
Carolyn Jones. Styled by Nioft Fish. 
(Fuiiher irtfonfflotton on page 102.} 

Great Expectations 

Naked City 

► Don't hug Havel just yet—wive still got missiles trained on Czechoslovakia! Steve 

Ross's bearded buddy and Donald Trump's love nest. Strom Thurmond goes hog-wild\ Marion Barry gets p.o.d. 

Judy hSamurai Widow' Bel us hi gets illustrated' And how dumb is your dog? Plus: why Judy Millers not a plagiarist 

at The Times; cynicism goes unrewarded, for once, in The Industry; and behind the bad mood at Time Warner 

in Ministry of Information ....G 
Party Poop ....-- 

1/ Th£ Revolutiom Will Probably Be Televised 
I a ► From the 1960s to the 1990s, where there's radicalism, there's William 

Kunstler. James Traub shadowed the former Chicago 7 lawyer and current Al Sharpton 

apologist through courtrooms, press conferences and flag burnings. His finding: the gabby, 

quixotic, vainglorious guy who once said the Kennedy assassinations were a good thing 

hasn't changed a bit* ., *. * * * * * ♦,.....*. © 

With Friends Like These... 

►Johnny 'n Ed, Bill Buckley njohn Kenneth Galbraith, Bob Colacello n any given socialite—buddies all! 

But as wet blanket James COLLINS points out, friendship these days is less an affair of shared Sno-Kones and shoulders 

to cry on than it is a particularly noxious brand of social currency  .0 

Top Ten Reasons Not to Pursue a Career in Show Business 

► From SCTV and Lace Night With David Letter man to the Wilton North Report and 

House Party; Eussa SchapPELL and Harriet BaroviCK chronicle the improbably durable 

career of Barry Sand, the comedy producer who somehow managed to spend a decade at the top 

and brought his dent a l- hyg ten is t girlfriend with him .... 

It's a Game of Column Inches 

► Forget Rotisserie League Baseball, Introducing.,. Rotissme League Life (trademark 

pending}! Yes, its a dweebish, statistics-obsessed pastime, but no, it doesn't force you 

to memorize Cecil Fielders batting average. Instead, JiMMY GUTERMAN and DON 

St El SB erg have concocted an all-new leisure-time activity that lets you "manage" every¬ 

one from veteran Saul Steinberg to rookie Bart Simpson to that noted relief corps the 

Khmer Rouge. 

IJIVttol 

► Henry “Dutch* Holland discovers Abe Rosenthals self-referential heir in Review of Reviewers; SUSAN LEHMAN 

enters the no-nonsense world of professional killing in Law; PETER GORMAN offers a Worm's-Eye View of the under- 

world fish-cake trade at Little Italy s San Gennaro Festival; and Henry Alford tells you hou- to haunt your lotted 

ones posthumously in Gracious Living ...----- 

Our Un-British Crossword Puzzle 

► By Roy BlountJr.^ 
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Without Black, it would all be flat. 

Ultimately theres Black, 
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James Collins, who writes 

about convenient friend¬ 

ships in this issue, recently 

joined spy as a senior edi¬ 

tor, He has worked in book 

publishing and on Wall 

Street, and he wrote about Lay-ON Vee- 

ZEL-tee-AY in last May's Washington is¬ 

sue, Collins is amusing and tall —just two 

of several attributes that distinguish him 

from televisions beloved Snuggles, the no* 

more-static-ding bear. 

rap^HiS Contributing editor Drew 

Wm Friedman's Warts and All 

(Penguin) —a collection of 

~~ fri** comics Friedman co-wrote 

’v' 'jc. with his brother Josh —will 

^ be in bookstores next 

month. In addition to containing work 

from The Village Voice and Rau\ the book 

will include some of Friedman's illus¬ 

trations from Private Lives of Public 

n 
Kurt Andersen E. Grayson Carter 

rniTORi 

Thomas L, Phillips Jr, 
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Steven Sehmgit 
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Harriet Barov itl; Martin Kihn Karmen Liiiul Judy Simmc 
ASSISTANT C3JRTJRS ASSISTANT ART DIRECTORS 

Henry AKcrd Pdrid Kemp 
STAFF 'TRUTH' 

J oh n-Prg-d 1 b Michael Hoiney 
RFPtFKTFR'F 

Figures, which he has been drawing for 

spy since he was a small child. Drew also 

designed —this part is completely true — 

the packaging for Barfo Family candy: 

heads of various family members that, 

when squeezed, vomit a gelatinous con¬ 

fection, Barfo Family candy is currently 

being test-marketed. 

Marion ftosenfeld 
AV-CK'lATF PROW r | H)S 11 M l OR 

Wendell Smith Wendy Dpmfcp Ted H«ll«r 
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Susan Lehman is a former 

criminal-defense and civil- 

rights lawyer who writes 

about crime, entertain¬ 

ment and, in this issue, 

some of the curious details 

of being put to death in California. Start¬ 

ing this fail, she w ill contribute a column 

about the film industry to GQ, and one 

about law to Wigwag. She is unfamiliar 

with Barfo Family candy. 

Contributing editor James 

Traub, like Susan Lehman, 

writes about the law and 

entertainment and is in no 

hurry to fraternize with la 

famille Barfo. He has writ¬ 

ten for The New York Times Magazine, Man¬ 

hattan, inc. and Esquire\ he profiles Wil¬ 

liam KunstJer in this issue, Traubs book. 

Too Good to Be True; The Outlandish Story 

of Wedtech (Doubleday), came out in July 

and can still be seen on better beaches,> 

Andy Aoroflj Sara ELonrtt, Jock Barlh. Horry Gemon, 8mf Slaunt Jr., Cello tnady Chris Colli*, MoCauioy Connor., 
Bruce Feiritein, Drew Friedman. Tod Friend, James Grant. Randi Hutker, Peter HiHornan, J-ohn Hiilpem, 

Tarty HrriJro Lyrtrt HiadiLtfg, Art a Hadgmen, Henry Holland. LX Huni«li«, William J aye*, Erie Kaplan, 
Howard Kaplan, Jackie Jtouhnan. Malik Kay Ian, Goof Kem, Mint! Kramer, Mark Lattwall, Bub Mock, Guy Marti*, 

Potty Man, Joe Mostriflfint Patrick McMwIlan, Mork O'Doririell, David Owen, C F, Ptayrte, Joe Quaenan. 
Steve Hadlauti, hulltudnick, Luc Santa, Elista Sehappeil, John StabreeL Harry Shearer, Randall Short. Pouf Simms, 
ftiul Staniky. Richard Stengel,. Eddie Stern,Jo Stotkten, "laki, Janti Tmub. Rachel Un^uhoit, NichaloJ ted Kotfmon, 

tllii Welnat Philippa Wtiubfckir, Philip Wait*, Nad Zeitidd and Edward Zuckarmari, among other* 
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Others see red when Forbes says 
more green cards 

equal more greenbacks. 

According to most media, immigration from poor countries poses 

a major threat to America's economic, social and cultural life. But in 

its April 2nd issue, Forbes responds, "The more the merrier!" 
Economist Julian L. Simon blames the prevailing attitude on pure 

prejudice, "The more people we have,” he says, "the more business we 
have and the more we produce." His solution? Increase visas and green 

cards for three years, and keep it up unless problems develop. 
Obviously this isn't a popular notion in either Washington or 

the media. But having the guts to express unorthodox, unpopular 
view's is what has made Forbes such a success with America's most 
successful executives. 

It's why they say Forbes gives them better information and 

insights than either Business Week or Fortune. And why, of the three, 
Forbes is their favorite. What's more, it's the most efficient way to 
reach them. 

If you’d like your business to be 

earning more green, run your advertising 
in the one magazine not afraid of causing 
those in Washington and the media to 

see red, Forbes. 

Copynshirjo moicnpl 
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IN SEPTEMBER, BEWARE HOPEFULNESS, 
THE TEMPTATION, OF COURSE, IS TO DO 
PRECISELY THE OPPOSITE TO BECOME 
touchingly, naively hopeful. Hopeful that getting 
in shape will be easier when the weather cools; 
hopeful that getting in shape will 
be unnecessary when the weather 
cools {/ love big loose cardigans — 
they're so.,,cozy!)\ hopeful that 
your fifth-grade teacher will be 

nicer chan your fourth-grade teacher ever was; 
hopeful that come Labor Day you will mirac¬ 
ulously find within yourself a new commit¬ 
ment, however unwarranted, to your job; 
hopeful that the beauty from the production 
department to whom you sputtered some lame, ad hoc apho¬ 

rism at the office outing 
will surprise everyone 

^ and go to a movie with 
you; hopeful that the movie you see wont be quite as 

thought-free as the summers $10,000-a-second killathons (Fox 
studio chief Joe Roth on Joel Silver's profligacy in producing 
the $62 million Die Harder: “He is not irresponsible. He has a 

big appetite and a very 
wide vision '); hopeful, 
finally, that it's really 

tumn, and not spring, that brings renewal. 9 Forget 
it. The summer was a hard lesson in hopefulness. %, You start 
to believe that conniving scumbags really will be punished. You 
dare for the first time in decades to imagine that exploring 
space is worthy and thrilling. You even begin, almost, to feel 
sorry for Donald Trump, But then Trump pulls his Pearl Harbor 
Day sky s-the-iimit beat- 
the Jap casino challenge 
(practically his first 
public utterance after 
chastened-seeming J fe 
weeks of lying low), and 
the $1.5 billion Hubble 
Space Telescope fails to 
work due to an absurd¬ 
ly obvious error, and, 
unbelievably, former 
congressman Robert 
Garcia has his convic¬ 
tion overturned, and A1 
Sharpton and Adnan Khashoggi and Imelda Marcos (a new 
Rainbow Coalition?) all get acquitted of a cumulative total of 
73 charges on the same w^arm Monday. S Beware hopeful¬ 
ness. tv) After his acquittal, Khashoggi thanked his God; said 
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of Rudy Giuliani, *1 love him'; and an¬ 

nounced diat he was on his way to Mecca 

but then went by way of the Nile—the 

Nile, a Manhattan restaurant where he 

threw a party. (Lucky for him he dallied, // 

the verdict had come a day earlier, if 

Khashoggi hadn't insisted 

on taking the IKT local 

back from court, if he 

hadn't partied all night, 

he might have been in 

Mecca in time to stam¬ 

pede to his death with 

1,400 other unfortunate 

Islamic pilgrims. 'It was 

fate;" King Fahd said of the 

massacre. "Had they not 

died here, they would have died elsewhere,') 

Marcos thanked her God, did a knee- 

walk up the aisle of St. Patrick s, had a 

party and went on TV to say how "the lit¬ 

tle people' had bolstered her during her 

ordeal. Then she joined Khashoggi at the 

Nile (the midtown Nile), sat down with a 

microphone and sang. As the Australian- 

state-parks spokesman said after a mob 

of 7,000 was killed in a Tasmanian pen¬ 

guin stampede — 7,000 penguins, not 

7,000 Tasmanians—'"^ have not ob¬ 

served this type of behavior before' Of course, 

chat was a week or so before Mecca, 

Sharpton, acquitted after his Jawyei; Alton 

Maddox, called the prosecuting attorney a 

Martian — behavior of a type we have not 

observed before — declared that “all the 

Reverend A1 Crook' stories are over," men¬ 

tioned God and had a parry ar the Cocron 

Club. (The Lord also figured in the Marion 

Barry trial, when Rasheeda Moore revealed 

chat it was under His instructions, and nor 

the FBI's, that she had lured the mayor to 

the Vista Hotel to smoke crack.) 

Even when justice is done, more or less, 

winners as well as losers are graceless. 

Nine years after Richard Adahs murder, his 

w idow' is awarded $7.57 million in dam¬ 

ages from the killer, jack Henry Abbott, 

The victim's father-in-law is said by The 

New York Times to have 'chortled' that "we 

now owrn {Abbott] lock, stock and barred." 

Abbott s reaction to the awards “‘It is a lit¬ 

tle excessive, Your Honor, 1 would say," he 

told the judge. (Abbott must indeed have 

been crestfallen. After all, in arguing on 

his own behalf he had sought to put a 

somewhat lower value on Adam's life —he 

claimed it was "not worth a dime.") 

No, we have nor observed this type of 

behavior before. 

A dime is too much for anyone to keep 

if you ask Jay Stein, president of MCA 

Recreational Services, Commenting on 

the new Universal movie-studio theme 

park in Orlando —the one with a Hard 

Rock Cafe, 12 other restaurants, bou^- 

A H 
tiques selling themed merchandise at¬ 

tached to every display; in short, the one 

w ith the largest variety of licensed show- 

business merchandise anywhere on 

earth— Stein said, “I don't want anyone 

going home with money in their pockets." 

Ah — the customer is always,,. broke. 

And so, lately, is the world's most cel¬ 

ebrated Queens-born casino operator. 

Bur sales of Trump: Surviving at the Top 

(file under: Humor, Facetiae) may pro¬ 

vide Trump with a few months of living 

expenses, if the second-time author’s guess 

is right. "People love reading negative 

things about successful people,” he said. 

,llt makes them feel better Precisely. 

Speaking of suddenly 

undcad 19 80s figures, 

Mu'ammar Qaddafi was ? 

back in the news, for 

placing huge orders for f 

Barbara Cardand ro¬ 

mance novels at a Lon¬ 

don bookstore. “The 

colonel knows that read¬ 

ing my love stories makes 

one a better person," said 

Cardand, for whom a 

reader is clearly a read¬ 

er. (Nope — not this type 

of behavior either) 

The ironies are getting just too darned 

obvious these days. Pointed, bemused re¬ 

capitulations of the month's events are be¬ 

coming all but unnecessary At Manhattan’s 

Fifth Annual International Cultures Parade 

to foster ethnic and racial harmony, Tai¬ 

wanese- and CHlnese-Americans pounded 

on gCngs and fought, Turks and Kurds ar¬ 

gued (“The Turks took our drummer’ com¬ 

plained the director of the Kurdish danc¬ 

ers), PLO flags were sewn onto the dresses 

of kids on the Arab-American float, and the 

parade was held up for hours. (Everybody; 

It's a small world,.,) The same weekend, a 

gay antiviolence march in Greenwich Vil¬ 

lage turned — that’s correct — violent when 

hecklers started in on the marchers and 

about 50 of them responded by chasing the 

hecklers, trapping several in an apartment 

building. All chat remained was for the 

editor of Out Week to be arrested for disor¬ 

derly conduct after arguing with cops about 

the incident, and for former mayor Ed 

Koch, the self-proclaimed heterosexual, to 

be surrounded and jeered by the marchers 

as he returned home from seeing Dick Tracyl 

But New York has not cornered the 

market on ironic mob violence. When the 

Detroit Pistons won the NBA title, eleven 

people, including three little children, were 

killed in the course of nightlong celebra¬ 

tions* ‘Death is an ambiguous thing," re¬ 

marked a Wayne County Coroner's Office 

investigator, 'Who can say those people 

wouldn't have died anyway? When your 

time is up, your time is up," So it was just 

like in Mecca — fate: if the Pistons had al¬ 

lowed themselves to be eliminated in the 

semifinals, no civilian lives would have 

been saved. 

We have definitely not observed this 

ty pe of behavior before, 

Fran Stephanie Trutt’s time won’t be up 

until next spring, wrhich is when her pns- 

on term lor attempted mur¬ 

der is scheduled to end. The 

Connecticut animal-rights 

activist, who tried to blow up 

the chairman of a company 

that uses dogs to train sur¬ 

geons to work surgical sta¬ 

plers, wanted her own four 

dogs to visit her in prison. 

The judge, concerned about 

setting a precedent ’for all 

sorts of animaisf refused. 

Trutt's lawyer, while admit¬ 

ting that “it’s easy to make a 

joke about this"—precisely — 

said he would appeal anyway. Our guess: 

no judge is going to want to be held respon¬ 

sible for an epidemic of Americans sitting 

down across from incarcerated loved ones 

during visiting hours and yanking geckos 

and spider monkeys and miniature Viet¬ 

namese pigs from handbags and tearfully 

pressing the pets snouts against the rein¬ 

forced glass — and doing it all legally, Not 

in this country Our advice, to Trutt and 

to all: beware hopefulness.) 
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TRABBI 

CHIC 
IN PEST. 

How Bengt, the young 

world-famous violinist, 

came to meet Jolly Jason 

and his lovely friends Kate 

and Julie in jaszai Mari 

Square at midnight, is a sto- 

ry that‘s too long to tell. 

It's all about the Case 

of the Wrong Case, and a 

sky-blue Trabant. 

To cut a long story 

short, they decide to stay 

up all night together, which 

they're quite entitled to do, 

and ita very pleasant 

thing to do in Pest, They 

have a drink at Gerbaud, 

followed by a goulash-with- 

muiic, an then move on to 

the Eotvos-Klub. which is 

the H,inh’ jazz joint at the 

moment, where they stay 

till the not-so-small hours. 

DISTRIBUTED BY BENETTON 
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Our LIFE secEion really has the music beat covered. 
From pop to rap* jazz to classical award winners who 

rockj and newr releases that roll, we’re taking notes before 
you even hear them. Maybe that’s why people wrho are 

tuned in to the music world tear into USA TODAY, 

today 
PEOPLE GET INTO IT BECAUSE 
THE Y GET SO MUCH OUT OF IT. 



From the SPY maiboom: Does our perma¬ 

nent, non negotiable ban on further nub¬ 

bins discussion mean we can't mention 

that Manhattan reader trie Costello re¬ 
cently alerted us to the children's book A 

Pony Named Nubbin? Well, so be it. 

Several readers who 

saw a televised inter¬ 

view with one of the 

editors of spy have 

written to say how 

eager they are for us to 

follow through on the promise that we 

had designer bijan "in our crosshairs/' 

We may very well do o bijan story. But 

for the record, what the editor actually 

said was that he had once seen bijan "in 

our Locoste chair"—a statement that 

makes no sense at ail to us and remains 

a source of concern to his colleagues 

and friends. 

Palatine, Illinois, reader Lee Futeh 

{never before in all our years in jour¬ 

nalism have we begun a sentence with 

those five words) has problems with spy's 

history: "The second SPY with my name 

on it contained your '25th Anniversary/ 

1964 Debut Issue/ One of my favorite 

spy features has been Ten Years Ago in 

SPY. Yet in your June 1990 Everybody's 

on Insider' I read that spy's first issue 

was in (□ more believable) 1906." 

We think he's onto us. But we're not go¬ 

ing to own up just yet. 

"You may wish to add this 'howler' to 

your wickedly amusing anecdotes obout 

that rapidly degenerating gray whale 

The New York Times" writes Orren 5. 

Champet of Jackson Heights. Cham per's 

unforgiving eye was caught by the first 

sentence of a Times article colled "Cheat¬ 

ing on Sleep/' by Natalie Angier {"If it is 

sleep that knits up the raveled sleeve of 

care, then an overwhelming number of 

Americans are walking around with dis¬ 

tinctly tatty shirtcuffs")* Mr. Champer 

writes, "I called the science editor and 

advised her that Shakespeare used the 

word sleaye, not sleeve, and she replied 

that 'The New York Times doesn't use 

archaic spellings/ and that 'further¬ 

more, Miss Angier was not quoting from 

Shakespeare,1 If that is true, then why did 

she bring up the subject of 'archaic spell¬ 

ings? First off, shave is not an 'archoic 

spelling' of sleeve— it is a perfectly legiti¬ 

mate word that means 'untwisted silk 

that tends to mat or Tangle.' When ! ► 

Dear Editors I m surprised you missed 

I the historiography of 

the Cold War [“Peace on Earth—and Jeane 

Kirkpatrick Is Out of a job; A Specula¬ 

tive History of Post-Cold War America, 

1989-2013/’ by Jamie Malanowski, 

March), but what else to expect from a 

revisionist, frivolous, leftist magazine? 

Dan Quayles seminal autobiography, 

What Did You Do in the War, Daddy?, spoke 

eloquently for a generation of Cold War¬ 

riors. As he said, it wasn't whom you 

killed but whom you stared down. Presi¬ 

dent Quayle had long realized he was 

fighting the true fight by allowing the 

poor, the black, the many, to go to Viet¬ 

nam while he was home preparing for 

the ultimate struggle and victory against 

Communists here at home. 

Please give credit to all those brave war¬ 

riors who stayed home —Novak, Buchan¬ 

an, Gingrich, the Bush children; they won 

the w'ac, after all* Isn't David rather than 

Dwight the mote noteworthy of the fight¬ 

ing Eisenhowers? Need I say more? 

John Wesche 

Syracuse, New York 

Dear Editors nr ecendy I wras leafing 

l\through TWA's The 

Getaway Shopper, a catalog for those busy 

businessmen who like to shop while they 

fly* On page 16 1 found the most incredi¬ 

ble item, called the Tie Shade, for a mere 

SB, It is a penlike object one can dip on 

that "protects your ties ftom common 

food spills, drips and stains... .Simply 

clip it on and pull the cellophane shade 

down, . ,, When your meal is finished sim¬ 

ply roll it back up.” The Tie Shade is right 

next to the Flight Attendant Dolls in the 

catalog. Now', 1 ask you, what kind of 

a guy would wrear one of these things? 

Maybe the same kind of guy wTho would 

buy Flight Attendant Dolls for his kids. 1 

don't know if the Tie Shade is made in 

America, like rubber vomit and Klippette 

rotating scissors ["Who Says American In¬ 

genuity Is a Thi ng of the Past?,” by Frazier 

Moore, March], but I sure hope so. 

Peggy Reed 

New York 

The Tie Shade was invented and patented 

by an American but is made in Taiwan. We 

actually made a researcher find this out for 

you, Peggy. 

Dear Editors Ilery jittery after read- 

™ ing a letter in your 

March issue regarding the star-spangled 

bottom of a certain Tim Moore of Wich¬ 

ita. Why? Because when I was in college 

I knew a Tim Moore from Wichita. The 

fellow [ knew was funny like the guy 

who wrote you, but he didnt use to talk 

about his butt so much. Did Tim Moore 

go to Brown and graduate in 1986? if he 

got his "tasteful" tattoo of Old Glory 

during his 'less lucid college days," howr 

come he didn't tell his geeky debate pals 

about it? 

irv Kagen 

New Haven, Connecticut 

Yes. Irv, it is indeed the same Tim Moore. ‘ Its 

every Americans right to have a tattoo they tell 

no one about ^except maybe loved ones” Mr 

Moore told SP Y "Hard as it may be for Irv to 

accept. I don't consider him a loved one? 

Dear Editors I ould you please sup- 

Uply me with a mailing 

address for Martha Stewart [The Usual 

Suspects, April]? 

1 have a personalized tire-marked rub¬ 

ber chicken and some after Eascer spe¬ 

cial” marshmallow chicks I would love to 

send her. 

Beth Brady 

Chicagor Illinois 

Dear Editok*s I o correct your descrip- 

9 tion of Martha Stewart 

as “immaculately WASPy,” let me point 

out that Ms. Stewart's maternal grandpar¬ 

ents emigrated from Poland and that her 

maiden name is Kostyra, according to 

Stewart in her book Entertaining. Per¬ 

chance crushing the hapless chicks with 

her car was merely part of the Steward an 

creed of creating "simpler peasant dishes 

whose virtues were in their flavor, not 

their showiness.’ 

Diane Perlberg 

Huntington, New York 

Dear Editors U aving read your May 

11 issue from cover to 

cover and laughed almost all the way 

through, fm sure now that HI become an 

avid reader. 

I am curious about one thing, though; 
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how many government'officials and pub^ 

fie "servants’ actually subscribe to your 

magazine? 

Lucy Erickson 

Athens, Georgia 

SPY has at least five subscribers on the Hill— 

two in the House and three in the Senate. With 

the pass-along rate, that should he about 1,800 

readers in Congress. 

De-ar Editors Enjoyed your piece on 

Lthe "Capitol Hill Sex 

Swamp” [“Mr, Smith Goes to Washington 

and Fondles Anything That Moves” by 

Charlotte Hays and Charlotte Lowe Allen, 

May}, although its actual tin Nation value 

was a bit less than anticipated, (Teddy 

Kennedy stories do get old alter a while.) 

However, the notion pervading the ar- 

tide that sex outside of marriage is 

'naughty" was disturbing. Okay okay this 

is the age of AIDS, but does that mean 

even fountains of irreverence such as spy 

have to display trendy neo-Victorian atti- 

aides toward sex? Excess libido of the sort 

displayed by Kennedy and his pals hardly 

seems the ominous threat to national 

security that the right wing and your arti¬ 

cle imply! In light of the savings-and-loan 

rip-off the HUD scam, Milkengate, etc,, 

the idea that the sexual dalliances of pub¬ 

lic figures is a topic for ridicule, much less 

an unpardonable sin, is a barometer of 

the moral myopia of our time. 

The anecdote about Senator "Sperm” 

Thurmond keeping a baseball bat in his 

office for the undertakers to use to "knock 

down his erection so they can dose the lid 

on his coffin” is the only thing I've ever 

heard that I liked about the old Dixiecrad 

By the way when do we get the behind- 

the-scenes sexual lowdown on SPY maga¬ 

zine's power elite? 

Name withheld 

Encinitas, California 

What power elite? This plate operates like a 

commune, man, 

Dear Editors I he opening photo- 

I graph accompanying 

“Me Smith Goes to Washington must 

have been taken with a tw^-long-fbcus 

lens, considering that the Capitol Hill 

Motel pictured is actually in Portland, 

Oregon, some 3,000 miles from the 

libidinous adventures of our nation's 

congressmen —or is it? Perhaps they've 

been sneaking out for a cross-country 

quickie. No wonder the House always 

seems to be empty when we tune in to 

C-Span, + * t 

Barbara M os hofsky and Darrel Plant 

Portland, Oregon 

Good for you, Barbara and Darrel! Actually 

the illustration was a color-Xerox collage of the 

motel in Portland, a sign in Los Angeles and a 

photo of the Washington Mall. But you may be 

onto something. 

Dear Editors I f Rachel Urquhart's 

I portrayal of former 

ambassador to Switzerland Faith Ryan 

Whittlesey reflects the standards of ac¬ 

curacy throughout her article f'Hey, 

Jambo! Doesn't Anyone Here Talk Amer¬ 

ican?1—A Worldwide Tour of America's 

Dopiest Diplomats? May], then your 

readers can be certain the article was little 

more than a collection of falsehoods. 

The “transgressions" mentioned in the 

article either never occurred or have been 

distorted beyond recognition. Faith Whit¬ 

tlesey's real sin — if you can call it that — 

was to take seriously her mandate* as the 

presidents personal representative in Swit¬ 

zerland, to work for the achievement of 

Ronald Reagan's foreign-policy goals. 

During my service in Embassy Bern, 

Faith Whittlesey was as well (or better) in¬ 

formed about Switzerland as any other 
American officer at post, and certainly 

harder-working. She didn't need a politi 

cal officer to tell her that Switzerland was 

neutral, and she didn't fire a political 

officer for doing so. 

The famous “gift fund" that became the 

object of a manufactured controversy con¬ 

sisted of funds Whittlesey had helped 

raise. This fund, from the outset, was in¬ 

tended for broader uses than the bud¬ 

geted tax dollars set aside for entertaining 

Swiss nationals. When the State Depart¬ 

ment, after the fact, stipulated that these 

funds could be used only in the same 

manner as representational funds, Faith 

Whittlesey abided by the ruling. Faith 

Whittlesey was belabored for breaking a 

rule that did not obtain at the time she 

was supposed to have broken it. Washing 

con journalists seem incapable of grasp 

ing the absurdity of this, so the myth that 

the fund was misused endures. 

Faith Whitdesey did not hire a benefac¬ 

tor's son in exchange for $5,000: she asked 

the United States Information Agency to 

patiently explained the matter to her, she 

replied with some asperity that she 

would "check up on it" and hung up with¬ 

out further ado! So much for trying to 

dear up one tiny bit of cognitive dis¬ 

sonance about the Bard!" Very frustrat¬ 

ing, we agree. Our sympathies go out to 

Mr, Cham per. And also, it must be said, 

to the Times editor who took his call* 

"I want to thank you for your running 

feud with my daughter Gena in New 

Nti, New York/' writes proud daddy 

Gene Feist from Manhattan, “If it weren't 

for your generous coverage of her infatu¬ 

ation with Elvis Costello, I wouldn't know 

what my little girl was up to, other than 

from her occasional cryptic phone calls 

that consist of "Hi, Dad, I'm okay? “ Apart 

from illustrating the impressive crass- 

generational sweep of spy, the letter from 

Ferst pare is gratifying for purely senti¬ 

mental reasons: it reminds us of another 

complicated parent-child-SPY round- 

robin correspondence of long, long ago. 

Even now, o few years down the line, we 

get misty-eyed whenever we think of the 

legendary Halbfingers and of what we 

all meant to one another, ♦♦ once. 

E, Fitx of Toronto —or, at any rate* 

what looks like Fits" from what looks 

like "Toronto"- writes, "Could you possi¬ 

bly publish a playlist of the tunes our 

boys used to torment Noriega at the Vati¬ 

can embassy hidaOlit?" Cirtdinly not. 

Musician magazine already did so, in its 

May issue (Ourboys* E.? We thought you 

Canadians just vacationed down there.) 

Some more charming mail from our 

neighbors to the north, "Where and 

what, at the end of each Industry col¬ 

umn* is Mortons?" asks dependably 

Canadian Michael Will of Montreal. 

When confronted with baffling allusions 

such as Celia Brady's familiar "See you 

Monday nlghf at Mortons" sign-off, the 

world's population divides neatly Into 

two categories. The majority assumes 

that Mortons is —let's take a wild guess 

here —some sort of movie-industry hang¬ 

out in Los Angeles, perhaps? The minor¬ 

ity (the primarily Canadian minority, 

we'll venture) writes specifically to ask. 

People magazine, which apparently 

takes its cues not from Us but from us 

when it comes to Rob Lowe covers (see 

this column, July), has also recently ex¬ 

amined the remarkable resemblance 

among Brooke Adams, Karen Allen ► 
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assign a colleague, with whom she had 

worked closely at the White House, to 

serve as the senior public-affairs official 

in the embassy This individual had been 

active in the White Houses public- 

diplomacy efforts. The father did, in fact, 

contribute to the embassy's gift fund, 

but there was no quid pro quo, and the 

donation was made well after the appoint¬ 

ment, Even critics of Faith Whitdesey 

have recognized that this hiring was not a 

favor but reflected her desire, during her 

second posting in Bern, to engage in an 

active campaign of public diplomacy— 

an area in which the colleague had sub¬ 

stantial experience 

Had Faith Whittlesey arrived in Swit¬ 

zerland and headed straight for the ski 

slopes or the international social scene, 

she would never have been the subject of 

investigation or controversy A graduate 

of the University of Pennsylvania Law 

School, a successful Pennsylvania politi¬ 

cian, a former exchange student in Ger¬ 

many and Austria, a veteran of the White 

House staff and a Ford Foundation grantee 

at The Hague Academy of International 

Law, Ambassador Whitdesey might be 

excused for thinking that the "nuances" 

(a favorite word with career diplomats) 

of Swiss politics weren't beyond her She 

did her job with energy enthusiasm and 

commitment, 

Douglas A, Sears 

Boston. Massachusetts 

Whittlesey may not have needed an officer to 

Pelt her Switzerland was neutral, hut accord¬ 

ing to our sources, she did fire one who pointed 

to Switzerland’s neutrality as the reason she 

shouldn't have been trying to get Swiss support 

for the contras, Whittlesey herself testified that 

she replaced the man became “he expressed 

directly and indirectly to me his inability to 

he. or even become, a spokesman for the United 

States on major issues like Central AmericaP 

The embassy gift fund, according to nonbinding 

State Department precedent at the time, was 

not intendedfor broader uses than budgeted tax 

dollars. Whittlesey, like others working for 

Ronald Reagan’s foreign-policy goals, did not 

break the law but bent it, and a gift fund’ 

funded-dinner guest at Embassy Bern, Ed 

Mme, refused to prosecute her for it. There may 

have been no quid pro quo in hiring her bene¬ 

factor's son, but there was every appearance 

of one: she appointed the son in September, re¬ 

ceived $5,000from the father in November and 

mm the m in at Bern in December, And 
finally, if, as AIk Sears contends, "even critics of 
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and Margot Kidder (see "Tilings That 

Are Contusing" by Patty Marx, spy, Oc¬ 

tober 1986), and in May 1990 advised its 

readers with biting sarcasm "How to 

Marry a Billionaire" ($00 "How to Marry 

a Millionaire," by Hell Seavell, spy, Sep- 

tember 1987), Maybe we should change 

our Ten Years Ago in SPY feature to "Ten 

Yeats from Now In People.*' 

Reassuring news at fast from Quezon 

City (Manila), the Philippines. A reader 

tells us that Spy is available at the Stars 

and Stripes Bookstore in Pbsoy City, 

Manila. Whew. But pay attention, now: 

"Note; Since attempted coup in Decem¬ 

ber 1989, ail visitors must enter by front 

gate on Roxas Boulevard, Members may 

still enter by either front or back gates," 

Paul Lernertold us, in the June Letters 

section, that Houston's population sur¬ 

passed Philadelphia's a decade ago. (We 

in turn asked him to name the capital 

of Burkina Faso.) Now Jim feirce of Vil- 

ionova, Pennsylvania, writes to further 

confuse what he describes as the "March 

Date book Controversy" Peirce {Peirce? f 

before e except after Jim?) says that in 

the 1990 World Almanac, Philadelphia's 

1980 population is 1,688,210 and Hous¬ 

ton's just 1,595,138, "You'll find this is 

true if you just investigate," he writes, 

with on admirable allusion to another, 

no-longer-extant Naked City feature^ "I 

predict that in the 1990 census Philadel¬ 

phia will be larger than Houston" 

Chris i. Dolton of Jersey City, New Jer¬ 

sey, sidesteps the March Dot ebook Con¬ 

troversy entirely and instead prompts 

Lerner on the answer to our question 

about Burkina Faso. "Ouagadougu," 

Dalton writes. However, "Ougadougou" 

writes Lee Mark Sal aw itch of Baltimore 

And so another controversy is born. 

Sola witch has also been thoughtful 

enough to send along a brochure for 

the Silja Line, which we have forwarded 

to Jim Fuhrtnan [see this column, June). 

That Helsinki-Travemunde package 

sounds good to us, Jim. 

Thanks to /esse ftiul Noonan for invit¬ 

ing us to his graduation from CentraII 

Dauphin High School in Harrisburg, Penn¬ 

sylvania. Judging from his accompanying 

note, Noonan's invitation list also in¬ 

cluded Dan Quayle and Joe Strum mer, 

and that makes the gesture all the more 

Special for us. We're sorry we couldn't 

moke it, but that week we found our- ► 
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selves unexpectedly involved in distribut¬ 

ing brochures for Hie Scandinavian cruise- 

ship industry. These things come up 

A letter from California: "How ore you 

guys today? Well, we hope. We sure do 

enjoy your publication. Therefore we'd 

like you to do something on us in an up¬ 

coming issue." Naturally— it would fal¬ 

low, "We're very ordinary fold |sie] who 

are well adjusted and very nice. Ulti¬ 

mately we are sharers. We're not you're 

[sic] average doomsday prophets." Thank 

goodness — the average ones get so tire¬ 

some* don't you find? "We see the end of 

life on this planet as being the final 

statement of the hybrid, man/woman- 

kind, hence it must be done well" You're 

losing us. "Are you oware that President 

Bush is proposing the 2020 manned trip 

to Mors as a ruse to disguise the fact that 

the space armada of Earth is now being 

readied for a November 28, 2001, leap 

through the lips of the balloon of space 

to 'C' beyond the bubble of space?" Um, 

sorry, we're not interested.,. that is, we 

already gore... we mean - look, the fact 

is, we're busy an the 28th. Same gradua¬ 

tion in Pennsylvania. 

A reader from St, Charles, Missouri, 

writes, "I was wondering if you coutd 

send me some information on lip aug¬ 

mentation. I just got done reading my 

June 1990 issue of spy, A lady from At¬ 

lanta wrote to thank you for sending her 

info on lip augmentation, I would really 

appreciate it if you sent me some also." 

We'll see if we can pull something to¬ 

gether for you, but to be honest, we've 

had a lot on our plate lately, and now It 

turns out we've also got this big story to 

do on some ordinary fold in California 

(ordinary fold, mind you, not overage 

doomsday prophets). Bui we'll try. 

In the meantime, here's a brief excerpt 

from the second letter in what threatens 

to be a series: "I am going to write you 

every four months until my letter is 
printed or mentioned In the gray sec¬ 

tion,.. .Remember, every four months 

until you print this letter or mention me 

in the gray section." There— another ob¬ 

ligation fulfilled, another happy reader. 5 

CORR ECTION 

In July's "Green Ties Mean Pink Slips!" we 

failed to credit hair and makeup to Clare 

Lichtefiberger far La Coupe, particularly 

far Mark O'Donnell's hairline. 9 

Faith Whittlesey have recognized that this hir- 

ing was not a favor." then why did the State 

Department respond to its investigation of Whit¬ 

tlesey by prohibiting all embassies thenceforth 

from accepting private donations? SPY stands 

by its reporting. 

Dead Eon™ Uf Michael 
■ ■ Haineys article on 

fan dubs honoring Washingtons stars 

and media elite [“'Now* Mr, Kinsley, 

Would You Share Your Hair-Grooming 

Secrets With Us? — SPY Starts Fan Clubs 

lor Washingtons Brightest Stars’’ May), 

Coincidentally, we recently started a fan 

dub ourselves for a similar purpose, and 

we’re waiting to announce its existence for 

all those interested in joining, Our dub is 

the Sylvia Poggioli Fan Club, started to 

honor National Public Radio great Sylvia 

and all chose other radio journalists who 

speak plain, unaccented English until it is 

time to pronounce their own names* 

Stewart Parker and Russell Leavitt 

Seattle* Washington 

Wire interested. Regarding dues, is there a 

group rate? 

Dear Editors I have a suggestion: 
1 more James Collins [“I 

Think, Therefore I Am the Coolest’’ May}. 

Lordy, chat guy is nasty' and wonderful. 

William J. Slattery 

JamtStOUm, Rhode Island 

All you had to do was ask. (See pages 6 and 

784 

Dear Edetors I have known Lally Wey- 

1 mouth ever since 1 

came to Washington, DC., in 1962, and 

1 would like to cake issue with the story 

that you wrote about her in the June 

issue of spy {‘ Mom Always Liked Him 

Best: Why Lally Weymouth, Katharine 
Graham's Difficult Daughter; Does Not 

Run The Washington Post? by Henry 

Alford]. 

Presumably, the more far out, eccen¬ 

tric, and the more scum and dirt you can 

find out, the more you will succeed with 

your new fj/c] magazine. 1 doubt it. Those 

of us, however, who know the truth about 

LalJy Weymouth would like to see the 

other side of the coin. 

Like her father, LalJy Weymouth is a 

talented and brilliant writer and deserves 
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top accolades for what she has achieved 
in her writing* To read an entire story 
about normal family rivalry and prob¬ 
lems of siblings perhaps make a story, 

but to have to wade through the entire 
negative story to finally read Arnaud de 
Borchgraves trank acknowledgment of 
the very special quality and brilliance 
of Lilly Weymouth's writing is another 
matter. At least one should acknowledge 
these special talents up front and then let 
the reader balance them with some of 
the negatives that all of us who are born 
with some degree of talent are possessed 
with, 

You could have written a great piece 
covering ail aspects of Lally but you 
missed a unique opportunity. 

John C Warnerke 
John Carl Warnerke & Associates 
Architects and Planning Consultants 
San Francisco, California 

Dmar Editors I know nothing about 
I Tally Weymouth, but I 

have spent many hours in the Schlesinger 
Library which you describe as left- 
leaning." 

Guys, it's a library^you know, a big 

building full of all kinds of books and 
manuscripts. In this case the library is 

devoted to womens, history people like 
Emma Goldman and Margaret Chase 
Smith and Fannie Farmer. 

I happen to think “leftdeaningH is a 
very nice compliment, but to pay it to a 
library h nuts, 

Laura Shapiro 

New York 

Dear Editors I realize you've been ex^ 

I tremely busy with your 
television specials and all, but please get 
your facts straight. 

In the June Great Expectations you 
suggest that perhaps Sony picked De¬ 
cember 7 as the sample date used in its 
VCR manuals not as a reminder of the 
attack on Pearl Harbor but rather be¬ 
cause its Gtegg Allman's birthday Please 
be advised that December 8 is Allman's 
birthday Its also the date of birth of 
ocher rock luminaries, including Jim 
Morrison, Hollies drummer Bobby Elliot, 
jerry Butler and the late, great Sammy 
Davis Jr. 

Suitable December 7 substitutes would 

include Harry Chapin, Tom Waits and 
die night in 1978 that Sid Vicious as¬ 
saulted Path Smiths brother with a beet 

glass. 
J. Ben Manilla 
New York 

Dear Editors I was thoroughly per us* 

1 ing the June issue whea 
a rusty steel trap closed in my mind. In 
your Liz Smith Tote Board you say that 
spy was mentioned only once every 24 
days. While I was sympathizing with 
your being at the bottom of the list, a 
mathematical question suddenly leapt 
forward: how could spy be mentioned 
every 24 days? 

To wit: the top of the column says, “A 
Monthly Tally" If you were mentioned 
only once in the month, it would be once 
every 30 or 31 days. If you were men¬ 
tioned twice, you would be mentioned 
every 15-15.5 days, yer you say you were 
mentioned every 24 days. Did Smith once 
say "...and that magazine, SP7 spitefully 
giving only two-thirds of your name? Did 
she name you in a 24-day period, and 
you ignored the other 6 or 7 days? Or did 
she mention you only on the 24th day of 
the month? This also applies to ah the 
other (and lesser) honorees with a 24-day 
mentioning. 

Edward Zimmerman 
Sari Deego, California 

Liz Smith writes six Daily News columns a 
week, so there are 24 Lrzdays, more or less, in 
each month. On her days off\ we somehow mud 
dk through. 

Dear Editors Wirst Howard Beale... 

1 then David Lynch,,, 
now Walter Monheit? 

just as the renegade news commentator 
from the 1976 movie Network and the 
avant-garde producer of television’s Twin 
Peaks were co-opted by the unwitting soci¬ 
eties they railed against, now spy’s own 
maverick film critic has become parr of 
the credulous mainstream: a raid-May ad 
for Rohin Williams's Cadillac Man was 
boldly headlined with Monheits June 
blurb: 'Eight-cylinder, sedan-rasric, lux¬ 
ury-car har-dee-har-hars that rocked my 
chassis hke a speed bumpr 

Does this mean you'll have to stop run¬ 
ning the Blurb-o-Mat, or is this just the 
big break that you and Mr, Monheit have 

been waiting for? 

Jim Hornfiscber 
Sutmytide, New York 

Co-opted? Are you kidding? What do you think 
this is—satire? 

Dear Editors I ust a note regarding 

M the illustration by Drew 
Friedman in June [Private Lives of Public 
Figures}. 

Thank you for showing Donald Trump 
as the truly disgusting and philandering 
maie-chauvinist pig that he is. Thank 

God there's one magazine on the market 
that will noc allow Trump to manipulate 
if for his own egotistical self-perpetua¬ 
tion. Ybur illustration shows him for what 
he really is —a middle-aged man making 
a pathetic attempt to recapture his lost 
youth by chasing bimbos, Someone really 
ought to tell him what a fool he is making 
of himself. 

Julie Rhinehart 
New Y5r£ 

Dear Editors Jjome more anagrams: 

CHARLES KEATING JUNIOR 
JUNItSOftE CHEATING WAR 

MICHAEL MILKEN 

m MILK 'EM CLEAN 

J4 L4 
Pacifica, California 

Dear Editors H ere are several ana- 

» I grams. 

DE A R EDITORS *.... readers do rr 

DONALD TRUMP--- *. damp old runt 

IVAN A TRUMP_____ u vaim tramp 

MARTHA STEWART. . .ma, the tart's raw? 

ROSE ANNE BARR.a barren SNORE 

MANUEL ANTONIO 
NORIEGA .... GOAT URINE IN A NOON MEAL 

PLACIDO DOMINGO doigo oh clam dip? 

Paul Isaacs 
New York 

SPY welcomes letters from its readers. Address 
correspondence to SPY, The SPY Building, 
5 Union Square West, New York, N Y 10003* 
PI east include your daytime telephone number. 
Typewritten letters are preferred. Letters may be 
edited for length or clarity, $ 
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FASHION 
IS A MYSTERY 

TO US. 
But it is also a world that has always beguiled and intrigued us: 

Extraordinary-looking men and women wearing extraordinary-looking 

clothing and saying witty things to one another in Italian. 

Gazelle-like beauties casting their gaze over the dance floor and summing 

up the scene with a knowing “Plus fa change*.” Swarms of tall, 

exotic people dressed all in black sweeping into restaurants in order to 

dine on lifeboat-size portions of salad. —^ It is a world that is 

simultaneously unfettered and sophisticated. A world that is not ashamed 

to celebrate appearance and the look of things. A world that 

responds to the questions that life proposes with a resounding Yes, and then 

adds the caveat But only if I can wear my Armani. And thus it is in 

this same spirit of whimsy and savoir faire that we present the 

second Fashion Supplement to SPY. This season we bring you “As the 

Saying Goes.../1 a portfolio of oft-repeated phrases brought to life with 

some of today's most beautiful clothing and accessories; “Let’s Get 

Metaphysical,” interviews with fashion notables in which they discuss the 

role of astrology and the supernatural in their lives and work; and 

“Best of Breed/" this time around a stunning group portrait of what's new 

and noteworthy in timepieces. So sit back, put your feet up and enjoy. 

Produced and Designed by Drenttel Doyle Partners ■— Fashion Editor■* Nian Fish 

Consultants: Richard Martin and Harold Koda —~ Advertising Director: Robert Nachman 

Marketing Director: Anne Kreamer — Cover photographed by Jose Picayo 

AH hair and makeup by Rob Van Dorssen/Judy Casey 

Cliches photographed at Photo Production Services, Inc., New York City 

Cover: Red button jacket, Slfl2Q. Hot-pink “reduced for sale* tank top, 52,250. 

Harlequin sequin pants, 53,500. Available by special order at Bergdorf Goodman, New York. 

Alt by Moschino. Austrian crystal drop earrings and bracelets by Wendy Cell 

Gold evening pumps by F rate Hi Rossetti. Model: ha belle Bondi of Bethann Management 



THE FASHION 
MASTERS 

SPEAK 

What do you 
predict will be in 
style in 1991? 
Bill Robinson, fashion designer 
1991 is going to be a bout a lot of earthy 

things—textural things, not so slick 

and not so hard; a lot of velours and 

chenilles and velvets and corduroys 
and tweeds in sort of earthy colors. 

Joseph Abboud, fashion designer: 

When 1 first started, people said 1 w ould 

never succeed, beca use of my olives and 

russets. I laugh, because everyone is 
doing ecological colors today. 

Marc Jacobs, fashion designer: 

Wool, cotton, silk and linen have been 
around for a million years. I'm willing 

to bet they will be around for a million 

more. Colors, or real color, will be 

important as life becomes more dismal 

and “modern.” 
Michael Leva, fashion designer: 

Clothes that are more about design and 

less about ornamencarion and flarm 
boyance—-all the things that really 

categorized the 1980s. (There will be| a 
new simplicity. 
Nicole Miller, fashion designer: 

I like things uncluttered. That’s really 

what’s selling for me—very simple, 
really good aesthetics. It's important to 

keep a sense of youthfulness, and I 

always keep young people around. 1 

think that’s how you stay fresh. 

Patricia Cfyne, fashion designer: 
| Asking me to predict| the colors for 

1991 is such a factual question, and the 
hardest to make predictions on ifyou*re 

not psychic. 

Sydney Omarr, astrologer: 

[There will be a] swing toward conser¬ 

vatism that will make the Reagan era 

seem ultraliberal. Money will be tight; 

colors will be somber and dark. It is be¬ 
ginning to start now and will go on for 

ten years. 

Carmelo Pomodoro, fashion designer: 
In 1991 fashions will he hot and easy. 

Frank Andrews, psychic: 

For 1991 ethnic will be very in. 

Betsey Johnson, fashion designer: 
WeTe still working on fall ’89! [1] 

definitely don’t feel good about Lycra. 

Mr. Blackwell, trend forecaster: 

1 991 will be the beginning of a Transi¬ 

tional period of stability—in retail, it 
will be a total disaster. 

Christian Francis Roth, fashion de¬ 

signer: 
1 really have absolutely no idea. I have 

never been one to predict anything, 

because every idea that I have is totally 

spontaneous. 

Joseph Abboud: 

If you’d asked me in 1960 to sketch our 

designs for the year 2000, it would 

have been man-made fibers, sleek and 

metal lie, and, in fact, the year 2000 will 

probably be exactly the opposite. 

Fepito Albert, fashion designer: 

All synthetic fabrics, metallic colors. 
Fashions will be anything and every- 
rhing. 

Patricia Clyne: 

2000 is ten years from now. It will be 

a more modern time and I like modem 
clothes, I like women to look strong, 

sophisticated and witty, and I don’t 

really relate to women who are flowers. 

There are a lot of new man-made fab¬ 
rics coming around, and I have no ob¬ 
jection at all to using them, 

Carmelo Pornodoro: 

Tufted and insulated clear-plastic 

clothes stuffed with obsolete money. 

Richard Tyler, fashion designer: 

Lunar yellow, mauve, pink and space¬ 
ship silver, 

Michael Leva: 

I really think there’s going to be a 

discovery of a new modernism. It will 

be a very intelligent creation. 
Joyce Jiltson, astrologer: 

A new fashion invention will allow 

women to walk in comfort without 
carrying a huge purse. Compact sneak¬ 

ers will fold up and fit in even the tiniest 

evening bag. The newest natural fabric 
will come from the rain forest and mold 

to your body. Actually, it will he mold. 

Gordon Henderson, fashion designer: 

I think that the fabrics themselves will 

be more adaptable to our environ¬ 

ment—lighter-wreight, breathable fab¬ 
rics are very important for the comfort 

of our lives and what we do. 

Mr. Blackwell: 

We’re going to he looking to the softest 

fabrics in the world. The thinnest, 

finest kinds of silk. The year 2000 will 

be a year for the woman to be exces¬ 
sively beautiful. 

Frank Andrews: 

The year 2000 will be a period of 

freedom of speech, color and look. 
Bill Robinson: 

In the long run, colors and fabrics will 

be very sharp and very strong. As the 

years go by, the hardest thing to sell is 

subtlety. 

What do you 
predict will be in style 
in the year 2000? 
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Have you ever 
attempted contact 
with a dead style- 
setter, say... 
Coco Chanel, for 
help or inspiration? 
Richard Tyler: 
lidith Head, Usually on the car phone. 

Cartnelo Pomodoro: 

I’ve had lots of conversations with my 

dead grandmother, a real style-setter 

{she was v-e-r-y Italian—the lilac k dress 

and stockings), and the ghost ot Schia¬ 

parelli while I'm in my hotel in Paris, 

which is haunted. 

Joseph Abboud: 

l get inspiration from Charlie Chan 

films. Number One Son had the great¬ 

est clothes—that’s about as dead as I 

get. 

BUI Robinson: 

Well, nor in a seance or anything or a 
Ouija board; how ever, I have definitely 
tried to contact them spiritually, con¬ 

stantly, because I love to have very 

modern clothes that are full of very 

historical references. 
Patricia Clyne: 

1 don’t necessarily sit there and say, 

“Oh come on. Coco—1 need inspira¬ 
tion," or anything like that. Rut J feel 

sometimes when I'm working that I'm 

a vessel, and that it’s when I’m most 

dean that the ideas definitely come, 
Betsey Johnson: 
Coco’s not dead! ... Is she? 

Christian Francis Roth: 

However my designs are executed 

through me, 1 don't know. 1 certainly 

haven’t tried to contact anyone dead, 

hut it’s not a bad idea, l think Charles 

Addams might he watching me, 
Isaac Mizrahit fashion designer: 

I’ve never tried to contact a dead per¬ 

son. However, at certain times I feel 

spiritually linked to them, 

Lee Saelee* fashion designer: 

No, and quire frankly, I think their 
minds are (on| other things. 

Marc Jacobs: 
l have never, nor do 1 ever wish to 

contact a dead person, no matter how 

fabulous he or she was, 

Mabelle, involuntary trans-medium of 

the celebrity dead: 
Mme. Blavatsky, the late mystic and 

occasional charlatan, said, "Beautiful 

saris! Long as winding sheets, because 

life is transient. And silly hats with 

bells—to mock the rational mind." 

Your question sparked so much con¬ 
troversy in the afterworld, it was days 

before I got my larynx back. Marilyn 

Monroe kept whispering, “Flowers!” 

and Greta Garbo kept growling hack at 

her, “Dust!” 

Have any of your 
successfu 1 designs 
been the result 
of a dream, deja vu 
experience or any 
similar circumstance? 
Joseph Abboud: 

1 have a tendency to dream about de¬ 

signs and colors. Dreams even spark 

inspirational direction—into plaids or 

sweaters. 
Marc Jacobs: 

None of my [successes] were the result 

of any dream, deja vu or cosmic cir¬ 

cumstance. Although it is very possible 

that l live in somewhat of a dream 

world—the fashion world is itself a hit 

unbelievable and out there! 

Richard Tyler: 

My peaked lapels came from a levita¬ 

tion l witnessed in Brooklyn. 

Cartnelo Pomodoro: 
My whole business is the result of a 

cosmic experience. All successful de¬ 

signs come from some strange, other¬ 
worldly place. 

Lee Saelee: 

Yes, as a matter of fact, my dreams are 

one of my chief sources of inspiration. 

Michael Leva: 

Dreams, definitely. After [I had de¬ 

cided on my theme for fall,] 1 had a 

dream about a very religious wedding 

that was sort of historical and sort of 
futuristic, i had thought of the early- 

Rcnaissancc theme before, and having 

that on my mind and dreaming in more 

detail set a tone for the collection to fol¬ 
low. 

Gordon Henderson: 

There are definite connections between 

my designs and the past. I’ve always 

had an affinity for the forties and the 

fifties. Who I am and the style that l 

have basically comes from my memo¬ 

ries, In the early sixties, my father 

would always take us to Fisherman's 

Wharf, and they would have the lob¬ 

ster-claw lights along the Bay Bridge. 

San Francisco was exciting—the city, 

the power and strength that it had, was 
really incredible for me. 

Isaac Mizrahi: 

I have dreams of clothes that I end up 

doing. So often, I have visions of an 

outfit. 11 once dreamt of] a strapless 

tiny bustier with shorts—one piece. I 
did it in lace. 

Christian Francis Roth: 

I wish 1 could say yes, hut it’s really 

hard to say. My smoking jacket and my 
"lips" jacket—they’re very surreal. I 

don't think lips—it just happens. 
Nicole Miller: 

Once I dreamt of a green halter jump¬ 

suit wrirh a crisscross back, I went to 
wo rk the next day and made it. It 
didn’t sell, 

Pep do Albert: 

Yes. 

Bill Robinson: 

The dreams that J have about fashion 

are usually more about anxiety. I very 

rarely wake up and say, “Oh, fabulous 

colors!" It’s usually like Pm having a 

show and no one is there. 

Do you read your 
horoscope? Where? 
Do you find 
that it is often true 
or prophetic? 
Joseph Abboud: 

I read it in the New York Post at the end 

of the day, 1 use it if I like it, 

Marc Jacobs: 
I don’t read my horoscope. I don’t 

want to know. 
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THE FASHION MASTERS SPEAK 

There's no present 
like the time! 

1 n l ro d Ltd i \ &: T imeTables 

Designed by 
Drentui Doyle Partners 

J-:rA Swiss Technology 
Quartz Movement One Year Warranty 

For store infer mat inn. 
call 212 463 8787 

$80 each 

Pepito Albert: 

Sometimes. [I read it] in any maga¬ 

zine 1 pick up, Sometimes it’s true* 
Richard Tyler: 

Sometimes* On the freeway, 

Carmelo Pomodoro: 

Yes, in Town & Country, the Daily 

News and the British Tatier. It's 

always true, I just like to know rhe 

high road, the low road and theinter- 

national road. 
Michael Leva: 

I do sometimes. But I run to the 

newsstand whenever Pm near Gem 
Spa to read Town & Country, be¬ 

cause rhaps the best one, 

Betsey Johnson: 

They used to have the best horo¬ 

scopes in Women "s Wear. 

Isaac Mizrahi: 

I read Patric Walker anywhere, 

Christian Francis Roth: 

No, I don't read my horoscope, and 

1 don't take my fortune cookies too 

seriously either (but I keep the or¬ 

anges), Horoscopes just don't do it 

for me. 
Nicole Miller: 

Once a year, in Vogue or Elle. Fm 

very skeptical of all those things. 
Mr. Blackwell: 

SydncyOmarr. He's the best. Ninery- 

nine percent of the time he’s right, 

Sydney tells me good days to open 
my collections and wrong days to 
travel. On one day that I was told not 

to travel, my ticket was written 

wrong—1 was doing Donahue in Bir¬ 

mingham, Alabama, and my travel 
agent hooked a flight to Birming¬ 

ham, South Carolina! I finally ar¬ 

rived in Birmingham, Alabama, at 

9:00 the next morning for the show. 

1 was so overly emotional that I blew 

the whole show and Donahue never 

used me again. It was raining, and 1 
was doing the show dripping wet, I 
over talked Donahue. But the worst 

was that I didn't know that Mario 

Thomas was in the audience and 

proceeded with the Ten Worst list, 

and she was on it. When 1 said it, 
there was a silence. I was happy 

when it was over, 

Sydney Omarr on your astrological 

fashion profile: 

Aquarius: the most unorthodox 

sign—ve ry forwa rd-loo king. 

Pisces; shoes and stockings are ex¬ 

tremely important, 
Aries: wear hats with flair; inventive, 

willing to try different things. 

Ta u rus: p ra erical; like to ge r money5 s 

worth. 

Gemini: flighty—wear gloves in a 

delicate manner. 

Cancer: want security. Cancer 

women tend to emphasize their 

bosom. 

Leo: flair and showmanship, 

Virgo: very precise—don’t wear any¬ 
thing without a reason. 

Libra: men and women like their 

hips accentuated—sashes are appeal¬ 

ing. 

Scorpio: passionate—they like ro ap¬ 

pear sexy without appearing vulgar, 

Sagittarius: like wash-and-wear 

clothing; travel at the drop of a hat. 

Capricorn: prefer dark colors— 

almost black. 

Do you consult 
with an astrologer 
or numerologist 
regarding 
your collection? 
Marc Jacobs: 

If there were an astrologer or numer¬ 

ologist editor in chief of a fashion 

magazine* l suppose 1 would consult 

her regarding my collections. As 

there is not, to my knowledge, no, I 
do not. 

Carmelo Pomodoro: 

No, but I consult Nancy Reagan very 
occasionally. 

Lee Sa elect 

Are you k idding? The answer to that 
is no. But I do consult my partner, 

who also does the books for our 

firm, and he often has some numer- 

ologies of his own, 

Michael l^eva: 

No, 1 consult with my staff, 
Betsey Johnson: 

Do bookies count? 

Isaac Mizrahi: 

1 usually get a reading every three 
months, IFs a big confidence booster. 



THE FASHION MASTERS SPEAK 

Patricia dyne: 
] only go once a yea r to a psychic who 

comes from London, [On one visit,] 
Anne Klein was supposedly channel¬ 

ing through him, saying, “You've 

got to do it; you can't be worried— 
just do it. 1 can relate to your designs 

because they’re a lot like mine when 
I first started, " She was talking and 

he was the medium. People have 

likened my clothes many times to 
Anne Klein’s, and even if he had 

heard the name, for him to pick Anne 

Klein was remarkable. 
Christian Francis Roth: 

The tarot is very good at making you 

aware of things in your life. You 

really can’t ignore things; it really 
helps you, 

Nicole Milter: 
I'll try anything once—usually on 

people’s recommendations. The last 

person I went to was M ary T. Brown, 
Tama fanowitz is a good friend of 

mine and she had written a story on 

her; then I met someone at a party 

who said she was really great, so I 
thought, Oht why notf Anyway, I 

went to her and she said, lcYour old 

boyfriend's coming back; he’s not 
leaving you alone." It turned out 

that two days later he called me. 
Pepito Albert: 

No, but maybe I should. 

Bill Robinson; 
1 once consulted a fortune teller in 

Hong Kong who told me I had to 

grow my sideburns long, l had to 
wear a gold ring, I had to have hig 

thick gold glasses and 1 had to grow 

a very thin mustache—what a pretty 
picture that would have been! I 

consult with an astrologer and have 

for about 15 years at least, i talk to 

him at least once a year. I don't live 

by what he says, but he absolutely is 
like a guiding Eight, 
Frank Andrews: 

I first met [the late designer] Perry 

Ellis in the early 1970s. He was skep¬ 

tical [of my psychic powers] at first— 
especially since he was working in 
marketing and I told him he was 

going to be a famous fashion de¬ 
signer. 1 also told him not to fly in 
small planes for the next five years. 
Despite his skepticism. Perry can¬ 

celed his seaplane flight to Fire Island 

that weekend—and the flight he was 
booked on crashed, killing all its 

passengers. 

Do you think you 
have supernatural 
abilities? 
Joseph Abboud: 

I think I'm good at what I do because 

I throw my heart and soul into it, and 

I think that's what the supernatural 

is—through love of what you do 

there is an extension of a certain 

inner strength. 

Marc Jacobs: 

I have no supernatural abilities or 

secretarial skills. 

Richard Tyler: 

Yes and no, 

C amt eh Pomodoro: 

No, just good intuition. 

Michael Leva: 

Not at all. I have very natural abili¬ 

ties. Fm down-to-earth; Fm not cos¬ 

mic in the least. 

Betsey Johnson: 

No, but my wig definitely does! 

Isaac Mizrahi: 

No more than any other average per¬ 

son. 1 believe 1 can make things hap¬ 

pen. 

Patricia Clyne: 

As far as being psychic myself, I 

don’t know. I wish I did, but I don't. 

Bill Robinson: 

I don't know if I do* but there are 

definitely very strange, clairvoyant- 

type people who are attracted to 

me—they always have been, When I 

came back from Iran, a friend said I 

could move into an apartment,and it 

turns out to be in the house of Frank 

Andrews, a well-known clairvoyant 

in New York. 
Christian Francis Roth: 

I think probably on some level. 
They’re not obvious—I can’t bend 
forks or anything like that, although, 

believe me, I’ve tried. If I could. I'd 
be going on television and doing it, 
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BIRDS OF A 

FEATHER 

WILL GATHER 

TOGETHER. 

Ldr, spearmint double-breasted 

wool-flannel i.icket, S^90. Sagc-anri- 

white-striped silk shin, $290, 

Sagt-and white-striped silk tie* SJO, 

Slate crepe gabardine trousers, 

44SO: s.i k h t ilrh Avenue; 

T. Magnrn, San Francisco; BlootmngdaleN. 

Right; double-breasted date 

crepe gabardine jacket, S_95. Nige-and- 

while-striped shirt, S if’-Tl, 

White coiron ribbed turtleneck, S3 30, 

]ade wool-flannel slim skin, $390: 

BcrgdorfGoodman, New Y'ork; 

Barneys New York; Nan Du skin, Baltimore 

a nd Phil add ph la . A! 1by 1 s,i ,ic Vb/ra hi. 

Shties by Manolu Blahnik. 

“Europa" sola, S.1,^67; Modern Age, 

New York. *Eggm(T 

by Charlotte \ Hastings; Broadway 

Windows, New York. 

Models: Bobby of Strain and 

Amine of Click, 

PHOTO GRAPHS 

B V [ O S E PI t: A Y O 

S T Y L I N G 

BY N I A N FIS H 





IT IS HARD 

TO TEACH AN 

OLD DOG 

NEW TRICKS. 

E ar left: gray flannel six-hut run 

doufrlt-hrcasted suii, $9 5ft, 

hy Louis', Boston. Shirt, ml4 and pocket 

square by Joseph Abhoud, 

Park brown leather wing, rip shoes 

by Edward Green: I ouis’, Boston, 

New York and Boston. 

Middle: wooband-vEscose jjrs> suit, 

S1,601), Wh11 e eoiion shi rc, S2S0. 

Light-green print tie, SND; Barneys, Dallas; 

Giorgio Armani boutique, 

New York and Los Angeles. 

All hv Giorgio Armani. I father wirlg Tip 

shoes by Louis', boston. 

Right; gray flannel three-picee suit, 

Gray striped shirt, SH5, 

Orange print silk tie and orange 

print pocket square, S>>: Beau Brummel, 

New York; Barneys New York; 

Ib^sby ^rid KmthefS, Chicago; 

Nelman Marcus, Pa Iks. 

All bv Hugo Boss, Brown suede wing tip 

shoes by FrateOi Rossetti. 

Models: Mark P tv ink of Ice I left/, 

Refer B>erg tii lee jmiddle) 

and Mark M at he i sen of Click (right i. 

Dog: “Dudley” of All-Tame Animals, 
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EARLY 10 BED AND EARLY TO RISE, MAKES 

A MAN HEALTHY, WEALTHY, AND WISE. 

l.udi'n wool RtJr,i field parka by Wtmliich, $ 1 60: available ai belief specially nationwide. l.uden window pane-wool iat.kei, ^75, 

Brown distressed leather vest* Denim shin, 490: Bergdort Goodman, New Turk; Marshall Field's, Chicago; 

Wilkes Bashford, Snn Francs sen* All by Joseph Ahhmsd, Nautita khaki pants, S YS: Nautita* New York; Htxhr and C.n+t Washington, PA , 

1 .in chamois wing up shoes by Bass. Ascot and pocket square hy Joseph Abboud. Glasses by Oliver [’copies. Fishing hat bv Woolrieh. 

Fishing gear, w icktrr fish basket, canvas tackle bos and in res courtesy of Or vis. Model: Matthew Harney of Click. 
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THE SPIRIT IS INDEED WILLING, 

BUT THE FLESH IS WEAK. 

■ -TLJ- 

{ Toco I ate three-hiitton jacket, $1,725, Burgundy caslime-ne sweater* $9>Y Barneys New Yorki ( .MAE* S.in Rafael, 

hufst hoodei iilk blouse. Barneys New York; Scrpdorl Cioodm.iTii, New Mirk. I muted edition mustard velvet embroidered pants. 

SR*200, Available by spec sill order at Iter^dod Cioudman, Ni-u York. \ll bs Romeo (njili. ’1CcMmn«." shoes In Siqdianr Kt-li.in. 

Byzantine pave truss hy \YePd> (jell. Model• Sk* Nt-llor ot Next, 



BEST OF BREED 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY RAYMOND MEIER 

1. Sterling, bracelet watch: Lisa Jenks. S915, By special order: Barneys New York; 22 Steps, 

Sad Fraudsto; Charles Gall-ay, Los Angeles; Stanley Korsha'k, Dallas; Elements, Chicago. 2, Speed master Professional; Omega, 1995. 

Omega retailers throughcut the United States. 



3. Gold - and- leather watch; Crum, J17J. Sales Fifth Avenue* Lord and Taylor* Sharper Image; Woodward & Lothrap 

stores nationwide. 4. Striped watch with brown Hoard band: Gucci, £2.50. Gucci shops and fine jewelry and department stores nationwide. 

5. St.iinletd-stcel-and-g.old man's watch; Carrier, £2,150. All Cartier boutiques. 6. Man's watch from the Super 2000 collection; 

TAG-Heuer, £1,595. BhiKjmingdale's nationwide; Macy's; Tourncau, New York; Slaviks, West Coast; Bailey, Banks and Kiddle nationw ide, 

7, Riviera watch; Raume & Mercier, 12,300. Tourneau, New York. 8, Lsqiurc sports watch: Motttdo, 1395. 

Saks Fifth Avenue; Kloomiti^dale's, 
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THE SHORT 

ARM OF 
THE LAW 

Then.- is something abuat a 

trial that is Si> stately! the 

statur Lil bljnJloliJcsJ Jusrietr 

in front of the tuurrhoust, 

t ht' Jl sting ms hid JLldgi- 

IxhLEuI his bench* tlu Icimt-J 

.iiiiirtH'ys jousting in an 

adversarial system that more 

often rhan nor—and pirJw/d) 

ft) t pntt) %<mf pfttrafil) — 

produces rhe prnpor verdict. 

Mot lung ago we came 

across a brief in support of an 

appeal to overturn rile guilty 

verdict in the uise ( ntltd 

Shift! v. MiDcnwifl tf at., 

which was cried last year. The 

gin fry party was a transit 

pnike officer who had been 

tried for making fake arrests. 

As part of the defense, his 

attorney put on rhe stand the 

men whom tin- officer had 

false I y arrested, m an effort to 

prove that even d they had 

been apprehended falsely, 

they had tit tmt print com¬ 

mitted the acts for which rhe 

officer had collared chem. 

t>K-sn't st-Ejm sporting, dues 

in' Don't worry —rhe tactic 

didn't work It did* however* 

yield the following exc hange- 

bet wee n t he * \ ffi ct r s at to r ney, 

Barry Agolnick, and a Mr. 

Young, who was falsely 

accused of lewdly rubbing 

himself up against a female 

passenger on a subway: 

.Yore, fir, / attk \nn N think ► 

Fmtx volks axd fl’jY/ There's no better way to 

describe the pig-roast shindig that Jesse Helms 

threw for his right-wing senatorial cronies at the 

Ronald Reagan Republican Center some weeks 

ago. Levity was the order of rhe day* even though a 

group of gay-rights activists — recognizing the 

event as a sort of company picnic for Washingtons 

Robert MAPPLETHORPE-bashing extremists — had 

chosen to picket rhe venue, You see all my friends 

outside?’' laughed Helms as he greeted guests such 

as Senators Steve Symms of Idaho and Larry 

Pressler of South Dakota* Symms certainty noticed 

(an uncommon feat for him)* and soon enough an 

idea was developing in his otherwise vacant head. 

Hey, Larry," Symms said, turning to Pressler, 

"we've gotta get some of those guys for you —get 

you a little publicity1." See — they were telling jokes! 

Meanwhile* South Carolina's 88-year-old Strom 

Thurmond, oblivious to the boys’ jocularity, was 

busy attacking everything on the buffet 

table — hoisting the victuals from steam tray 

directly ro mouth via fork, no plate required* After 

hastily gobbling several mouthfuls of pork and soft 

cheese, Thurmond grabbed a handful of crackers 

and* to the evident horror of Oklahoma senator 

Don Nickels, munched on them over the chafing 

dish* spattering half-chewed crumbs onto everyone 

elses barbecue* 

In THE FASHIONABLE PRECINCTS of eastern Long 

Island* the weekend does not mean a respite from 

desperate networking. And like people every¬ 

where stuck in the same parochial resort town 

year after year* even superimportanr Easr Hamp¬ 

ton show business lifers like Time Warner 

cochairman Steve ROSS and Steven Spielberg head 

for the movies of a Saturday night. On one such 

outing the old pals took in Die Harder at East 

Hampton s Main Street theater, Leaving the cine¬ 

ma, the relentlessly gregarious Ross saw another 

friend of his in the long line of people waiting for 

the next show. Seizing Spielberg by the arm, he 

pulled him toward his less famous chum and, in a 

voice that could be heard in Montauk* bellowed* 

Hey. have you wet my friend Steve Spielberg? The 

generally reticent Spielberg shuffled away* plainly 

mortified by the experience. 

Anyone who has sat through Tom Cruise's 

"Penis! Penis! Penis!" scene in Barn an the Fourth 

of July nr Martin and Charlie Sheen’s hammy ele¬ 

vator shouting match in Wall Street knows that 

Oliver Stone can be one of America's most power¬ 

fully unsubtle filmmakers. And Stone's forthcom¬ 

ing film biography of the Doors' Jim Morrison, his 

third consecutive movie about a shaggy tounter- 

culturist, promises to live up to the director's in- 

your-face! knack for the overexplicit. That, anyway* 

is the assumption of at least one actress who earli¬ 

er this year responded to a casting call for The 

Doors. The groupie-heavy screenplay calls for some 

nudity, so the auditioning actress was prepared to 

remove her shin for the director— fairly standard 

casting-call procedure. What she wasn't prepared 

for was Stones nonchalant demand — presumably 

in the name of truth, beauty and art — that she 

remove every stitch of clothing, turn her back to 

die director and bend over. 

WHILE MOST actual authors take to the book- 

promotion circuit with mixed feelings, doomed 

millionaire Donald Trump naturally relishes the 

chore. So it was that the poor man’s Dale Carnegie 

found himself at the American Bookseller's Asso¬ 

ciation convention in Las Vegas concocting inter¬ 

est in his latest howler, Surviving at the Top. Des¬ 

perate to salvage its fast-rotting multi mill ion-dollar 

investment. Random House, Trump's publisher, 

threw a cocktail party for lum at the Mirage casi¬ 

no-hotel, When the appointed hour for the 

flackathon arrived, Trumps editor and handler 

Peter Os nos wenr up to fetch Trump from his 

Mirage suite. Osnos knocked on the door, only to 

be greeted by what Osnos must have assumed was 

his research assistant: a squealing, bikini- 

clad — yes. hikhTdad— Marla Maples, 
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How Old Is Old Enough? 
A Shocking Look at Amenta* Official Age Limits 

^^^Vocicty is a capricious mistress when it 

comes to doling out her privileges. For example, 

both New York City and Parker Brothers ascribe a 

certain significance to the age of 10: children 

reaching that age art considered mature enough 

to play the board game 

Risk and to live in an 

apartment without win¬ 

dow guards. The situation 

in New York grows 

murkier in the teens, 

however. A 14-year-old 

boy, who if he has fol¬ 

lowed Milton Bradley's 

recommendations has 

been playing the game of 

Life for 5 years and 

Twister for 8, can legally 

have sex with a 12-year-old girl—yet he taut get a 

learner's permit (16), hang around a pool hall without 

adult Sftpen'himi (16) or drink spirits {21). (If it is 

any consolation to die wayward lad, though. New 

York State is willing to try him as an adult for 

kidnapping, murder or other serious felonies.) 

When our young friend is finally old enough to 

take in the latest Marilyn Chambers or Bunny 

Bleu double feature at the Roxy Twin on 42nd 

Street (l~r), other adolescent pleasures are still our 

of reach: alas, purchasing 

cigarettes, getting tat¬ 

tooed and trading stocks 

and commodities Futures 

are the province of New 

Yorkers I H years of age 

and older. The good news 

is that the P-year-old 

can go to Georgia, Utah, 

Mississippi or Missouri 

and be put to death; the 

bad news is that he may 

have already blown it as 

far as a career with the Dallas police goes — to 

ijualhy lor the force, one must not admit [to] 

nor have engaged in deviate sexual intercourse 

[or] sexual contact,. .with any animal or fowl si me 

age 17." (Italics ours.) —John Brndie 
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Private Lives df Public Figures 

Mario Cttomv has his in-laws over for dinner, 

Illustration by Duiav Friedman 

The SPY List 

Ruth Buzzi 

Pat Carroll 

Johnny Corson 

Mickey Polenz 

Jodie Foster 

Henry Gibson 

Lome Greene 

Mariette Hartley 

Marty Ingels 

Arte Johnson 

James Eari Jones 

Casey Kosem 

Ted Knight 

Harvey Kerman 

Pool Lynde 

Tim Matheson 

Roddy McDowoll 

Garrett Morris 

Jay North 

Michael Nouri 

Paul Reubens 

James Whitmore 

THE TIME HINT CGhTIHUED 

back to ihat subway rnA far tfh 

tai-wiwrit gaudyw teen- on 

that man. Dorati; that ride... 

did yw hate an era twin/ 

No, 1 did not. 

A i l y*tii in ft af that. <>r \<.-n 

don't mall/ 

[ rn surtv 

Df> ja/f remt-mU r being asked 

this questim umf git ing this 

ar/iuvr tn Man h of S~- 

Q/'Atid. sir, during that peri¬ 

od tiffin e that yat urn 

trait fat# as that train.,. 

did yw hare an m. tint// " 

A.”| don't recall hiving one." 

UVifw y on nth a<k id that if na¬ 

if tm. did yon gii\ that an liter 

fitidtr uath/ 

Yes, I did. 

That you don't nxait having otic/ 

Rij^hr. 

A nd note yni'n tditng m yon'A- 

artain that you didn't hart om\/ 

Absolutely, I did nor. 

Hart yw t-n r hud an t net not/ 

Sure. 

On the train/ 

No - on the train, yes, 

maybe l had, yes, I wouldn't 

say I didn't have one anytime 

on the train, Not that day. 

taxr iiiu/t ] aft ff-t'py landing on 

the train/ 

No. 

Did ) on eterfam an tmtian 

u hth yoi tnn Handing next to 

an ifflrartit* fmak un the train/ 

No, 

On font waii) Oi'ea ft oils haf t ym 

had e net inns an tih stain/ 

I i.in t answer ih.it guest inn; 

] don't know. 

Is it tan nnwcudts ttr mention/ 

I never counted them it l did 

have iliem. 

tt' as is m*m than 5(1/ 

I don't know 

Whin yon had an emtiuri ms a 

train, il dm t« i nur looking 

a! sftttkfam / 

Nor necessarily 

You wian.-shis is tom thing 

that /na happens mi the train/ 

[doesn’t have to Eie on the train. 

\t i 'n ta!king a(wit an /At 

t rain. V nn iaid that y tat i t hud 

unmet uni issues when yon u hash 

emlims on the tram 

You suid numerous limes_ 

l tun mam tism i was if. /Ur. 

Ytnng/ 

I really don't know. 

U’i//, the timei that yoiive had 

street hait on t/h train, hale ► 
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SPY PLATS LSU C8NHEC7IBH WITH 
New York's Bachelor of the Year 

And, You Know, Donald Probably Won't Even I mite Ui to the Wedding 

Trtl fit* I P R I H T COHTIHUI0 

any of these auctions been earned 

by your rubbing against the 

anatomy of a female? 

No. 

Voir sure oj that? 

Posicive. 

Wbai tamed those erections on 

the tram, M K Young? 

The body. 

Your body? 

Normal procedure of a body. 

Art) outside stimulus that pro¬ 

voked the erection...? 

No. 

Do ynt think attain certain 

things on a train that cause the 

erection? 

No. 

What about magazines,.. ? 

No. 

So t! is your testimony.. .that 

you can't salt as the circum¬ 

stances tinder which you get ertc- 

t/ons on a train, Is that right? 

Correct . 

SODOM ON THE 

CHARLES 

Back-to-schodl days an- here, 

and parents of all ages arc 

packing thejr progeny off to 

prepare themselves for the 

challenges nf the twenty-first 

century. Some parents who 
have bren particularly 

blessed are sending their 

children to what is generally 

regarded as the besr college 

in America. What does 

Harvard hold in store for 

these youngsters? A rradirion 

of excellence? A chance lo 

study with some of the most 

brilliant men and women in 

America? The opportunity to 

forge lifelong bonds with 

tomorrow's leaders — indeed, 

to become such a leader? Yes, 

and so much more* as this 

recent letter from the master 

of Kirkland House, an 

undergraduate dormitory, to 

his charges seems to indicate: 

"I write to you in response to 

the recently submitted peti¬ 

tion regarding a date lor the 

Holiday Dinner and 

Dance.., .Throughout the 

cighr years we have been Mas¬ 

ters of Kirkland House these 

Holiday events, the dinner 

and dance linked together, 

have been the center of much 

debate and concern among all 

of us on the House ► 

In the April issue of 

shy we extended a hand 

of friendship and concern 

co one of our occasional 

subjects* the foundering 

casino operator Donald 

Trump* at a time when 

he was in the grips of a 

personal crisis. With 

both his marriage ro 

Ivana and his “friend- 

ship' with Marla Maples 

apparently on the rocks, 

we were worried that the 

scalp-tightened self-pro¬ 

moter would be haunted 

by loneliness as the 

specter of bankruptcy 

loomed and his autumn 

years grew nigh. To alle¬ 

viate his pain* we extend¬ 

ed our good offices to 

help Trump find a new 

love mate* We held an 

open call among our 

readers, asking anyone 

who wished to become 

rhe demibillionaires next 

top wife to send us a pho¬ 

tograph and a brief state¬ 

ment of qualifications; we 

promised to send the 

entries along to Trump. 

At the time we stopped accepting submissions, 

we had received 62 entries; 72 percent of them 

were from women, 19 percent were from men* and 

9 percent were from dogs or cats. Mot surprisingly, 

most of these socially ambitious would-be brides 

cited Trump's wealth as his most attractive charac¬ 

teristic. (The letter from Emma T, of Manhattan 

used the word money' ICO times.) We have noted in 

a letter to Trump that since most of the submis¬ 

sions were written before his financial problems 

were made public, he may get a somewhat cooler 

reception than expected 

when he calls these mar- 

riage-minded people. 

But isn't that the way 

love is? 

Some of the more 

intriguing entrants are 

pictured on this page* 

Their photos and essays 

have been forwarded to 

Trump s office. The full 

set of submissions will be 

kept on file here at che 

magazine should he wish 

to review the entire field. 

Here are excerpts from 

some of the submissions: 

Amanda K., age 16, 

Forest Hills* New 

York: *T offer...free and 

experienced baby-sitting 

[and as a bonus] I get 

my retainer off in six 

months." 

Marie C* Los Ange¬ 

les, California: Several 

years ago I was engaged 

to marry Justin Dart s 

son, Stephen.... What; 

better revenge chan to 

marry Donald Trump?" 

Connie von H.* Kew 

Gardens* New York: '1 

come unencumbered by an annoying foreign accent, 

a propensity to preface people's names with the 

word they or embarrassing* interview-happy parents," 

Keli.y D.* Washington, D.C.: "Not since Lyle 

Waggoner have J been so captivated by one man's 

omnipresent sex appeal." 

Todd C* San Francisco, California: Tve 

grown accustomed to being a whipping post for 

[mens] insecurities and a victim for their pain.' 

Robert D., Austin, Texas: ’Although 1 am 

not a woman* I have 'big hair,'" —Michael Hainey 

AMANDA K. 

Mi A Ft 1 E C. 

ROBERT D. 

KELLY 0, 

TODD C, 

EMMA T, 

Who’s That Man? 
And now the answer to April's other experiment in reader participation, "He’s a Joker* He s a Smoker, He's a 

Midnight Toker.t/': the man of many descriptions was Mikhail Gorbachev, as profiled by Lance Morrow in Time. 

Sracy A. Mosher of Hong Kong was one of seven readers who had rhe correct answer; she won the ultrafashion¬ 

able SPY T-shirt after her name was chosen from among them. Curiously, almost as many readers thought the 

subject was Tom Wolfe, as described by himself. One California reader thought the subject was Roy, of the illu¬ 

sionist team Siegfried & Roy. J 

: cpy righted material 
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Something White. For Colorful Moments. 

A 
CUVEB MARCHES ITA SOMETHING NEW SOMETHING WHITE A WINE THAT 

REFLECTS ALL THE COLORS OF VOCR LIFE LIGHT MQOIXi BRIGHT MOMENTS 

COVEE MARGIIERITjV INTIMATE. INCOMmRABLE. LIKE EVERYONE OF THE 

UIX l: KV S AWTA M A EKi HE RITA WIN ES. YET TRULY ONE OT A K! ND. 

| K l 5, I T t :j 

i CUVlfc MAAGHKRIBC-1 
LV. I'OORIl: Vl£ 

[ABLE WINE 

E MARGHERITA. 
FROM SANTA MARGHERITA 

Tlqh 



^LJL cifc. How to Encourage 

Fiedgling Democracies 

I H I MN< FlIHl C <1 M ? ■ H U I ii 

sr;iff*r,, Repeatedly wt have 

had instances of inconsider¬ 

ate, unruly, rude, nr offensive 

behavior at the dinner. One 

year after the dinner fcre had Li 

suicide attempt by someone 

who had been cruelly singled 

out in an insensitive rendi¬ 

tion ol Blow the Man 

Down,'.,,Once someone was 

injured on a broken wine 

bottle surreptitiously carried 

into the Dining Hall despite 

explicit requests nor to do so. 

Another time property 

belonging to a well-liked* 

wclUttspetted tutor was 

destroyed an a senseless, 

drunken act of vandalism_ 

"The "traditions' of the 

dance are equally appalling. 

Instead of something lovely, 

festive, or particularly exhila¬ 

rating the dance has earned 

the reputation of being the 

“[neesrfest" — the culmination 

ol d period devoted to titil¬ 

lating sexual activity under 

the guise of 1 loliday 

exchanges. One student... 

described it as '.i kind tit 

dehumanized foreplay, 

enforced by peer pressure and 

ending With n ihstaMi-iiil ami 

mechanical tribal spectacle." 
People have been subjected 

to incredibly insulting 

behavior because of their 

refusal to participate at the 

Janet. Verbal abuse and 

insults, including the crudest 

terms and homophobic 

remarks have been direc ted 

at students who do nor want 

to fulfill someone's sexual 

expectations. Students have 

decided to leave the House as 

a direct result of, ..the pre¬ 

liminary Secret Santa events 

or...the pairing oil at the 

dance itself Annually com¬ 

plaints are lodged with us.... 

Why do we allow the dance 

to be a mating ritual?. Why 

don't we have what other 

Houses have — a winter 

formal f... 

"It is important to realize 

that consideration for every¬ 

one in this community... 

most be paramount. Such 

considerations ought to be 

reflected in the nature of hol¬ 

iday events, especially the 

dinner and dance." ► 

The US. Sends Greetings to Its Friends at Ground Zero 

inct: last fall, much ot the 

world has undergone a sea change. 

Democracy is blooming, the Berlin 

Wall stands in small chunks on 

mantelpieces across the United 

States, and America now has friend¬ 

ly relations with previously hostile 

countries. But not everything has 

undergone this 

sea change. 

Despite all 

the goodwill, 

L/S, nuclear 

missiles re¬ 

main in Eu¬ 

rope. The ques¬ 

tion arises. 

Does the Unit¬ 

ed States still 

have thermonuclear weapons trained 

on the free and democratic nations of 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland 

and East Germany ? 

Apparently, yes, Though our gov¬ 

ernment is officially reticent on the 

issue (’Tm not going to be able to 

answer that!" said Nancy Beck, 

State Department spokeswoman), 

some experts felt free to weigh in. 

Ken Satterfield, a Pentagon 

spokesman, was more forthcoming 

but still elusive: We have a variety 

of systems over in Germany at this 

democracies/' 
Wondering how finely attuned to 

irony formerly Iron Curtained democ¬ 

racies might be, SPY asked the 

newest members of the free world to 

comment on the news that their affec¬ 

tion lor America is being reciprocated 

in this potentially ballistic way, 

Daniel Vese- 

ly, a spokes¬ 

man lor the 

Czechoslovak 

ambassador 

in Washing¬ 

ton, took the 

news hard* 1 

didn t know 

that they were 
J 

still pointed 

at our territory!' he said. After 

expressing dismay that bureaucratic 

processes have got ' hogged down/’ 

Vesely added, "This is not under¬ 

standable. We are trying to be as 

friendly as possible! ' Boguslaw 

Najewski* a press attache at the Pol¬ 

ish embassy, made a similar com¬ 

ment. "We are very uncomfortable 

with this," he said, 

Gabor Szentivanyi, a press coun¬ 

selor at Lhe Hungarian embassy, 

seemed more hopeful, "1 don't really 

know the details* he said, "and I 

point. The word trained— I don t 

know if we re going to get into 

that_They re not all pointed in 

the same direction/' Kevin Pedraja 

of Business Executives for National 

Security helped decipher Sat¬ 

terfield's clue, saying, "Let me just 

put it this way: {the missiles] are 

still there, and they re not pointing 

west, so they must be pointing 

east," Finally we got a strong 

confirmation from someone in the 

know. "This is really classified 

material, but generally speaking, 

yes, we do still have missiles aimed 

in that direction/ said Lynn Reddy, 

press secretary of the House Armed 

Services Committee, adding, "Iron¬ 

ically, if fired, they would land on 

Countries that are now emerging 

can t confirm this, but this question 

came up with Dick Cheney a lew 

weeks ago. He said chat they will be 

reevaluating the situation ol target¬ 

ing. I see this as a welcome sign_ 

We don't even constitute a threat 

anymore. We have changed out mili¬ 

tary doctrine/’ 

Leave it to the East Germans to 

regard a respectful question about 

annihilation as a big joke, "SPY?" 

asked an unnamed member of the 

embassy staff, “SPY? S-P-Y? Ha ha 

ha! Hey, if is SPY magazine on the 

phone! [Background laughter} The situ¬ 

ation here is rather complicated. Our 

stall is very limited. We are very busy 

with the summit. What? The summit 

is over"1 Oh, yes, it is. spy? Ha ha ha! 

Good by e /1 — A udrea Rider 

The Liz Smith 
Tote Board 
A Monthly Tally 

Liz herself.2 

Donald Trump ***.**...2.4 

I van a Trump.*_2.7 

Madonna *.,**,**..**,.**.**4 

Barbara Bush.*********.**6 

Marla Maples.,.* — ...6 

George Bush „,„,*.„„,*8 

A Few Good Men.fi 

Oliver Stone.*,6 

Kathleen Turner ..,....,.6 

Marlon Brando...*12 

Charles Durning.*..**. 12 

Andrew Lloyd 

Webber***.12 
Roger Ailes ..,,,,,,,24 

The McGuire 
Sisters .*****..*,*.*******.24 

The "outrageous 

drugged-out 

behavior" of current 

rack stars .*.**..*.****.24 

spy****____24 

What's in a 

Name! 
Our Monthly 

Anagram Analysis 

WARREN BEATTY 
BEWARE N,Y, TART 

BORIS YELTSIN 
I RESIST NOBLY 
tS BERLIN'S TOY 
RIOT SENSIBLY 

THEODORE BUNDY 
TO HER NUDE BODY 

IMELDA MARCOS 
MELODRAMA fSlCl 

— Andy Aaron 
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1 On Virgin Compact Discs and Cassettes. Some on vmyl 
Available wherever music is sold 

t: 1990 Virgin Records America. Inc 



Hope I Die Before I Get Old 

TNI VIHI F■IH T COHTIUUID 

WHO PUT THE BOMP IN 
THI BOMP, DE BOMP, 

DE-BOMPP WHO PUT THE 

DIP INTO DIPLOMACY? 

It isn't easy being an 

i n tern at i onal c1 iplomat. 

Sometimes you have to sit 

down with sumcunt with 

whom you share few values 

anil with whom you have 

little in common. Such was 

the case last spring when five 

U.S. senators traveled to the 

Middle Hast to speak to the 

Ira>L|i dictator, Saddam 

I lussein. On one side you 

have five guys skilled in 

delivering inoffensive bom¬ 

bast and jvarronizing homi¬ 

lies. On the other you have, 

eii the words of Morton Kon- 

dracke ot The Sm' Rtpftbficy 

the most "evil and menacing 

tyrant... in the world," one 

who "rules by murder* tor¬ 

ture and fear and wrho "is 

developing an arsenal capable 

of multiple forms of mass 

destruction." It would have 

been easy enough (or the sen¬ 

ators ro have devoted the 

entire discussion to the mat¬ 

ters char divide the two 

nations, Hut diplomacy is 

about finding common 

ground, and to their credit, 

these men, particularly Sena¬ 

tors Alan Simpson and 

Robert I3oJe* managed to 

find something ro bring 

them and the Iratp president 

together, as this t ran script 

from Baghdad radio shows; 

Send tor Simpson (R-Wyo.): I 

enjny meeting wirh frank and 

direct people. It is difficult 

(or us in the Wild West — the 

cowboys — Lu understand 

that when we lose a case 

sometimes, we do not lose 

our life. This wras one of the 

reasons that made the five of 

us— who are* as Senator Dole 

has said, leaders in rhe 

Senate—call the president 

[of rhe I Ini red Stares] yester¬ 

day. We told the president 

that our visit to Iraq will cost 

us dearly, as it will make us 

lose popularity and so many 

people will attack us for vis¬ 

iting Iraq,*,. President Bush 

told us, however, Go. l want 

yew to gti_The things ► 

And If l Do. Race Off and Write Me a Maudlin Tribute Song 

ust a few short weeks after the unfortunate 

suicide of Del Shannon, a putative Shannon 

protege from Michigan copyrighted "My Best 

Friend, Charlie" — his tribute song to the fallen 

star* This story moved us to consider other 

euphonic homages to dead rock heroes and to ask, 

Which idols were most quickly mourned? What 

heartfelt expression of grief was most s wiftly rushed to 

radio stations and record stores? It wasn’t easy to 

collect conclusive data, since prercy much 

anybody can write or record a song, but after 

conducting exhaustive research, we are happy to 

provide rhe unofficial standings in rhe race to 

offer posthumous tribute to departed rockets. 

Roy Or bison Major Bill Smith recorded "Big Q,m his tribute to Or bis an, an the day after the singer's demise on 

December 6, 1988* This song features the lyric "He came up like thunder,*,of lost Big 0 fc free* while 

an Orbison sound-alike croons "Crying* in the background. 

On August 17, 1977, the day after Presley's death, Ronnie McDowell recorded 'The King Is Gone," the 
first of a slew of Elvis tributes. T was barely si* years old when 1 first heard him sing,* McDowell con¬ 

fesses in the song, "and somehow I knew front that moment on that if would be a lifetime thing*" |vj* 

dently, it was a self-tribute thing as well. The record was released within the week and sold 2.5 million 

copies* 

John Lennon "Imagine: A Tribute to John,* by a New Haven, Connecticut, band called Glass Onion, was recorded on 

December 9J 1980, the day offer Lennon's death, and released a few days later* The speedy compost* 

Han doubtless benefited from its appropriation of the melody from Lennon's "Imagine"; the band's 

leader, Charles Rose nay, prefers to emphasize the song's "new and very moving lyrics," which he wrote 

himself 

Johnny Ace 

Buddy Holly 

Marvin Gate 

Dennis Wilson 

a 
Sio Vicious 

On Christmas Eve, 1954, the rhythm-and-blues singer Ace shot himself in the temple while playing a 

game of Russian roulette backstage before a show in Houston. Approximately two weeks later Vuretta 
Dillard released her tribute, "Johnny Has Gone"'—which was soon followed by other songs, including 

‘'Why, Johnny, Why,* 'Johnny Ace's Last Letter,* "Solute to Johnny Ace" and "Johnny's Still Singing.* 

"Gold Records in the Snaw," by Bennie Barnes —a tribute to Holly, Richie Valens and the Big 

Bopper —emerged sometime in February 1959, o few weeks after they were killed in a plane crash. Later 
came tributes by Tommy Dee and Bobby Yre (jwo* to Holly), one month arwl tour years inter, respectively. 

In August 1984, almost live months after Gaya's murder, Diana Ross released her enormously success¬ 

ful tribute, "Missing You," which had an accompanying video featuring nostalgic clips of Gaye, many of 

them with Diana Ross* Five months later the Commodores hit the jackpot with "Nightshift," their trib¬ 

ute to Gaye and Jackie Wilson. 

In early 1971, about six months after Hendrix died, Procol Horum released their tribute, "Song for o 

Dreamer," comfortably beating (by a few months) John MayalPs salute, "Accidental Suicide*" Two yeors 

later Mahogany Rush's "Child of the Novelty' come out, an homage that had been born years before, 
when Frank Marino, the band's leader, fell into o coma and was visited by Hendrix's spirit* 

The Beach Boys drummer drowned on December 28, 1983. Eight months later Lindsey Buckingham 
released his tribute, "D.W. Suite.' This very vague, very long song offered valuable New Age insights: 

"The opening of o door/Bdngs forth life/Where there was no life before.*.,lf we go, go insane/We can 
alt go together.' Yes, but if you start drinking and fall off a boat, you tall alone. 

Although Ian Hunter managed to record a John Lennon tribute {'Old Records Never Die") within a few 
months of Lennon's ossossination, he was mare relaxed about honoring Vicious, taking 21 months to 
put out "Silver Needles,' with its lyric "Your body was tight but your head was so loose." Long delayed, 

and a bit af a backhanded tribute at that. 

Eddie Cochran Four years passed alter Cochran's death in 1960 before Heinz Burt, the farmer guitarist for the Torna¬ 

does. got around to recording "Just Like Eddie.' Still* Burt was quicker than Joe Jackson, whose "Blaze 

af Glory," a tribute to both Cochran and Elvis Presley, arrived with a somewhat muffled impact some 29 
years after Eddie's demise, and a rwt-really-trying 12 years after the death af the King. 

h- —f— t |-1-“T-T-1 
t DAY 2 WEEKS * WEEKS 3 MONTHS A MONTHS I MONTHS 21 MONTHS * TEARS 

— Harriet Barovhk 
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Logrolling in Our Time Separated at Birth? 

THI TINE PUNT CONTINUED- 

that you [Hussein] said 

[regarding Israel] are the 

same things we in the Unit¬ 

ed States of America have 
said about the Soviet 

Union —who will strike 

first!' Who will press the 

button first!' Who will turn 

half the United States into a 

fireball? In the process . ..we 

spent large sums of money. 

Now we are going to reduce 

our military budget ... Sec¬ 

retary of State Baker anti For- 

ei g n M i n isrer Shevard natize 

have become friends, and 

they go fishing together.... 

You talk about democracy. 

Democracy is a very irksome 

and confusing thing. I believe 

your problem is with the 

Western media, not wirh the 

LJ.S. government, because you 

art isolated from the media 
and the press. The press is 

spoiled and conceited. All the 

journalists consider them¬ 

selves brilliant political scien¬ 

tists. They do not want to see 

anything succeeding or 

achieving its objectives. My 

advice is thar you allow those 

bastards to come here and set 
things tor themselves,,.. 

President Hussein: I realize 

the media sometimes are a 

nuisance_Three days ago I 

was reading the local papers. 

I read a complaint by a 

woman from the Al-Qadts- 

styah governare against the 

officials there. The woman 

say.5 a citizen demolished her 

home with a shovel, so she 

lodged a complaint with 

the... authorities. There was 

no response—I telephoned 

the Al-Qadissiyiib governor, 

read him the complaint and 

told him to..,meet with the 
lady. ..and .. .call me back.... 

E le [told me] char the citizen 

[with the shovel] had Lcjdgtd 

a complaint with (he Iraqi 

judiciary and won Ins suit to 

eliminate the budding. 

{Demolition] is his righr_ 

1 wanted to call the editor in 

chief,,.and tell him he 

should have confirmed the 

truth of the complaint before 

publishing it, 1 did not call, 

however. Because had I 

called, the editor in chief 

might have thought ► 

"A brilliant and frightening novel, grim, accusatory, 
and totally devoid of such outworn properties as 

charm." 

“Anthony Burgess on Martin 

Amis s Money 

"It shows on author who has reached his earthly 

powers." 

— Amis on Burgess s Earthly Powers 

"Entertaining, wise, generous, and shr«wd...a 

latter-day Oicltens." 

— J. G. Ballard on Michael Moor¬ 

cock's Mother London 

"One of the most deeply satisfying imaginative 

navels I have read in years," 

— Moorcock on Ballard's The Day 

of Creation 

"A seduction through language, a masque without 

masks," 

— Cynthia Ojdck on Edmund White's 
Caracole 

"The best American writer to have emerged in 

recent years," 

— White on Gzitk's The Cannibal 

Galaxy 

— Howard Kaplan 

Art Buchwald.*, 

Jesse Helms... 

and a Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtle? 

and Tyne Daly? 

and Queen Viet aria? 

Blurb-o-Mat 
Capsule Movie Reviews by Walter Dateline: The Copa” Monheit'\ 

the Movie Publicist s Friend 

The Hot Spot, starring Don Johnson, Virginia Madsen (Orion) ppp 

Walter Monheit says, "Yes, Virginia, there is an Oscar, and ooooH— has he got the hots 
tor you!" 

Rullseye!, starring Michael Caine, Roger Moore (2! st Century) pppf 

Walter Monheit says, "Ready, aim and get fired up for a Caine-you-top-this, Moore* s-the- 
merrier shoot-out! Target this one for your must-see list, friends!" 

Sn.ENCE LIKE Glass, starring Jarm Gmz, Martha Plimpton (Moviestore) pppp 

Walter Monheit says, "Corning, take warning! Steuben, get movin'! Oscar's joining Jami 

and Martha for a G/ass menage that's — ooooff— pure Pyrextosy!" 

What the monocles mean: ppp - excellent; pppp - indisputably a classic 

^!3SPV .M.P | EMHHR I wo 



A refreshing touch of oil-free 
moisture for your skin. 

* 

The unique ability to pamper your skin 
with moisture,.,hydrate 

without oil. The fresh feeling of cool 
water on your skin. 

Clariftance... clear and light, it disappears 
into your skin. You feel the 

effect, not its presence. 

No matter what your skin type, 
when skin calls for moisture, 
not oiL.CIanfiance provides 

the welcome response. 

Clan fiance... a new clarity for skin 
that wants moisture without oil. 

Cl ARIFIANCE 
Oil-Free 

Hydrating 
Fkiide 

I.ANCOME ft 



“Don't Charge Him, Mr. Mayor 
He Might Move the Team!’’ 

(T 

THE FINE PllUt C 0 H T I M U * P 

Siidtiam Uusstin, who advo- 

freedom of rhe press, 

was interfering.. 

] go hack m che media 

campaign [articles in March 

ami April that reported Iraq's 

exception fsf ci B rtttsb fmrualtsi: 

the arrest fjJ tuv Iraqi agents 

who were try ing to smuggle 

nudtar-deike detonators out &j 

the United States: Htimin's 

statement “7 jwear by God m 

will la our fin oat half of 

Israel"i his admission that Iraq 

had chemical weapons: ami his 

at templed part hast of a ! 30- 

tuut gnu barrel capable of shout¬ 

ing a shell a thousand miles] 

and wonder, it she U.£. 

government is not responsi- 

bk1 for propagating what 

happened, how. then, was 

rhis. huge amount produced 

m such a short rime? 

Simpson; It is very simple..,. 

They feed on each other, 

r ich one of them ears pan of 

the ocher. A front-page 

report in Newiirtab is taken 

by another reporter and pub¬ 

lished by him in turn.... 

Senator Dole (R'Kans.J: There 

is something I would like to 
h.iy„ sitlLc vole have invited 

ft'putter; m come here. Why 

dnn’i yen] ask them ro go to 

the place where they claim 

biological weapons are pro¬ 

duced? Challenge them to 

prove chat you speak nothing 

hut the truth. 

HEuisein: I assure you we will 

lose nothing it we ask them 

where the biological weapons 

are and also ask them to lead 

us ro them, but we know 

rhese media organs as you do. 

They are like a Spoiled child. 

If tli is child is given a sweet 

in response to his desires and 
cries, he will continue to cry 

all the time. 

Dote; The media have a role to 
play, and Ido not think the 

media are wrong all the time. 

Hus$ein; Neither are they 

always rig lit. 

Do!®: 1 always say they art- 

wrong all the rime, especially 

given that they attack me. 

[But] I am not talking about 

myself.... 

Simpson: 3 practiced law in a 

small town for 18 years, dur¬ 

ing which I ,*)00 divorce ► 

Rent Control for Professional Baseball's Owners 

“ hroughout the baseball lockout last spring 

we heard fans say, / dmil care which side wins. The 

money doesn't come out of my pocket. Well, in fact, it 

does —nor just in the prices of tickets and hot 

dogs but in tax dollars. As the following survey 

shows, many major league teams enjoy an extraor¬ 

dinary free ride from their local governments. 

Their subsidies — along with the annual $17 mil¬ 

lion to $60 million or so that each team now 

derives from its various television contracts — 

ought to be remembered the next time a bellicose 

owner threatens to relocate unless local officials 

pony up the funds for improved facilities. Here are 

Some examples of the sweet deals owners get: 

Teom: Detroit Tigers 

Subsidy: A public bond issue 

contributed $12.1 million for 

improvements to the city- 

owned Tiger Stadium in 

1977 

Rent in 1989: The Tigers, who 

are mulling over a move to the 

suburbs, paid the city 

S 1,389,290 

Gomes it took to earn that 

amount: 9 

Team: San Diego Padres 

Subsidy: San Diego Jack 

Murphy Stadium was built in 

1967 with the proceeds from a 

$27 million bond issue 

Rent in 1989: $1,484,673 

Games it took to earn that 

amount: 8 

Team: Kansas City Royals 

Subsidy: Royals Stadium was 

built by the county in 1973 for 

526 million 

Rent in T989: $1.5 million 

Gomes it took to eorn thot 

o mount: 7 

Team: Ci ncinnati Reds 

Subsidy: Riverfront Stadium 

was built in 1970 with 544- 

million in county bonds 

Rent in 1989: $1,134,332 

Games it took to eorn that 

amount: 7 

Team: Houston Astros 

Subsidy: The Astrodome was 

built in 1965 with a $32- 

million county bond issue 

Rent in 1989: $1 million 

Games it took to earn that 

amount: 6 

*Ejch team plays H I home games. 

Team: Seattle Mariners 

Subsidy: The Kingdome was 

built in 1976 with a 160- 

million public bond issue 

Rent in 1989: Approximately 

$614,960 

Gomes it took to eorn thot 

omount: 5 

Team: Atlanta Braves 

Subsidy: Fulton County 

Stadium was built in 1963 

with a 516 million county 

bond issue 

Rent in 1989: 5316,531 

Games It took to earn that 

amount: 5 

Tea m: Mil w auk ec 1 i re we rs 

Subsidy: Milwaukee County 

Stadium is, appropriately, 

county-owned 

Rent in 1989: $941,000 

Gomes it took to earn that 

amount: 4 

Team: San Francisco Giants 

Subsidy: Voters killed a 

referendum last fall that would 

have provided funding for a 

new stadium, but the club still 

owes the city $4.5 million for 

recent improvements to 

Candlestick Park 

Rent in 1989: The Giants, who 

have threatened to move, paid 

5736,343 

Games it took to eorn that 

amount: 4 

Team: New York Mets 

Subsidy: Over the last five 

years, the city financed 536- 

mill ion in renovations of Shea 

Stadium 

Rent in 1989: No more than 

$550,000 

Gomes it took to earn that 

amount: 2 

Team: Toronto Blue Jays 

Subsidy: The city and 

provincial governments 

contributed a total of 560- 

mi 11 ion to the Skydome's 

construction 

Rent in 1989: The Skydome is 

privately owned and operated; 

its administration pays a penny 

a year (in Canadian money, 

remember) to Canadian 

National railroad. The club, 

along with 37 other companies* 

contributes $5 million to 

building costs 

Games it took to earn their 

share of that amount: i 

Team: New York Yankees 

Subsidy: The city-owned 

Yankee Stadium was renovated 

at public expense in 1975 

Rent in 1989: The team was 

charged $1,591,905; since 

it may deduct maintenance 

costs, it paid the dry 

Si 04,168 
Gomes it took to earn that 

amount: ! —Carter Burden III 

si mum k iwa 
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A Primer for the Urban Dog Owner 

THE MHt FltHI Cfl If f IXUEt> 

cases aunt my way.... Every 
divorce case was brought on 
by The coldness of die part¬ 
ners.,, .There was a break¬ 
down oJ communication. 
Self righteousness, pride and 
opinionatedneis. led to sepa¬ 
ration. Jt is highly tmpor- 
lant, Mr. President, that even 
while we argue anti yell ar 
each other...We must keep 
up.. .the dialogue. Otherwise 
the world will be shaken by 
an enormous divorce. 

[ am not a peaceful person; I 
tike argument and struggle. A 
while back. President Bush 
said he hates broccoli, since 
his mother used rn force it on 
him,... American media have 
written extensively on this 
anecdote. Some newspaper 
articles argued that President 
Bush, after all , is mu the 
wimp lie was made out to be 
We, therefore, have to [j ruff me 

imtmftlttt as btu*\i] 

THE BEAUTIFUL 

PEOPLE'S COURT 

Case No, in the 
ITS. Disrrict Court for rhe 
District of Columbia 
Wet/ttr H/fJiuti Vtrttunes d j/,v, 
I'wX idut /j toti Stitts i/fly Ltiiii 

W7TG-TV 

Walter 11 ad son Venturer, a 
Brooklyn concern, is suing 
Washington's Pox a Hi hate for 
S.iA mill inn for refusing ro 
run commercials for its prod¬ 
ucts — namely, clothing for 
women weighing 200 to 
l .000 pounds. The commer¬ 
cials, which Hudson says air 
m 12 of the count ry’s 11 

largest TV markets, feature 
models who are. as he puts it, 
"women of size" — including 
some who weigh more than 
■iCK) pounds —as well as Hud¬ 
son himself, who currently 

weighs vck> pounds. He 
alleges that the station's pro¬ 
gram director rejected the jds 
because the people on them 
were “too far.1' Hudson, who 
last made news in 1987, 
when he weighed i +100 

pounds and had got himself 
Wedged in a doorway* is suing 
under the District's Human 
Rights Act, which forbids 
discrimination based on per- 
sonal appearance. D 

11 is the curse of the dog who lives m rhe city to pass the better part of his life abandoned within liv¬ 

ing quarters rliat he* were he able to give voice to his thoughts, would likely describe as incommodious. 

And in the same way that humans tend to lose their fed for keen insight and witty banter when they 

spend too much time sequestered in the clamminess of their apartments, dogs gradually become listless 

and out-of-sorts when deprived of frequent opportunities to romp. Humans, dogs—each species has its 

needs: humans need ro get outdoors in order to engage in the exhilarating processes of commercial 

enterprise and cultural exchange; dogs need to wratk up to strangers on the street, lodge their snouts 

herween each stranger's legs and growl, 

The following questions and answers address the amount of damage chat has already been done to 

your four-legged friend. You be the judge: do any of them resonate for you? If so, it might be time for 

you and your dog to reconsider some of the premises of your relationship. 

1, A Jehovah's Witness comes 

to your door and launches into a 

lengthy monologue on modern 

religion. Your dog becomes vexed 

and edgy* Your dog 

a. is wary of strangers. 

h. is uncomfortable with the 

concept of religious proseiytiz- 

ing, 

c. lias mistaken the stranger s 

reference to “born again 1 lor an 

offer of 'bone again, ' 

2. You walk into your apartment, 

clothes dripping with rainwater. 

Your dog 

a. waits quietly at the umbrella 

stand for a pat on the head. 

b. rapidly shifts his weight 

back and forth between his two 

front legs in his customary little 

shimmy of excitement. 

i\ licks all the wet spots on the 

carpet in an attempt to deter¬ 

mine a beverage source, 

3. Your dog thinks you leave 

household objects out for him to 

"take care of." This is mani¬ 

fested by his 

a. substituting the most recent 

issue of News week for his favorite 

rubber chew item. 

k trying to lick the leg of a 

new chair into submission, 

c. fashioning a crude, diorama¬ 

like presentation from saliva- 

flecked nubs of sponge. 

THE NEW* CrflT*CAL 

i a I* E% J ° Y \% 
w.th DICK? CHAAP 

4. Your dog spends a lot of time 

barking at the dishwasher. He 

a. is confused by something 

that generates so much sound 

while producing so little move¬ 

ment. 

k has recently had an unpleas¬ 

ant experience with a box of 

CaJgonire. 

c* teds threatened by the possi¬ 

bility that his own inadequacies 

with the dirty dishes make nec¬ 

essary the services of a larger, 

be/ter licker. 

5. Your dog is enduring a period 

marked by a sense of alienation 

and loss. He is able momentarily 

to escape this dark mood, how¬ 

ever, when he realizes that 

et. your daily abandonment of 

him js nor an indication of how 

you feel about him. 

b. all dogs are confronted by 

the same feelings. 

c putting his foot in his bowl 

of food will prevent the bowrl 

from sliding across the floor, 

— Henry' Alford 
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ALnwr Barry \ Totally Hidden X-Rated Video 

>y now almost everyone has seen footage of Mayor Marion Barry puffing on a crack pipe. But the official transcript of 

the FBI's videotape reveals that much of interest occurred after the mayor was arrested for cocaine possession, 

1 lie scene: January 18* 1990. Barty has been lured into a hotel room by Rasheeda Mtxire, In is ex-girlfriend, who is now art infor¬ 

mant, Unbeknownst to Barry the room lias been equipped with video cameras. We pick up the transcript alter the mayor has 

spent 45 minutes frankly and straightforwardly trying to convince Moore to have sex with him (T can t caress your breast/’1}. He 

gives up and settles for smoking a rock of crack. The FBI and local police burst into the room and instruct the mayor to put his 

hands on rhe wall..,. 

Mayor B Goddamn, l shouldn t have 

come up litre. 

FBI agent: You have the right to remain 

silent. Anything you say can be used 

against you in court, 

Borr y l 31 be goddamned. 

Agent: You have the right to — 

Barry Yeah, I know all rliac, 

Agent: —talk with a lawyer for advice — 

Barry Piss me o ff. 

Agent: — before we ask you any ques¬ 

tions. You may have a lawyer with you — 

Borry: Got a setup — 

Agent: during questioning. 

Barry Goddamn, got a setup — 

Agent: If you cannot afford a lawyer, one 

will be appointed for you before any ques¬ 

tioning if you wish. If you decide to 

answer questions now without a lawyer 

present — 

Barry: Shit! 

Agent: —you will still have the right to 

stop answering at any time. 

Burry Til be goddamned. 

Agent: You also have rhe right to stop 

answering — 

Bor Bitch set me up. 

Agent; —at any time, until you calk to a 

lawyer. 

Bari v She set me up, FI I be goddamned. 

Agent: Do you understand your rights/ 

Barry: Yeah, she set me up like that, I 

be — 

Agent: Okay. 

Barrv Got me set up, ain’t that a 

bitch_Motherfucker! 1 shouldn't have 

come up here. 

Agent; Mr, Mayor, I’m going to ask you il 

you, il you want to waive your rights and 

sign the form that you understood your 

rights — 

Barry ly 1 want to call my lawyer right 

now. i ll be goddamned. 1 got fucked up up 

here with this goddamn bitch, setting me 

up like this. Set me up, ain’t that a bitch! 

[The FBI agent tells Barry that emergency 

medical technicians are on their nay to see ij 

he 's okay. ] 

Agent: We know about your past cardiac 
history with narcotics, so we re just — 

Barry Naw, naw, she, she, that bitch, that 
bitch did that to me. 

Agent: — we’re just going to make sure 

that you re physically sound and you're 

not suffering any kind of health problems, 
that's all. 

Barry Son of a birch, she kept, kept push¬ 

ing me — 

Agent: —just stand calm — 

Barry I’m all right. That goddamn bitch! 

Agent: —and we ll just have them take a 
quick look at you, take your blood pres¬ 

sure, your vital signs — 

Barry; That goddamn bitch! 

Agent: —make sure you’re okay, all 

right? 

Barry; That, that goddamn bitch.That 
goddamn bitch. Tricked me to get me up 
here, son of a bitch. And, you know, 

tricked me like a motherfucker.., .Gan I 

call my wife? 

[The medical technicians arrive to check on 

their mayor. ] 

Technician: How do you feel/ 

Barry 1 led fine, except I’m pissed off.... 

Technician: Are you on any medications at 

this time:' 

Barry: Naw, man. Shit. Goddamn bitch. 

Ain't that a bitch? 

Technician: Okay, just, just relax, just a 

minute please, we, we’ve got to — 

Barry Goddamn bitch. I should have 

stayed downstairs. [Sighs.} Goddamn_ 

Technician: It II be just a second. Again. 

Deep breach. 

Barry: Elaborate goddamn trap, I tell 

you.,.. 

Technician: Just let me take one more 
time [uninte!liglide}, okay? 

Barry That goddamn—that goddamn 

bitch tricked me into this slut. 1 should 
have, should have stayed down the mot fi¬ 

eri ticking [unintelligible} like 1 decided to. 

Technician: Sir, I understand.. .that possi¬ 
bly you've been exposed to something 

that could be adverse to your health. 

Barry■ Well, 1 don’t know what the hell it 

was. 1 know I was tricked, goddamn 

bitch. 

[The officers of the laic fry to comfort the 

mayor while waiting jor a squad car m which 
to take him to his hooking. ] 

Cop: We didn’t really want this to hap¬ 

pen, really. 

1 didn't want it to happen, either. 1 

should — if I had followed my fucking 

instincts tonight, I d have been all right. 1 
should have stayed downstairs. Bitch kept 

insisting (on my] coming up litre. God¬ 

dam n it,. ■. 

Agent: It’s a traumatic experience, but 
this too will come to pass. 

Cop: Sometimes it’s better. Sometimes it's 

for the good, really, heakhwise, you 
know — 

Barry: Oh, you're assuming I got — you're 

assuming I got a problem. [laughs] 

— Patrick Boyle 
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Anejo (An-yay-ho) —iKe uaA\ is for approachable. 1 lie oohfis for smooth. And 

the^ well tliats to help you pronounce the drinh von dont have to acquire a taste for. 

Anejo,wi di the "-"on top of the“n’ The drinh that 5 on, or above, everyones lips. 
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Celestial Hindsight 
Special Boys-of-Su miner Edition September 

Datebdok 
Enchanting and 

Alarming Events 

Upcoming 

9 The Giants open their 

season ar home against 

the Philadelphia Eagles, 

At pregame tailgate 

parties in rhe 

Meadow Lands, season- 

ticket holders get 

reacquainted and 

remark on the amazing 

developments that have 

transpired since the end 

of last season: Eastern 

Europe held its first free 

elections in decades. 

Nelson Mandela was 

released from prison, 

and, besr of all, Brent 

M us burger got the 

heave-ho from CBS. 

12 Barry White 

turns 46. 

15 Steuben Day. Today 

we celebrate the 260th 

birthday of Friedrich 

Wilhelm Ludolf 

Gerhard Augustin von 

Steuben, a German- 

born soldier who lied to 

George Washington 

about his Prussian 

Army rank, conned his 

way into an inspector- 

generalship with the 

Revolutionary Army and 

later spent himself into 

debt 

despite -- 

large grants 

of money 

and land 

from the 

government. A parade in 

Steuben’s honor proceeds 

up Fifth Avenue; revelers 

eagerly await future 

Samuel ft. Pierce Day 

Parades and Alfonse 

D'Amato Day Jubilees, 

Id New York Is Book 

Gauntry Day, True book- 

lovers gather on Filth 

Avenue for a pleasant 

afternoon of browsing 

and reminiscing about 

the good old days. 

Suddenly S. I. Newhouse 

orders his troops to open 

lire on the crowd. All 

three evening newscasts 

lead off with the 

massacre, and viewers 

are mesmerized by a 

memorable piece of 

footage in which a 

single demonstrator, 

Andre Schiffnrg 

defiantly stands in front 

of an armored limousine 

driven by Alberto 

Vi tale. 

19 Ninth 

anniversary 

of Simon 

and 

Garfunkefs 

reunion concert in 

Central Park. A few 

nostalgic oldsters hold a 

vigil on the Great Lawn 

and dream of a re- 

reunion; one of t hem is 

Garfunkel. 

20 Adirondack Balloon 

Festival, May be the last 

chance to get a pleasant 

aerial view of 

undeveloped land in 

upstate New York, 

23 Autumn officially 

begins, but it s still 

three weeks too early to 

drink mulled cider. 

29 Madeline Kahn's 

48th birthday and Yom 

Kippur. Memo to 

Madeline: Sundown is 

at 6:44 p.m, Your cake 

will be waiting. $ 

Ten Years Ago in SPY 
"Sverdlovsk, 4:00 p.m. My tour of the 

ball bearing factory coincides with an 

inspection by the province's first 

secretory. (His name —Boris Yeltsin — 

suggests your typical fur-hotted 

Brczhnocmt, But this comrade might as 

welt be the rei near notion of Huey 

Long —he's slapping bocks, winking at 

the women, even poking fun at the 

politburo. If the Soviet political system 

ever loosened up a little, this guy could 

give Moscow a run for its money." 

— from "Ural Mountain Diary/* by 

David Kamp, Spy, September 19SQ 

Subject: Mtts manager Davey Johnson 

Sign: Aquarius (b. 1/30/43) 

Date: May 29, 1990 

Notable Activity: Was fired after the Mets per¬ 

formed poorly early in the season 

Horoscope: "Your health needs protection against 

all the stress you ve been up against lately. Take a 

break!” — Us ha, USA Today 

Subject: Yankees OWNER GEORGE Ste HNBRENNER 

Sign: Cancer (b. 7/4/30) 

Dote: June 6, 1990 

Notable Activity: Fired manager Bucky Dent after 

rhe Yankees lost 9 of 10 games and sank to IB- 

31 , the major leagues' worst record 

Horoscope; "If playing games, move on. Key is 

responsibility, pressure of time." — Sydney Omarr, 

Neuvday 

Subject: Yankees manager Buc ky Dent 

Sign: Sagittarius (b, I 1/23/31) 

Date: June 6, 1990 

Notable Activity; Was fired 

Horoscope; You might have to say goodbye to 

someone temporarily. ’—Joyce Ji!Ison, Daily News 

— George Manms 

“Hmmm...Malleable and 
Pliable...I Know, 

Honey — We’ll Name Him 
Clay!” 

Editor Clay Felker Frets Over the True Mandate of His 

Former Magazine, Manhattan* inc. 

"We are trying to appeal to like-minded readers in 

other cities....WeVe expanding outside the 

city.” — Felker in The Sew York Times\ May 1988 

"We aren't a business magazine, we are a life* 

style magazine/' — Felker in The Wall Street 

Journal, September 1988 

"We're o New York magazine....We are not a 

national magazine/1—Felker in The New York 

Observer. December 1989 

"It is not the same [New York business magazine]. 

The business world is different, but the strategy is 

the same."—Felker in The New York Times, March 

1990 ) 
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A Modes! Inquiry Into the NW for Censorship of American State Songs 

^^^Vpring is the season traditionally 

associated with budding Bowers, romance 

and reckless sorties against the hirst 

Amendment by yahoo state legislators. 

This year was no exception. Encouraged 

by the efforts of the Parents Music 

Resource Center, legislators in more than 

a dozen states introduced bills that would 

require warning labels on record albums 

containing unsavory lyrics and levy stiff 

fines on stores failing to comply. As it 

turned out, the legislators' attempted 

meddling was rendered moot when 

record manufacturers agreed to put 

standardized labels on records featuring 

explicit lyrics. This ts unfortunate, since 

the bills would have raised some 

interesting questions, particularly about 

the official songs of some of the states in 

which bills had been proposed. After all, 

according to our reading of the statutory 

criteria that might have been used to 

judge pop music, recordings of the 

official songs of nearly a dozen stares 

would have had to bear warning labels 

because the songs promote one or more of 

the following social pathologies: 

Racism 

Consider James Rland's "Carry Me Back 

to Old Virginny," written in 1878 and 

later adopted as the official state song of 

Virginia, The song features the lyrics 

"Carry me back to old Virginny,,,/There's 

where this old darkeys heart has long'd to 

go/Therc's where 1 labor'd so hard for old 

Massa/Dav after day in the field of yellow 

corn," Although Bland was black, his 

song clearly conveys nostalgia for an era 

in which blacks were subservient to their 

white masters, a view of race relations 

from which impressionable adolescents 

ought to be shielded. 

"Give Me Louisiana, one official song 

of the Pelican State, written by Dora lice 

Fontane, is less explicit but no more 

enlightened: ' A state of old tradition^)! 

old plantation days/Makes good old 

Louisiana/The sweetest ol all States. ' 

Stephen Foster s "My Old Kentucky 

Home, Good Night!,11 the official song of 

Kentucky, also makes an issue of skin 

color "The sun shines bright in the old 

Kentucky home/ Tis summer,/The darkies 

are gay,” Foster wrote, managing to pack 

into the same line a racial slur and what 

may be read today as a homosexual refer¬ 

ence, Florida’s official song, 'Swanee 

River," also by Foster, is the most overtly 

racist state song, lapsing into dialect 

while promoting the reestablishment of a 

whire-ruled slave economy: All up and 

down de whole creation, sadly I roam/St ill 

longing for de old plantation. And for de 

old folks at home/A11 de world am sad 

and dreary, Eb ry where I roam/Oh! dark¬ 

eys how my heart grows weary. Far from 

de old folks at home," 

Over the years, these four state songs 

have been bowdlerized, with nonracist 

lyrics substituted for the original offend¬ 

ing passages. The rap band 2 Live Crew 

tried a similar ploy recently when it 

released As Clean as They Wanna Be, a san¬ 

itized version of its hit album As Nasty as 

The) Wanna Be* No one, particularly the 

Broward County sheriff, was fooled. 

Sexual Promiscuity 

Although most state songs offer only 

indirect references to the sex act, few of 

today's sexually aware youths miss the 

implications, Bertha Raffetto’s Home 

Means Nevada," the song of the one scare 

that has officially sanctioned prostitution, 

low the old Kit Carson traiI/Until desert 

meets the hills/Oh you certainly will agree 

with me/It's the place of a thousand 

thrills;' 

Not unexpectedly, few state songs are 

so reckless as to advocate sex with ani¬ 

mals; yet Oklahoma!,” the Rodgers and 

Hammers coin musical-comedy anthem 

turned state song, coyly flirts with bes¬ 

tiality: "Ev'ry night my honey lamb and 

1/Sit alone and talk_" Those who argue 

for a more innocent interpretation of the 

lyric fail to take into account Oklahoma's 

18:1 livestock-ro-human ratio. 

Neo-Nazism 

Songs promoting neo-Nazi ideals have 

been popular among young skinheads, 

but few have stated the case more force¬ 

fully chan William T. Purdy’s "On, Wis¬ 

consin f," the official song of the Badger 

State: On, Wisconsin! On, Wisconsin! 

Champion of the right/'Forward our 

motto, God will give thee might!" Given 

that Nazi Germany, to justify its quest for 

Lebensraum, used music that featured 

expansionist slogans and overt appeals to 

the right, we would expect not only that 

"On, Wisconsin!" would get a warning 

label but also that Minnesota would start 

fortifying its eastern border 

seethes with sexual innuendo: "fi you fol- 
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It's Not 
the Heat, 

It’s 
THE 

Stupidity 

Mad Dogs and 

Desperate Produc¬ 

ers: As I sit down 

to write this it's 

112 degrees in 

Los Angeles. This 

sort of weather 

usually brings out the worst in my fellow 

Southlanders; drive-by killings and 

arsonist-set Santa-Barbara-estate-eating 

brush fires. And this summer the tem¬ 

peratures have had an additional effect: 

they have, I swear, baked the brains of 

just about everyone in Hollywood, The 

bromide Hoi enough for you? has been 

replaced by / bated it, hut ids going to make 

a hi of money. 

I know at least a dozen people who have 

read The Diet Boy Scout, the Shane Black 

script Warners bought for Joel Silver, pro¬ 

ducer of the Lethal Weapon and Die Hard 

series, for SI.75 million. Their comments? 

A unanimous / hated it. hut in going to make 

a lot of money. And when somebody sneaked 

me a copy of the fabled S3 million Joe 

Eszterhas script Basic Instinctt which much- 

married ICM agent Guy McElwaine recent¬ 

ly hawked—by pleading for the highest 

price ever, just to irk CAA fo forage nt Mike 

Ovitz— the words whispered to me were / 

hated it. hut it s going to make a lot of money. 

Is it the heat, the humidity, or has 

everybody just gone nuts out here? The 

Shane Black script needs a complete 

rewrite. The first thing producer Larry 

Gordon did after he paid more than Si- 

million for The Ticking Man was fire the 

writers who wrote it. To justify its $3- 

rnillion script, the Eszterhas picture needs 

major, or at least overpaid, stars — so 

overpaid that Ovitz was persuaded to for¬ 

get about his feud with Eszterhas and per¬ 

mit a CAA client to star in Baric Instinct: 

Michael Douglas will be paid at least 

S10 million (yes: $10 million for Michael 

Douglas), of which CAA will take an irre¬ 

sistible seven-figure cut, Then, of course, 

there’s David Mickey Evanss $1.1 million 

Radio Flyer screenplay — one of the greatest 

movie screenplays cre?\ according to Colum¬ 

bia co-boss Jon Peters, the man who 

bought it and then, after a week of 

shooting, halted production and fired the 

director. But we still love the script> 

Columbia executives say. 

Summertime Blues: By most accounts the 

summer will likely prove a troubling one 

lor the studios, and American audiences 

seem to be resisting all the cynical second- 

guessing of their castes. 

Although a better film than most peo¬ 

ple thought it would be, Dick Tracy will 

probably end up as one of the more curi¬ 

ous marketing case studies of the summer 

Disney figured it could hype away aging 

bumps ter Warren Beatty s nonimage with 

kids. Wrong: on the Sunday after the pic¬ 

ture opened, during the mid-afternoon 

marketing phone calls, the studio realized 

that nor only was Beatty a turnoff to 

younger audiences, but so was 

Madonna. Hence the decision was 

made to drop their images from 

most newspaper advertisements. 

(Interestingly, one group of mar¬ 

keters knew even earlier that the 

movie was going to be a disap¬ 

pointment, Garment executives 

who had agreed to merchandise 

the picture saw by the Friday 

before it opened that there was no 

interest in Dick Tracy logo wear; 

Macy's, Bullock’s and the May 

Company all pulled their promo¬ 

tions within a week of the premiere.) 

Obviously, I am not alone in sensing 

the inanity of the / hated it... syndrome, 

American audiences reject these pictures 

as fast as Hollywood can spend tens of 

millions of dollars making them. Instead 

of learning from this, Hollywood goes on 

spending more and more for movies that 

can’t possibly break even. (Even Silver s 

362 million Die Harder—one of the real¬ 

ly great over-the-cop action films of the 

summer — will be hard-pressed to see 

profits anytime soon.) 

Trims and Ends; If you're seeing a lot of 

Brian Grazer in the press these days, it’s 

because the slender producer was recently 

heard screaming at his public-relations 

hirelings that lies sick ol being overshad¬ 

owed by Ins partner in Imagine Films, die 

estimable Ron Howard, and was particular¬ 

ly miffed at being left off Pttmkert $ list of 

the 100 most powerful people in Holly¬ 

wood. He has told friends he's going to kill 

somebody if he doesn't make it next 

year.,., 1 loved the party to rededicate 

Warner Bros. Studios. 1 loved the Busby 

Berkeley number in the swimming pool 

specially dug into Soundstage 18, not ro 

mention Quincy Jones as Dooley Wilson, 

the re-creation of Warner Bros, greatest 

moments in movies, and more song and 

dance as we cruised through the back lot on 

trams. Most of all, though, I loved 

the press blackout of the private 

part of the event. Warners execu¬ 

tives were apparently worried that 

word of the S4 million spare-no- 

expense soiree might somehow 

reach the ears of their brothers in 

worldwide communications in 

New York, where non-movie-mak- 

ing s’ime Warner employees are 

cutting back on their taxi usage as 

part of an austerity program. 

And Finally, a Correction: In this 

space in July, Tri-Star president 

Mike Governor Mike' Medavoy was 

accused of having passed on the cloying 

ethnic-comedy hit Moonstruck when he was 

at Orion, He called to say that he was 

never offered the script. 

See you Monday night at Mortons. I 

hate the place, but I make a lot of money 

there, — Celia Brady 

septfmrfr mo 



September 1908 
Life style Hell! Our Speuai 
Los Angeles Issue 

1 The sex, the spandex, the pastels, 

the ear phones, the irony shortage 

and the genera] uncensored dude- 

osiry chat make Los Angeles a 

shrine to vapid fun. 

May 1989 
Ivan mama! 

"You know her as an Olympic skier* 

fashion leader, licensed interior 

designer, hotel executive and wife 

to a terrain billionaire casino oper¬ 

ator from Queens. But of course, 

there's more. With Ivana, theres 

always more,” 

July 1989 
Summer Fun Issue! 

A really, really long article about 

William F. Buckley Jr.! Ugly Euro¬ 

peans! How to make Twinkles! 

August 1989 
Who Was Wiki 

"How time travel could really 

work. Awful moviemaking w ith 

Di no DeLaurendis, Plus, the super- 

salacious pullout index to The Andy 

Warhol Diaries]" 

September 1989 
Villaui- Idiots 
"Smart girls in chains—the shame 

of Tk New Yorker] Conjugal net¬ 

working in Hollywood." 

For bock issues of SPY, send $4.00 per copy to SPY, 

The SPY Building, 5 Union Squore West, New York, N.Y. 10003, 

October 1989 
The SPY 100 

‘‘Our annual census of the 100 most 

annoying, alarming and appalling 

people* places and things 

November 1989 

Wll D AND Crazy V, I, P s! 

“ SPY goes undercover ro Bohemian 

Grove, Plus, superspecia] keepsake 

facsimile edition of SPYs 1964 de¬ 

but issue!" 

December 1989 
Buy This Magazine or We'li 

Burn This Flag 

"The most hated man in fashion, 

SPY’S guide to year-end bribery.' 

January 1990 

Building a Better Celebrity 
"SPYs nationwide, sraristically 

valid poll reveals what America 

wants from its celebrities! Plus, the 

Ov itz-Eszterhas let rers. * 

February 1990 

SPLAT! 
‘Wall Street goes wacko! Diny 

jokes about Donald Trump!’ 

March 1990 
Srx, Drugs and Post-it NOTES 

Special Bad-Boss Issue, including 

the Nightmare Boss of Beverly 

Hills, [>nn Simpson, and the Media 

Monster of Park Avenue, Judy 

Price!" 

April 1990 
McInerney Dfarfst! 
“Mrs, Me 1 nernty i u11ravoycufistic 

account of her doomed marriage to 

the author of Bright Lights, BV>; City 

Plus, basketshots of the rich and 

famous/' 

May 1990 

Washington Road Trip! 

'‘Encounters with Buz Lukens and 

Lee Atwater,” 

June 1990 

Whose Is Bigger? 

"Unedited mound-side conversa¬ 

tions with Tommy Lasorda, plus 

sibling rivalry and Inside Every¬ 

thing. " 

July 1990 
Amfrk .Vs Cheapest 
Zillkjnaire! 
"SPY plays a prank on Donald 

Trump, Cher, Henry Kravis and 

Rupert Murdoch! Pius, fashion po¬ 

lice at America's top companies!" 

August 1990 
Trumps Final Da*s! 
“Crybabies' Cavalcade! The Tina 

Brown Mike Ovitz letters! Plus, 

the Hitler Channel!” 
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Give Me 
Synergy or 

Give Me Debt: / uw quitted out of 

Time Warner's «»«*'■ 
y u isrs have tradi- 

HEW MATH tionai ly reserved 

special contempt 

Tor this last-ditch defense of politicians 

cau ght in the acr of saying exactly what 

they mean; they consider it both lame and 

insulting to their work. It was therefore a 

moment of high irony when a recent 

employer of this excuse was another jour¬ 

nalist: John Stacks, Time magazines smart, 

ordinarily shrewd chief of correspondents. 

Stacks, who oversees the magazine's far- 

flung corps of held correspondents, had 

called an editorial meeting to discuss some 

unfortunate remarks attributed to him in 

The New York Times. It seems he'd just 

received a petition signed by most of 

Time's, editorial staff, including several 

senior editors, objecting to comments he d 

made in the clueless, boobheaded limes 

story (called "Time Speaking With a New 

Voice")- In explaining rhe magazines new 

policy of having held correspondents — 

previously responsible only for reporting, 

and thus generally hired without regard to 

their writing ability — write their stories 

directly for print. Stacks had praised the 

voice and surefooted ness of a correspon¬ 

dent who is out there living it/ as com¬ 

pared with "'the unsure, unknowing piece 

you get from a rewrite person fin New 

York]/ (Stacks, by the way, was himself a 

Time reporter for four years.) It was a fortu¬ 

nate— albeit outraged—group of editors 

and writers who got to hear Stacks "s 

whimpered protestations. Out uf context? 

The meaning of the words unsure and 

unknowing seems pretty unambiguous. 

For decades a certain stylistic consistency 

in Time, for bet ter and for worse, was the 

result of the diligent efforts of a writing 

staff that has included James Agee, John 

McFhee, John Gregor)- Dunne and Galvin 

Trillin. {As it happens, the coeditors of SPY 

John Dark 

also worked as writers at Time.J But these 

days management's attitude appears to be, 

in the words of one aggrieved petitioner, 

"‘There are editors, there are correspon¬ 

dents, and then there's pond scum,' ’ 

What the Times story failed to mention 

was that the policy shift had more to do 

with cost cutting than with any grand 

vision. Nor did it mention the pertinent 

fact that for years there'd been a corporate 

struggle at Time between editors and writ¬ 

ers in New York and reporters in the field 

(a struggle that has now effectively been 

won by the reporters). Nor, perhaps chari¬ 

tably, did the Times point out that a news¬ 

magazine that relies on reporters’ filing 

their stones directly for print is no differ¬ 

ent from a newspaper Except, of course, 

that its news is several days old. 

Although managing editor Henry 

Mullet is well liked, morale at Time has 

been ebbing steadily ever since che lash- 

up with Warner And suddenly everyone 

seems to be picking on the company. As 

specious as Newsweek's criticism 

was over Burden of Proof author 

Scoct Turow’s appearance on the 

cover of Time—Presumed Innocent, 

his earlier novel, is a Warner film; 

Warner Books has paperback 

rights to both books; his new 

novel is a (Time Warner—owned) 

Book-of-the-Month Club selec¬ 

tion , all of which the Time story 

failed to point out — it was never¬ 

theless damaging. But this is a 

bewildering perit>d fur editors at 

Time Warner — die merger, after 

all, was supposed to be about synergy. 

(Indeed, co-CEO Steve Ross recently 

spelled out just such a glorious new syn¬ 

ergy in a British TV interview: ' We have 

something called Looney Tunes.. AO, 50, 

60 great, great characters, and we put 

that in conjunction with something like a 

Sports illustrated for children—simply put 

them in the magazine, Thats a tremen¬ 

dous plus for the magazine and for our 

characters/') 

And morale wasn’t helped any by the 

pathetic burger-and-weenie roast thrown 

in honor of Time Warner cochairman and 

former Time Inc. CEO Dick Munro's 

retirement in early May. At the time of 

the merger last year, anxious Time Inc, 

employees were repeatedly assured that 

Munro would stay on for two years along¬ 

side Ross, Munro’s departure, of course, 

had absolutely nothing to do with the fact 

that if he left before May $1, 1990, he 

would go away with $4.3 million in 

"deferred compensation/' 

Ross, the very smart man who stole 

Munro's company away from him — 

and got l ime Inc. to pay him tor the privi¬ 

lege— was the guest speaker at a recent 

luncheon of the American Society of Mag¬ 

azine Editors. He proved far mure mes¬ 

merizing than Munro had ever managed 

to be at such stilted affairs, especially 

when he demonstrated for the 

assembled crowd the kind of 

imaginative mathematical reason¬ 

ing that made the company s 

proxy statement such interesting 

reading last year. Discussing the 

onerous $10.8 billion debt piled 

up in the course of Time fnc/s 

purchase of Warner, Ross was 

philosophical: No one uo/dd be wor¬ 

ried about debt, he said, ij we 

dropped one little zero from the debt 

and another little zero from cash flow, 

changing the $10 hill ion of debt into 

$ 1 billion and the $2.5 billion oj annual 

cash flow into $250 million. Notice that 

Ross used this illustration at a lunch with 

editors, perhaps accurately gauging their 

financial sophistication: a roomful of pesky 

securities analysts, for example, might have 

responded with yips of laughter and 'sell 

recnm mtnt lac inns. — A\attatday Connor 

*We put 

Looney 'Hines 

In conjunction 

with ST. for 

kids...That's 

a tremendous 

plus* 
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No. 2: Judith Iacklin Belushi’s Sxmur/h Widow 
All material in quotes actually taken from book! 

New York Q'ty, 
March IQS? 

An 
Unexpected Visit from 

Qan Aykroyd 

"Something awful had 
happened to ]ohn. It 
was there in the way 
Danny stood ,,. the 

way he struggled with 
his words.1' 

John rs,uh-well, *. you 
got any black dresses? 

Mar that 
Vineyard 

'The funeral director 
asked if 1 would like to 
'viewthe body,' ... It 

was John, all right, .. 

interviewed by 
Bob Woodward, 

July 1952 

I can't beljeve that fucking 
buttbead gets all the good parts •’ 'SNL was 

difficult to 
explain; it was 

the best of 
times, the 
worst., 

Relax, man, Tell your 
troubles to Lady Slow, 

lrm Chevy 
Chase, and 
you're not. 

"John's fame 
grew,.. 

"I 

described [to 
Woodward] 
some of the 

problems John 
had with the 
director John 
Avifdsen on 
his last film 

Neighbors—11 

"Bob often responded with a 
smile or a laugh* It felt good 

to Share memories. *. I' 

"Quaaiudes , *, spcedballs . - * 
overweight* * .Vitamin 812 shots . 

sweating profusely ,. 

Cud CUT! It's supposed to explode 
AFTER Danny farts* Doesn't anybody 

here understand COMED/?f 

A dock four, 

"It was time to move on.. *. Day by day I can 
only try to enjoy all that has been given me, to 

share what l can, and to be who I am. 
THE END 

Adaptation tsv Bruce Handy 
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Max Punch Pinch 

litre is renewed calk 

around town about my 

old friend Judy Miller 

and her personal rela¬ 

tionships with sources. 

As SPY readers are 

aware, Miller, the Times's deputy media 

editor (and former deputy Washington 

bureau chief), has a long history of pursu¬ 

ing involvements with highly placed indi¬ 

viduals on her beat, causing at least the 

appearance of possible conflict ui interest. 

The question of the moment is, What 

exactly has she been up to with The New 

Columbia Encyclopedia? Miller’s tastes usual¬ 

ly run toward middle-aged powerguys. 

But if a handsomely bound one-volume 

almanac of world knowledge can be of 

use — helh why not? 

That the encyclopedia is one of Millers 

sources is not in doubt. She recently pub¬ 

lished a book on the I folocaust called One, by 

(foe, by Of/e, anti there, amid the references to 

Fritz Stern anti Oliver Rathkolb {Geselhchaft 

findPalitik am Beginn der Zweiten Repaidik), is 

a footnote citing The Neu Columbia Encyclope¬ 

dia (New York and London, 1975). The last 

time 1 tried to support a statement tn a 

research paper by referring to an encyclope¬ 

dia, my social studies teacher cold me she 

was not so much angry as, well, disappointed. 

The issue litre, however, is not Millers intel¬ 

lectual tackiness but rather her intellectual 

integrity. It's one thing to use an encyclope¬ 

dia; its another to trib from it. 

The first to notice similarities between 

wording in One, by One. by One and Judy's 

research materials was David Walton, in his 

remarkable Philadelphia Inquirer review. He 

gives a number of examples of phrases and 

images that she employed without properly 

citing them. The review culminates in a 

comparison of an unfoot noted passage from 

Miller with a passage from The New 

Columbia Encyclopedia. Judy writes. 

Although he was repeatedly humbled by 

Napoleon I, Haps burg Emperor Francis 

managed to emerge in part through 

skiliful diplomacy, as tine of the strongest 

monarch a at the Congress of Vienna in 

IHl^. Austria ^avt up the Netherlands, 

hut regained Dalmatia, [stria, and Tyrol 

The encyclopedia says. 

Though repeatedly humbled by Napoleon 

[, Franci* emerged at the Congress of 

Vienna (1^15) as one of the most power- 

ful European monarch*. Giving up the 

Austrian Netherlands, the Hapsburgs 

regained Dalmatia, [stria, and Tyrol, 

Miller’s “cut-iind-sticch job'1 is lazy and a 

bit amateurish, but as Walton says, it is 

probably no more than that. Nevertheless, 

at dinner parties and in the Times'* own 

newsroom, doubts about Miller’s book have 

circulated for months; she has been accused 

of being an out-and-out plagiarist by peo¬ 

ple with no grip on the facts of the case. A 

review of the evidence was therefore in 

order. Having conducted just such 

a review, 1 have reached the 

inescapable conclusion that in all 

important aspects Millers work is 

her own. The facts in no way sup¬ 

port the charge of plagiarism. 

However, many of her referencing 

strategies would be familiar to the 

basically honest freshman who hits 

learned to footnote...artfully. 

A rtful ¥ minuting Rule No. /: Pri¬ 

mary sources are better than sec¬ 

ondary sources, so, whenever possi¬ 

ble, use the footnotes in second¬ 

ary sources to cite primary sources. Does 

Charles Maier, a Harvard professor whose 

book The Unmasterabk Past you are relying 

on a tad heavily, quote the historian 

Michael Sturmer? Well, use the exact same 

quote, but word your footnote so that it 

implies that it came from an interview 

with Sturmer, Does Maier quote from rhe 

newspaper Die Zed in the same book? Nat¬ 

urally— hes a Harvard professor. Nothing 

impressive about that. For you to quote 

from Die Zen is another story. By re-translat¬ 

ing the essay quoted by Maier, you can cite 

a German newspaper rather than a book 

published in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

Artful Footnoting Rule No. 2\ Do not 

refer too often to any one book. Tn the 

instances above. Miller not only benefited 

from referring to someone else's primary 

sources but also avoided two citations of 

the same secondary source, 

Artful Footnoting Rule No. 3: Never 

refer to the first page of a book. P. 1" in a 

footnote ts hopelessly cheap-looking. So 

if you are, say, rephrasing a passage from 

page 1 of Paul Hofmann s The Viennese, 

just don't footnote it at all! Miller: 

,, .the land of Geminiiihltttl, of opera balls 

and coffeehouses, of hand kissing and 

waltzes... 

Hofmann: 

...rhe capital of Gemullichketl, of hand- 

kissing and die waltz, of coffee¬ 

house*-..and the annual opera 

bal I. *. 

And finally, Artful Footnoting 

Rule No. 4: If a phrase is just too 

deliciously good not ro lift, go 

ahead, take it! Who footnotes 

three little words, after all? As 

Walton points out, Jane Kramer 

evocatively calls Vienna an impe¬ 

rial ghost town*’ in a New Yorker 

piece, on the same page as a longer 

passage that Judy acknowledges 

quoting. Miller cleverly reinvents 

Vienna as an "imperial ghnsr city/ 

So Miller cheats a little, and that may 

taint an otherwise worthy effort, but no 

one should let these minor transgressions 

obscure rhe real value of her book. One, by 

Om, by One makes the not altogether earth- 

shat rering assertions that the Germans 

should honestly confront the past and that 

the Soviets have lied about their history, 

but it does so with poetic, if familiar, 

intelligence. —j. J. Hunsecker 

The question 

of the moment 

is. Whet 

exactly has 

Judy been up 

to wffh The 

New Cofumbio 

Encyclopedia? 
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Apelco DXL 6800 LORAN-SEE, with “Intelligent” Waypoint 
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and Advanced Electronic Chart Plotter 
a 

most valuable navigation 
you’ll ever own. 

Off evcrtr 

and along route; 
course made good; 
course deviation 
indicator with steer¬ 
ing guidance; 
distance, bearing 
and time-to-go to 
waypoint * Alarms 
for anchor, arrival, 
and cross track error 
• Automatic and 
manual magnetic 
variation and ASF 
* 9 notch filters 

• Battery backup tor memory * MMEA 0180 0183 output 

For details on our 10-Year Protection Plan, including product 
warranty and extended flat-rate repair program, or to receive 
a full-tine catalog, contact: 
Apelco Marine Electronics 
1107 North Ward Street 
Tampa, Florida 33607 USA 813 877-9418 

Apelco 
A Rayttieon Company —ST^\ 

Using this advanced 
electronic chart plot¬ 
ter and readily avail¬ 
able. plug-in chart 
ROM modules, you 
can view your own 
boat progressing on 
screen in relation to 
shorelines, chan¬ 
nels, buoys and 
waypoints. And, 
since the DXL 6800 
allows you to assign 
names and graphic 
symbols as well as numbers, storing and retrieving 
waypoints is greatly simplified 

The DXL 6800 uses the latest backlit black and white high- 
resolution Super Twist LCD for maximum visibility under at! 
lighting conditions, 

Loran functions include * Waypoints entered as Lat/Long, 
TDs or bearing and range * Programmed for any Loran 
chain, worldwide * Automatically selects best GRIs * Dis¬ 

plays position; course; speed; velocity towards destination 
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These graphic presentations 
lot you quickly mark 

waypoints with readily 
recognized symbols. 

4-way cursor control lets 
you “type'- up to 

15 characters and symbols 
for naming waypoints. 

This compass-lik# bearing 
indicator is one 

of 21 displays that make 
navigation easy. 

XL 6800 is an aid to navigation It makes navigation calculations 
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Will jam Kunstler, the radical lawyer who won’t let the 1960s die, 

is sketching out for me one of those profile-article vignettes that crisply em¬ 

body the inspiration for a life well and truly lived, He is a man who likes to 

help a reporter with his job. It seems that Kunsrler's grandfather, a prominent 

physician who ministered for decades to New York City's mayors* kept on his 

wall a lithograph of a doctor holding in his arms 'a beautiful naked young girl,11 

No — that's only part of the point. Behi nd the doctor, Kunstler recalls, a skele¬ 

ton stretched out its ghastly arm toward the maiden —the specter of death, 

which the doctor fended off with a strong hand, 

"And that” says Kunstler in the wonderfully raspy, sleepy voice people of 

a certain age remember irom so many protest rallies and chaotic press con- 
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ferenees, "is how 1 always saw myself, Thar's what we 

do —sometimes, anyway: were holding off death. Or 

sometimes, instead of death, it's the state, the city 

Take Larry Davis, for example. The lawyer is the only 

thing that srands between Larry and,,/' 

Wait, whoa, stop that anecdote. What 

happened to the menaced nymph cud- 

dling in our arms? What's this heart¬ 

less killer (okay—acquitted heartless 

killer) suddenly doing in our lap, wav¬ 

ing his 16-gauge sawed-off shotgun? 

Or, to put it another way, what’s Larry 

Davis* or cokehead ex-principal Mat¬ 

thew Barnwell, or AI Sharpton, doing 

in the arms that once held the Rever¬ 

end Martin Luther King Jr,? 

MI tend to see things in black and 

white, says Kunstler, helpfully provid¬ 

ing his own interpretative gloss. Kunst¬ 

ler means that he believes in clear 

moral distinctions even while the 

world around him has slid into ambiv¬ 

alence and compromise. And this is 

true: Kunstler is the rare lawyer who 

takes cases based entirely on their ap¬ 

peal to his sense of justice. But it's also 

true that his sense of justice has a sixties 

purity— the people on one side, the pigs 

on the other, A lot of people used to feel 

that way; then they grew up and con¬ 

cluded that truth lay in the distinctions. 

Not Kunstler—as far as hes concerned, only the players 

have changed. Thus, the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr 

is now the Reverend AI Sharpton, and Bobby Seale is 

Larry Davis. And Abraham Lincoln is AdoJf Hitler, and 

John Wilkes Booth is H. Rap Brown, and... All right, 

that's unfair: Kunstler says that Booth killed Lincoln for 

the wrong reason. Anyway, as Kunsder's partner, Ronald 

Kuby, puts it, "Bill's politics are not trenchant," Appar¬ 

ently Kuhy means turgid, but its a point well taken. 

Even Kunstler's friends don't consider trenchancy his 

long suit, "Bill's heart is very true," says his old friend 

Ramsey Clark, the former U.S, attorney general. “If it 

gets carried away, that's what hearts do," Just to take a 

for instance, earlier this year Kunstler walked into the 

Manhattan courtroom where John Gotti was being tried, 

and he wrapped the boss of the Gambino crime family 

in a mighty bear hug. Strictly as a matter of trenchancy, 

its hard to avoid the conclusion that Gotti has more 

in common with the skeleton in Dr, Kunstlers litho¬ 

graph than with the virgin, but what with the cameras 

in the courtroom and all, Kunstler may simply have 

got carried away. He's a man who embraces first and 

rationalizes later. 

But even if you don't accept the rationalization, it's 

hard to resist the embrace. He’s like the guy on Love Po¬ 

tion No, 9, kissing everything in sight. And after a while 

you stop resisting. People have a way of excusing Kunst¬ 

ler s excesses. He said the Kennedy assassinations were a good 

thing? 0ht that? just Bill, His fighting 

words just don't seem to have that much 

fight in them. The same prosecutors 

who deplore a Bruce Cutler or a Barry 

Slotnick find it hard to say anything 

really mean about Kunstler. Michael 

Cherkasky, who prosecuted the Gotti 

case earlier this year, says he was "re¬ 

volted" by the hug (and kiss, let us 

hasten to add) but remains a fan of 

Kunsder's. “I think Bill's a great guy" 

agrees Lorna Schofield, a former fed¬ 

eral prosecutor wTho tangled with him 

on an Iranian-arms-smuggling case, 

Kunstler doesn't actually represent 

mobsters like Gotti —well* only three 

or four times, and those cases involved 

'narrow constitutional grounds." But 

he does defend alleged murderers and 

terrorists, as long as they're black or 

Third World. It's sort of the mirror 

image of Barry Siotnick’s practice. 

All of which seriously scrambles our 

docto r- savi ng-the -gir 1-from-the-skeleton 

conceit. The skeleton is not supposed 

to embrace the doctor. Then again, the 

doctor is not supposed to be embracing death. All things 

considered, it's probably a good thing Bill Kunstler 

didn't go into medicine, 

I first met Kunstler three years ago, when I was writing 

about the aforementioned alleged conspiracy to smuggle 

$1 billion worth of arms into Iran. Kunstler was defend¬ 

ing actor-producer-bunco artist Nice Minardos in the 

case. (Minardos's paramount achievement until that 

time had been his role as tennis pro Richard Metaxis on 

Marcus Welhy, M.D.) When the Iran-contra scandal hit 

the papers, seven months after Minardos and others 

were indicted, Kunsder’s habitual conspiracy theories 

for once seemed plausible. (And, indeed, the charges 

against Minardos were dropped.) I don't remember Lorna 

Schofield holding a very high opinion of Kunstler at the 

time, but she may have changed her tune after he sent 

flowers ro congratulate her on the birth of her first child. 

What prosecutors resent most about Kunstler is his 

shameless use of the media. And, in fact, I had never met 

a lawyer so untroubled by the conventions governing 

public disclosure of information, or so open about the 

fact that lie was trying his case in the press. While the 

Kimsllftr in 197D it a Chicago 1 solidarity rally realizing his dream 
of being a rumpled, middle-aged guru for a generation of twerps in 
buckskin jackets 
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other defense lawyers in the ar ms-smuggling case refused 

to show me most of the evidence turned over to them by 

the government, Kunstler let me sit in his office all day 

and listen to tapes of the alleged conspirators —quite 

possibly a violation of confidentiality A group of British 

documentary filmmakers were also reporting on the case, 

and as he was leaving the U.S, one of them called me to 

say that Ku ns tier, incredibly, had given him Minardos's 

passport to photocopy; would I return it? With some 

trepidation I called Kunstler to say that f was in posses¬ 

sion of this document, which the government had en¬ 

trusted to his care; should I bring it right in? “Whenever 

you come by" he said breezily, 

So 1 wasn't altogether surprised wrhen Kunstler agreed 

to cooperate on this article (despite the fact that investi¬ 

gators from SPY had combed through his garbage the 

year before). He just wanted me to understand that an 

important principle was involved. MI strongly believe" 

lie explained over the phone, “that lawyers like C Vernon 

Mason, Gerry Spence or myself, lawyers who work for 

political change, have a responsibility to put themselves 

before the media.' Otherwise 1 might have thought that 

he, like Narcissus, was in love with his own reflection. 

The press really is Kunstler s mam squeeze, but he's 

someone you dont so much interview as overhear. I was 

invited to come down to the Greenwich Village brown- 

stone he uses as home and office to listen in on his fun¬ 

ning narration of his own life. Kunstier's day is more like 

that of a press agent than like a conventional lawyer's. He 

spends a lot of time yakking on the phone. "Who did you 

think it was, your lover calling?" (this to a rival lawyer in 

a civil case). "You're one of the brightest, best prospects 

fve ever seen" (to a fellow lawyer with hurt feelings). 

Sometimes he would turn on the speakerphone so I 

could hear a particularly comical voice. Between calls lie 

kept me entertained. ‘Have you seen my newp sonnet, 

'How' to Murder Blacks and Get Acquitted?" 'Did you 

see my picture in the Post today?" Kunstler is one of those 

men who are almost guileless in their vanity. 

A certain sense of renewed life is coursing through 

the seedy two-room office these days. At some point in 

the early Reagan era, Kunsder vanished from the scene. 

Now, w ith America waking up and feisty populism the¬ 

oretically in style again, Kunsder is back. He and Ron 

Kuby are defending Earth Day activists and Tompkins 

Square Park squatters and Greyhound strikers —slim 

pickings, but that's all there is just now. Last year, and 

again this spring, he argued the flag-burning issue before 

the Supreme Court. Kunstier’s relative significance in 

American life can be measured by the thickness of his 

press dippings [see chart, page 70}» and the press has 

lately come flocking back to the hero of yesteryear. 

Kuby calls Kunstler "the most famous lawyer in the 

universe, ever," but his is not an Arthur Liman or Edward 

Bennett Williams sort of fame. You don't have to fight 

through three secretaries ro get to him, Just give him a 

call. "Bill, it's The Watertown Times? "Bill, it’s Channel 7 

from Miami.” Kunsder takes the call; Kunstler always 

rakes the call. Every couple of hours somebody came by 

to replace me on the battered green couch across from 

the great man's desk. First it was The National LawJour¬ 

nal, then the World Monitor TV crew, then a crew from 

Channel One, Chris Whittle's high-school-TV venture. 

The young woman wffio served as Channel One’s on- 

air talent asked Kunsder a series of agonizingly dumb 

questions about his upcoming flag-burning argument, 

and Kunsder graciously managed to say the same thi ng 

six different ways. It was a masterful performance. After 

Kunstler posed for the establishing 

shot and the cameras were packed 

away, the young woman thanked the 

most famous lawyer in the universe 

for talking to her, ’What would moti¬ 

vate me not to,^' Kunsder asked, 

"Well, a lot of people don't." 

"Not me’’ said Kunstler. Til talk 

to anyone." And then he asked where 

she had found those lovely buttons 

on her blouse. 

Meanwhile, a strange thing was 

happening on the way to the Su¬ 

preme Court: the united front of the 

left wras crumbling. Kunstier’s co- 

counsel on the flag-burning case, 

David Cole, had suddenly decided 

that he, not Kunstler, should argue 

before the Court. This wras sheer 

ambition, but it took the guise of 

participatory democracy, for Cole, 

in accordance wdth left etiquette, 

was polling the flag-burning defen¬ 

dants to determine their preference 

in matters of counsel. Not to put 

too fine a point on it, he wras lobby¬ 

ing to overturn pro-Kunsder senti¬ 

ment. Phone calls were flying back 

and forth. The vote was 3—2 for 

Kunstler; then it was 4-3 Cole, Ron 

Kuby was doing his John Gotti imi¬ 

tation: "Were gonna bust 'em up," 

Kunsder, on the other hand, de¬ 

cided he would surrender rather than mount a counter¬ 

attack against Cole. 

Outside the door on Gay Street, a middle-aged 

Chinese wfoman was rattling the front gate. '1 want to see 

the lawyer!" she shouted. I am a victim of a political con¬ 

spiracy! I cannot make a phone call. My phone is wire¬ 

tapped, 1 am being pursued.,,This sort of thing hap- 

tfp against the wail, and everyone 
pivot toward me and say cheese: 
Kunstler grudgingly shares the 
spotlight with Vippie leaders Abbie 
Hoffman, Date Dellinger and Jerry 
Rubin, and, bottom, with a tepee. 
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pens it 13 the time, and Kunsders paralegal, Rosa Maria 

de la Torre, was trying to shoo the woman away. Inside, 

the atmosphere was like a deadlocked convention, FeL 

low lawyers were asking Kunstler to intervene to keep the 

flag-burning case his, but he wouldn’t stoop to conquer 

More votes were taken. Suddenly, “We've got a reversal!” 

Somebody, possibly the defendant in drug rehab, had 

changed his ballot. It was 4—3 Kunstlet; the battle was 

over "This was a test for me," confided the old lion. 

One morning Kunstler had me hear an appellate motion 

he was arguing. The Appellate Court, at Madison Ave¬ 

nue and 25th Street, is one of New York's great build¬ 

ings, and Kunstler took me along to the splendid court¬ 

room, which is decorated with murals and topped by a 

glass dome. His motion would be heard upstairs, and af¬ 

ter a fewr minutes he beckoned for me to leave, "Did you 

see those names on the dome?” he asked, The dome was 

inscribed with die sainted names of the judges sirring at 

the time of the buildings opening in 1900. Kunstler 

leaned over to me. We were standing in the clerks office, 

and he lowered his voice to a stage w hisper. “Two of those 

judges,” he said, "1 slept with their granddaughters,'1 

The only constant theme in the Bill Kunstler story ap¬ 

pears to be the embrace. If he had been born 20 years 

later, he would have been Abbie Hoffman, not Tom 

Hayden —loose rather than politically correct. As a 

young man he wanted to be a writer, and while at Yale, 

he had the audacity to self-publish a book of his sonnets 

titled Our Pleasant Vices, The volume, which is available 

to the curious in rhe New York Public Library, consists 

of a sequence of grandiose, dreamy, lovelorn lays. Kunst- 

ler the poet is inclined to such frilly turns of phrase as 

“eager lips that gently quaffed a brew," 

After graduation Kunstler went off to war, where he 

earned a Bronze Star for service in the Philippines — a 

fact that still serves to stop the occasional charging 

patriot dead in his tracks. His younger brother Michael 

was enrolling at Columbia law school, so he did likewise, 

though he had no interest in the law. He spent much of 

his time writing book reviews for the New York papers 

but finally reconciled himself to a conventional legal life. 

Throughout the fifties Kunstler maintained an ordinary 

legal practice with his brother and wrote books about 

personal-injury law and tax law. He also wrote books 

about famous miscarriages of justice and the courageous 

lawyers who fought them. He was waking for poetry to 

strike again, and it did. 

On June 15S 1961, Bill Kunstler saw Truth. "Since that 

day," he says, Tve lived the way I always wanted to live.” 

The ACLU had asked him to go to Jackson, Mississippi, 

to help defend a group of Freedom Riders, Kunstler went 

down, and stayed down. For the next seven years he flew 

across the South from crisis to crisis, working with a 
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handful of full-time movement lawyers. He became spe¬ 

cial trial counsel to Martin Luther King. 

Kunstler hadn’t yet shaken off the chains of his bour¬ 

geois liberal past. He had a house in suburban West¬ 

chester, where he once ran for local public office. His 

brother still kept up the practice at 511 Fifth Avenue, As 

late as 1968* when the left stayed home, Kunstler voted 

for Hubert Humphrey. But he wasn't a constitutionalist 

either, the way his ACLU colleagues were —he wasn't in¬ 

terested in abstract principles. He wanted to be a char¬ 

acter in one of his books; he wanted to be parr of the 

movement. His grandstanding, and his flair for confron¬ 

tation, infuriated some lawyers. Jack Greenberg, head of 

the NAACP's legal arm, quit the civil-rights bars coor¬ 

dinating body, the Lawyers Constitutional Defense Com¬ 

mittee (LCDC), when Kunstler was made a member. 

Kunstler was so busy flying all over the place that he 

barely had time to focus on die work itself. Henry 

Schwarzchild, the head of the LCDC, recalls Kunstler s 

arriving in Florida, completely unprepared, the night 

before he had to argue an appeal on a death-penalty sen¬ 

tence. The appeal was rejected, and the skeleton won out. 

Kunstler was in love with his clients, He wanted to be 

close to them, and to those around them. Very close. 

When 1 asked Kunstler about his reputation for the noc¬ 

turnal embrace, he tried to wipe the grin off his face. "I 

was away from home an awful lot,” he explained, "Espe¬ 

cially during a long trial, your mind and your body and 

your psyche need more than just going home alone every 

night."' You know how it is. And there are so many people 

wrho want to supply that for you." So many people. Schwarz- 

child says when Kunstler was forced to bunk with him at 

the Sun V Sand Motel in Jackson, “the word was, "Finally 

Billy Kunstler has slept with Henry Schwarzchild — after 

all, he's slept with everyone else in the movement.1" 

By 1968 the movement was expanding beyond civil 

rights, and wherever the movement went, Kunstler was 

THE QUANTITY OF MEDIA IS THE MESSAGE 
The Rise and Fall and Hey. Lwik. 

the Sixties Are Coming Backl—Kise of William Kunstler 

What was evidently the first New York Times story about William 

Kunstler appeared July 19, 1959- It concerned his radio show, Famous 

Trials. Hundreds more would follow over the next three decades, some 

long and respectful, like a Times Magazine piece (April 19, 1970), „ 

some short and dismissive, like a 19S6 Day by Day piece describing 

his poem-writing during the cross-examination of a witness. This 

record ol his appearances in the Times, as assembled from its Index, 

shows vividly how the attention paid to Kunstler by the paper of 

record has ebbed and flowed. All of the 541 articles, it should be 

noted, spelled his name right. 
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never far behind. After King was assassinated, Kunsder 

returned to New York and defended the kids at Coinin' 

bia, and Daniel and Philip Berrigan, and the black radi¬ 

cals of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. j 

Everything was heating up; violence was in the air; peo¬ 

ple were using that talismanic word — revolution. In 

March 1969 the Chicago 8 were indicted on riot charges 

at the same time as the so-called Panther 21 were in¬ 

dicted for a conspiracy involving arson and bombings. 

Both groups turned to Kunsder and his young associate, 

Gerald Lefcourt. Kunsder decided he would take the 

antiwar activists and Lefcourt would get the Panthers 

(whom he helped acquit on all 144 charges). 

"I love Bill dearly1 says Lefcourt, who works nowadays 

as a mainstream white-collar lawyer, “but I was very 

young at the time, and these defendants were charged 

with life offenses. I was overwhelmed. It took me two years 

to survive it." And Bill Kunsder went to Chicago, to ex¬ 

perience Ground Zero of the revolution. 

The trial of the Chicago 8, later 7, was an epic rehear¬ 

sal for the apocalypse that never arrived. The ludicrous 

one-sidedness of Judge Julius Hoffman, a churlish old 

reactionary, proved, at least to the left, chat the court¬ 

house was only an extension ot Mayor Daleys Chicago, 

Out there the cops had stomped on protesters, and on 

the protest movement itself, in a crazy paroxysm of rage; 

in the courtroom die government was pursuing the or¬ 

ganizers more systematically. The unappeasable black 

man, in die person of Panther Bobby Seale, was literally 

shackled and gagged, Walter Cronkite, who had been 

shocked by the violence during the Democratic conven¬ 

tion, had the trial on his CBS Evening News practically 

every night. What the protesters chanted during the riots 

was almost true: the whole world was watching. 

Kunsder was, at 50, the oldest member of rbe legal 

team. Most of the younger attorneys, such as co-counsds 

Leonard Weinglass and Lefcourt, who played advisory 

roles, wpere sober professionals, politics notwithstanding. 

But Kunsder, as always, became what he beheld. Abbie 

Hoffman later wTote that “Kunsder rejects the house rule 

segregating professional from client, [He] gets high with 

his defendants" His eager lips gently quaffed the brewr. 

His hair got long, and his clothes got funky At first 

Kunsder tried to persuade Abbie Hoffman not to mount 

a defense, but once Kunsder capitulated he became the 

impresario of the Festival ol Life. Kunsder called Joan 

Baez and Arlo Guthrie and Country Joe MacDonald 

into court to testify. Allen Ginsberg chanted in the mid¬ 

dle of a donnybrook between Kunsder and Judge Hoff¬ 

man, The satirist Paul Krassner, stoned out of his mind, 

took the stand and babbled incoherently 

And despite all the dark m litterings about fascism, 

Kunsder was in heaven. “Once 1 got the rhythm of it," he 

says, "it was very exciting." Old Judge Hoffman wrntld 

bait Kunsder, and Kunsder w*ould beat him to the 

punch. Kunsder rold the judge that he made him feel 

ashamed to be an American lawyer; Hoffman plastered 

Kunsder with four yean' worth of contempt citations, 

(All but two of the counts were thrown out on appeal.) 

And then the two wpould bicker over wpho had the longer 

entry in Who's Who, Hoffman's own unfair conduct, and 

the polarized atmosphere of die trial, gave Kunsder 

license for theatrics he would never have attempted be¬ 

fore. "Mayor Daley" he said when Daley took the stand, 

"on die 28th of August, 1968, did you say to Senator 

{Abe} Ribicoff,. .'Fuck you, you jewr son of a bitch, you 

lousy motherfucker, go home ?" And then every night he'd 

go back to the hotel and watch himself on Walter. He wras 

adored. And he adored being adored, 

Chicago taught Kunsder how to boogie to the revolu¬ 

tion. “I smoked some grass,” he says — concedes would not 

be the right word, 1 was part of it, 1 liked that.” The 

middle-aged civil-rights lawyer w^ho had voted for Hum¬ 

phrey was nowr a w?orld-famous agent of the sixties van- 
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guard. With his longt weathered face> his rubbery lips 

and thick sideburns, and his trademark glasses bobbing 

on a sea of hair, Kunstler had become a radical pinup. 

Suddenly he was on every college campus, standing on 

the steps of the library, surrounded by hundreds, thou¬ 

sands. of kids, shouting chat if the buildings had to burn, 

then they had to burn And the kids shouted, 'Right on!" 

and everybody embraced everybody and everything. No¬ 

body had a better sixties than Bill Knnstler. "He always 

rode the wave of the moment" says Leonard Weinglass, 

the Chicago co-counsel who took a backseat to 

the star. 

Now, 20 years later, William Kunstler is once 

again defending seven young people who have 

protested IIS. policy—not in Chicago this time 

but in the well of the Supreme Court, After 

the Chicago trial, Chief Justice Warren Burger 

called lor ‘rigorous powers of discipline ' to be 

marshaled against lawyers like Kunstler who 

used criminal trials to stage political theater 

w ho shattered the civility of the courtroom. It 

was a moment of panic; the revolution was lap¬ 

ping at the courthouse steps, Kunstler was a 

threat to the established order But the moment 

passed, and civility now reigns supreme. 

Kunsder’s own principles, of course, remain un¬ 

changed. The old gringo refers to the Courts con¬ 

servative ma jority as "the Gang of Five" and says 

they are "really hateful people who are out to de¬ 

stroy everything that a lot of us are doing." But the 

Court either hasn't heard or doesn't care. After the 

Gang o! Five had cuffed around the governments 

lawyer. Solicitor General Kenneth Starr, who 

hazarded the flimsy argument that burning a flag 

is too indistinct an act to be considered speech 

in the constitutional sense, they turned their ex¬ 

ceedingly respectful attention to the 70-year-old 

Kunstler, 

Starr had been stiff, staccato, academic Kunst¬ 

ler was mellow and legato, the paterfamilias of the First 

Amendment. The Court didn't interrupt his homily on 

the virtues of free speech, probably because it agreed 

with him. This was just as well, because Kunstler didn't 

quite seem to be standing on firm ground. Scholarship is 

not his forte, and preparation is what people like Ron 

Kuby arc for. Kunstler gets bored too easily. And so wThen 

Justice Antonin Scalia challenged Kunstler on whether 

his free-speech defense would still apply if, for example, 

the flag were burned for commercial purposes, or for no 

purpose at all, he flapped and fuzzed and then retreated 

into clownish charm. Td say, its not this case, anyway. If 

I have to worm out, that's the way I'm going." That got a 

giggle. Not many lawyers have the self-confidence to ad¬ 

mit their ignorance before the Brethren* 

By the time Kunstler emerged onto the plaza in front 

of the Court, Senator Joseph Biden had already finished 

announcing that he would lead the fight for a constitu¬ 

tional amendment to ban flag burning if the Supreme 

Court struck dowrn the law. Senator Biden is, of course, 

considered a liberal Democrat. Kunstler now joined the 

raggle-taggle flag-burning demonstration, which consisted 

of about 20 kids wearing jackets that said mao more 

THAN EVER and IT S RIGHT TO REBEL. About 40 reporters 

wTere present. "All power to the 

people!'' shouted the defen¬ 

dants, with raised fists. Tight 

the power!" returned their 20 

supporters. A certain nostalgia 

was dimly evoked. Kunstler, 

who has a fine sense of revolu¬ 

tionary punctilio, refused to 

speak until all seven defen¬ 

dants had harangued the press. 

The reporters got bored and 

drifted away The only picture 

that made The New York Times 

the next day was of a right- 

wing nut clutching a flag. 

Ron Kuby, who is not the ro¬ 

mantic type, had admitted that 

the defendants were kind of a 

weird bunch, and it occurred to 

me that they might lack some 

of the heft of, say, the Fathers 

Berrigan. I began to chat up a 

20-year-old defendant named 

Darius Strong, who called him¬ 

self Colin. Colin had shaved 

his head except for a single 

lock, which he wore across the 

top of his skull. On the side of 

his head the word mohawk 

had been tattooed. He wore a 

leatlier jacket with nasty-looking studs climbing up both 

sleeves, 1 asked him why he'd burned the flag. 

'Wouldn't you burn the flag if you were a member of 

an oppressed minority?” he shot back. 1 pointed out that 

he seemed to be a white male. Tm just another human 

being, bei ng pushed around for what he looks like" he ex¬ 

plained. I asked if he had been harassed because of his 

haircut or his clothing. "Its just personal reasons, okay?” 

Just then Ron Kuby came by to point out two Nazis 

demonstrating nearby. (As it turned out, they were radi¬ 

cals in drag.) Colin gave a full, and very convincing, 

scowl, Don't Nazis have the right to wear a swastika?, I 

asked. "No," he said fiercely. “Notswastikas As I was leav¬ 

ing l heard another defendant trying to calm him down. 

fuming the bfita.-tlie Guardian Angels made Kunstler the object of 
protest for his participation in the defense of one of Bernhard 
Goetz's attacker-victims, staging a "die-in" outside the attorney's 
Greenwich Village office-residence. 
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It was during the Chicago trial that the sixties started 

to go off the rails. During the Days of Rage, the Weather 

Underground went aboveground and turned indiscrimi¬ 

nate trashing into a revolutionary activity. In March 1970, 

at the symbolic turn of the decade, a Village townhouse 

was blown up by a bomb accidentally detonated by a 

group including Kathy Boudin, the daughter of Kunst- 

ler's colleague Leonard Boudin, Everyone was fighting 

the power—prisoners, Native Americans, Puerto Rican 

separatists. Liberals started thinking revolution wasn't 

such a hot idea after all, But not Kunstler; he wras front 

and center at the barricades. 

One of the early signs that the times they were a- 

changin' was the prison revolt at Attica in 1971. After the 

revolt began, a number of law¬ 

yers intervened to try to pre¬ 

vent bloodshed. ACLU lawyer 

Herman Schwartz drew up an 

injunction restraining the 

guards from taking reprisals, 

persuaded the prisoners to give 

it their support and flew off in 

the middle of the night to find 

a judge who would sign it. It 

was only a stopgap measure, 

moderate and legalistic, but it 

seemed the best that could be 

done in a dire situation. And 

then Bill Kunstler, superstar, 

arrived in the prison court¬ 

yard, conferred with the in¬ 

mates and denounced the in¬ 

junction—to the press, of 

course. No one, he announced, 

should delude himself into be¬ 

lieving that a mere legalism would deter the forces of re¬ 

pression. To Schwartz this was a transparent atrempr by 

Kunstler to ingratiate himself with the inmates by taking 

the most radical line possible. Tm not sure that I can for¬ 

give him for that particular episode'’ Schwartz now says, 

''which struck me as the betrayal of a friend." Neverthe¬ 

less he maintains, he and Kunstler have remained friends. 
In 1972 Kunsrier helped represent die remaining four 

defendants from the original Harlem <5 trial —a group 

convicted of manslaughter for the 1964 death of a 

woman. The following year he represented five black 

men accused of murdering a group of whites on a Rocke¬ 

feller-tun golf Course on St- Croix, and in 1976 he de¬ 

fended H. Rap Brown on an attempted-murder charge, 

The five Virgin Islands killers were convicted, but Brown 

was found guilty only of lesser charges. Then there wras 

the Wounded Knee trial, and the murder Trial of an At¬ 

tica inmate. Wounded Knee was dismissed on grounds 

of government misconduct; Kunstler's Attica defendant, 

Palling around with client-proteges C. 
Vernon Mason and Alton Maddox and, bottom, 
conferring with co-counsel in the defense of 
misunderstood homicidal maniac Larry Davis 

John Hill, got 2{byears-to-life. 

Perhaps Kunstler’s heart got carried away around 

then. He had entirely jettisoned his old life — divorced 

his wife of 30 years, married a lefty woman 25 years his 

junior and finally got those boot heels wandering out of 

Westchester and into the Village. He rode the wave of the 

moment. He invoked something he called "the right of 

self-protection of the ghetto" after a crowd in Oakland, 

California, stomped to death a white policeman who 

had shot a Panther. The Panthers, he said, are a form of 

slave revolt.” In 1976 he told a reporter — in Dallas, of all 

places — that he wasn't entirely upset by the Kennedy as¬ 

sassinations: "In many ways two of the most dangerous 

men in America wTere eliminated,' 

That one landed Kunstler in serious trouble. A move¬ 

ment within the Newr York City Bar Association had al¬ 

ready called for his disbarment after the Chicago 7 mad¬ 

house. Nowr the Times and Senator James Buckley m ade 

the same suggestion. When I raised the matter with 

Kunstler recently, I assumed he would take the oppor¬ 

tunity ro say he’d been misquoted, had let his heart run 

away, had misspoken in the heat of battle. But J still 

hadn’t learned. “I was ahead of my time with that re¬ 

mark,” he said placidly. H,I stand by it. I thought [the 

Kennedys] were terrible men.” 

He means it. People have a way of saying that about 

Kunstler, shaking their heads: He really means it. The 

same man wdia w’ants to cradle Larry Davis wrants ro 

blowf awray the Kennedys. If radical chic is a painless in¬ 

dulgence of somebody tlse’s dangerously radical com¬ 

mitment, terrible wrords delivered from a comfortable 

couch, then Kunstler is its embodiment. Possibly he just 

loves shock and the attention that comes with it. ‘John 

Wilkes Booth did this country a great service in killing 

Lincoln," he says- And he really means tf —Lincoln hated 

blacks and Indians, and wras plotting to preclude Recon¬ 

struction. “Nobody likes assassination,” says Kunstler, 

though one might except some of his clients. “But it s a 

fact of political life. What about Hitler? Would you say 

assassinating Hitler was a good idea?" 

As the seventies wore on and the revolutionaries 

joined the Nation of Islam and opened health-food 

scorers, Bill Kunstler kept hugging the fringe, wherever it 

was. He was asked to join the Baader-Memhof defense 

team. He represented Joanne Chesimard, who got life for 

her role in the killing of a stare trooper in New Jersey and 

later escaped from jail, tie was retained by basketball 

star Bill Walton, who had been linked to Patty Hearsts 

cross-country flight. In 1979 a group of leftists published 

a petition accusing the Vietnamese government of a 

“brutal disregard of human rights" Kunstler refused to 

sign, saying he would never publicly criticize a Socialist 

government, and allegedly accused petitioner Joan Baez 

of being a CIA agent. (He later denied that he had done 
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so and accused the CIA itself of planting the story.) This 
was the same Joan Baez who had sung at the Chicago 7 
trial. This was the same Bill Kunsder who had been a 
liberal suburban tax and personal-in jury lawyer for the 
first ten years of his professional life. It was definitely not 
trenchant. And if it was left loyalism, it had a peculiarly 
low and dishonorable feel. 

Larry Davis is the last stage of the devolution, or so one 
hopes. First there was Martin, who preached peace and 
tolerance; then there was Rap, who said violence was as 
American as apple pie and that the black man had to de¬ 
fend himself; then there wrere the members of the “armed 
clandestine movement," who barely bothered with words 
at ail; and then there was violence practically for its own 
sake. Larry Davis is immensely fortunate that William 
Kunsder found a political moral in his situation. Any Legal 
Aid lawyer would have considered Davis lucky to be able 
to plead guilty to at¬ 
tempted murder 

The two Larry 
Davis trials weren't 
exactly Chicago, but 
they were Kunstler's 
biggest trials in years. 
He didn’t get a penny 
for his months of 
w'ork — but then, he 
rarely does. He makes 

do with the occasional 
paying client, with per 
diems from the court 
and with speaking 
fees of up ro $5,000. 
In two separate trials 
Davis was accused 
first of killing four 
drug dealers, then of 
provoking a shoot¬ 
out with two dozen 
police officers. In 
both cases Kunsder 
argued that Davis 
had been selling 
drugs for corrupt 
cops since he was 15, 
and now they were 
trying to frame him rather than face exposure. "You II see," 
he told the second jury," how the police treat young Third 
World people in the depressed communities of our city.'1 

In effect Kunsder and his co-counsel, Lynne Stewart, 
told a preposterous story with a profoundly appealing 
moral. And they won both cases, Kunstler and Stewart 
did a thorough job of discrediti ng government witnesses 

Kunstler, sporting two pairs of glasses, escorts client 
Joey Heatherton cut of New York County Courthouse 
after a nether triumphant day of defending the tigress- 
survivor against charges of assaulting a passport clerk. 
At right is his associate Ron Kuby. 

and exploiting inconsistencies in the prosecution's story. 
But it was also clear they had won by politicizing the 
trials and by manufacturing a receptive audience. The 
first jury included one white person; the second, none. It 
was like the Old South in reverse. When prosecutors com’ 
plained of discrimination in jury selection during the 
second trial, Kunstler and Stewart said Davis was advis¬ 
ing them on prospective jurors and it would violate the 
lawyer-diene relationship to go into his motives, Stewart 
later admitted they were simply excluding whites. 

The Davis trials made some of Kunsder s colleagues 
wonder what on earth he had in mind. “Even assuming 
chat Larry was framed," says Gerald Lefcourt, "loti of peo¬ 
ple are framed by the police. That’s not what 1 view as a 
political trial." As far as Kunstler was concerned, chough, 
it was police brutality that was on trial, and he exults that 
convictions in police shootings have now become so hard 
to win. “Larry Davis became a symbol of resistance to 
police violence,' he declares. And so this incarnation of 
the horrors of ghetto life has joined the Bill Kunsder pan¬ 
theon. "He is now a Muslim and believes in Allah," 
Kunsder cold me in the faintly ironic cone he uses when 
he suspects he's not going to be taken seriously, "and he's 
got good reason to believe in Allah, because if there is a 
God, he was watching over Larry Davis." 

"Come off, Bill" I said, as I did often during our end¬ 
less talks. 

"Remember what Christ said" Kunsder shot back. “A 
little child shall lead them.”' 1 can’t say whether he really 
meant it. 

Kunsder is no more open to the suggestion that his 
client is simply lying than any other lawyer would be. But 
he's less interested than most lawyers would be in the 
difference between the truth and a lie. In a political trial 
die defendant is only a pretext; die truth being contested 
is only incidentally the truth of his particular situation, 
Kunstler is an advocate wrho does everything possible to 
get his client off the hook, but it’s fair to ask whether his 
overriding concern with larger truths makes him non¬ 
chalant about the smaller ones writh wrhich trials are sup¬ 
posed to deal. After all, Kunstler assumes that the wftole 
process is rigged in favor of the government; so why not 
do a little rigging of your owfn? 

Two years ago, wrhen the Tawana B raw ley case was at 
its frantic height and AI Sharpton, C Vernon Mason and 
Alton Maddox were accusing practically every official in 
New' York State of having assaulted the girl, Kunsder, 
then making headlines with Larry Davis, was invited to 
comment. It didn't make any difference whether Tawana 
Brawley was lying, he said, "The big issue is the fairness 
of the criminal-justice system toward black people" 

Kunsder is very close to Mason, who for years was con¬ 
sidered his protege. He and Ron Kuby arc now defending 
Mason before a state lawyers’ disciplinary committee that 
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is investigating whether Mason lied during the Brawley 

case and whether he advised Brawley's mother to defy a 

grand jury subpoena and evade arrest., Kunstler is also 

one of Af Sharpton s few white supporters, possibly on the 

same grounds upon which he'd supported the postwar 

Vietnamese government. All radicalism is good, all criti¬ 

cism of radicalism is had. Anyway, as 

Kunstler says, 'The more abrasive 

minorities are, the better it is tor 

them. You remember what Frederick 

Douglass said: you cant have the 

ocean without its roar.” 

Does that mean it's all right to reach 

the truth through lies? It was late one 

day and Kunstler ivas pretending to 

write some motion. He thought my 

question was stupid, but he would 

always rather talk than work. ' Don't 

you see whar were doing? Were white 

people discussing black people. We 

have no understanding of what it’s 

like to be black. We cant judge.’ 

So is it all right for black lawyers 

to lie for a higher purpose? Tf [Mason 

and Maddox] did violate the rules, 

I would still not be judgmental, be¬ 

cause the rules are made by the white 

establishment and designed to per¬ 

petuate the white establishment." 

Its interesting to note, by the way, 

that Kunstler himself has never been 

accused oflying in the courtroom. It's a little bit like the 

way he coolly accepts political violence: he talks a radical 

game, but in his heart lie’s still the old bourgeois liberal. 

A few' days after he returned from Washington last 

spring, Kunstler got a call from his old friend and move¬ 

ment colleague Marlon Brando. Kunstler has always cul¬ 

tivated stars. In 198? he successfully defended Joey 

Heatherron on charges of assault on a passport clerk. 

Heatherron was so fond of her counsel that she retained 

him the following year when she was charged with co- 

caine possession* and again last year when the passport 

clerk sued her. She w-on those too. ''Bobby' De Niro is a 

pal* and Kunstler likes to dine at his new restaurant, the 

Tribeca Grill. When the revolution comes, Kunstler s go¬ 

ing to have to do some serious cutting back. 

In any case, Kunstler was awakened at 3:00 a.m. when 

Brando Called w ith bad news; his son had just shot and 

killed his half-sister’s boyfriend. Kunstler wTas the first 

person Brando called, Only a day or two before, Gerald 

Lefcourt had said to me* “If Bill got a Call in the middle 

of die nighr from a black guy in North Dakota accused 

of raping a white woman, he'd be on rhe next jer’’ Well, 

it wasn’t a black guy* and it wasn't North Dakota* but the 

following evening Kunstler was on a jet to L. A. to handle 

Christian Brandos not-guilty plea on a murder charge. 

It wasn't a great moment for Marlon Brando* bur it 

wras nice for Kunstler, When I went to see him after his 

return, the first thing he said was, "Did you see the piece 

in the Los Angeles Times?" Nice article; lots of cover¬ 

age. The New Ybrh Post showed him standing right 

behind Brando in court, two leonine veterans with 

hair swept back off prominent foreheads. The big 

battles are behind both men now. Once* people 

hated them and loved them; nowr they’re more like 

historical artifacts. Remember when Brando refused 

to pick up the Oscar? Remember when Kunstler 

said that stuff about the Kennedys? Crazy times. 

Kunstler's stardom notv rests largely on his longev¬ 

ity: it seems almost miraculous that he's still around, 

still damning the police state from beneath those 

pushed-up glasses, more curious still that he’s doing 

so even as he defends Joey Heatherron on assault 

charges, Kunstler has been through all the sixties 

chat there were, and then whatever it was that came 

after, a living fossil of the radical movement. It 

seems appropriate —overdue* in fact —that Oliver 

Stone asked him to play a radical in his upcoming 

movie on Jim Morrison. 

Kunstler appears to be delighted about practically 

everything, but he was especially delighted about his 

role in The Dmrs. After all, he has been acting for dec¬ 

ades now, the irrepressible ham of the radical left. 

Nowr a new generation would see him. Just before he 

flew off to Los Angeles again* to see Marlon and do his 

scenes for Stone, Kunstler held a press conference at the 

office of Miramax* the stylish art-movie distributor* in 

lower Manhattan. The company had retained him to sue 

the Motion Picture Association of America over the 

X rating it had given to Pedro Almodovar s Tie Me Up! Tie 

Me Down! Kunstler had got a lot of good press On that 

one too. 

It wasn't much of a press conference — only four report- 

ers had bothered to show up. As it wras winding to a dose* 

Kunstler realized he was missing a golden opportunity. 

"Tomorrow* he said uuc of che blue, "I'll be in front of the 

camera" Nobody knew- what he wras talking about* so he 

pressed onward, "It’ll be interesting to see where we get 

with this* my first venture in this area." Still nothing; he 

was dying out there. But William Kunstler doesn't know 

the meaning of embarrassment. Onward, into the baffled 

silence. “I'm looking forward to, h,the other side of the 

camera_” Finally* he threw1' caution to the winds, 'And 

I'd appreciate all your votes for the Academy Award next 

year for the Doors movie." 

'What are you doing in rhe movie. Bill?' 

“I’m playing a lawyer.” J 

The revolution lives, as long as there are cats to 
defend on television (the charge: that cats aren’t 
necessarily America's most popular pets) and 
legal-service-needy celebrity curiosities like 
Marlon Brando. 
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NO NELL CAMPBELL; S V W: I WILES AND SI EYE RU3ELL 

/ a cocktail party, turn magazine editors are talking about (me of their 

colleagues, a journalist who has just been publicly humiliated because of his 

involvement in a minor professional scandal. Editor No, / says to Editor No. 2, *Irm glad he finally got 

what's coming to him, the little weaselPJust then, the mortified journalist approaches to say goodnight. He 

places a hand on Editor No. Is shoulder and says with emotion, “/ just wanted to thank you again for 

your words of support earlier. They meant a lot to me. 

This is a true story* witnessed last fall in New York City; the names have been omitted to 

spare feelings —the principals are friends of ours. 

At a recent wedding of two quite successful professionals, a group of somewhat more successful professionals 

sat talking at their table, Slowly they discovered something they all had in common: none of them had 

any idea why they had been invited. 

This is a true story witnessed last year in New York City; the names have been omitted to 

spare feelings —the principals are friends ol ours. 

A flamboyant real estate mogul falls on hard times. Every day for three weeks the tabloids carry stories 

about how he is sure to go bankrupt, None of these stories contain comments from any of his many, many 

swell friends and associates, the ones he has entertained on his yacht time and again. Finally, one paper 

finds a friend willing to say a good word about the over leveraged businessman: that friend is his contractor 

This is a true story collected this past summer in New York City; the names have heen 

omitted for consistency's sake. 

Now COME THE LONG SHADOWS AND BURNISHED LEAVES AS AUTUMN* THE VIOLA IN OUR 

quartet of seasons, takes up natures melody The sunshiny days just past still caper in the 

mind* and yet* like fallen petals, they soon will lose their savor. Only one remembrance of 

those sweet weeks will never fade. It lingers. It is timeless. It is this: during the entire summer* 

exactly one triend invited you away for the weekend, and that was a friend you despise. 

But then again* remember a few weeks ago* when you finally returned all those calls from 

your college roommate —the one now in public relations? He dropped by for a drink—fine, 

enjoyable really. Then the sun began to set, and you said to him. Well, I wish you Could stay 

for dinner, but fm having some people over,*,/' 

As is well known, love is a gift, freely given. Friendship, however, is more like a lease. 

{People who fall out of love but then remain friends have a kind of sale-and-leaseback 

arrangement.) 

Love forgives; friendship prorates. 

Love does not alter when it alteration finds; friendship sues. 

Love is blind; friendship is like a private eye. 

Love invests; friendship speculates. 

Love serves; friendship uses. 

Love is Tristan and Isolde or Abelard and Heloise or Bruce and Demi or Nick and Nora 

Charles; friendship is Malcolm and Liz, 

Love is unconditional; friendship has clauses. Think you've been kicked out unfairly? Read 

your lease: no pets, no electronic instruments or horns, no being sort of boring and less great than 

your friends' other friends. Remember that wonderful cobbler around the Corner? The Yugoslavian 

man who was always so eager and whom you could pay wirh English muffins? His store is 
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now a swank bistro, Well, friends are always essentially saying to each other what his landlord 

said ro him: “The neighborhood is changing, and you can no longer afford it.” 

This was not always so, bur friendship, like every other fine thing in these sad times of 

ours— like w isdom and music and lunch — nowr always involves a deal. In another era, if you 

asked a friend to loan you a fiver, bed give you a twenty, no questions asked. Now he says, or 

at least suggests, “What use do you intend to make of these funds?” The once-familiar words 

Here. let me, or Please, 17/get this, or Forget about it, sound a faint and almost poignant note; the 

phrase So — what do / owe? has replaced them. Deal-making for these tiny stakes is just the 

beginning. These days the friendship market is huge. It trades actively; the bargaining takes 

many forms. How much is your wit worth when offered in exchange for someone else's 

beauty? How much power can be brokered for how much coolness? If you bid so much 

loyalty, how much wealth is your friend required to have? What's the exchange race between 

sympathy and excitement? How many lunches equal how many dinners? 

The auditing, the calculations, the close rereading of codicils and subsections* are never- 

ending. Who are your friends, anyway, and why are they worth it? 

"Mr SOCIAL LJFE WAS PAYING OFF." THESE WORDS, TAKEN FROM THE JUST^PUBLISHED MEMOIR 

CONTEMPORARY-FRIENDSHIP 

ST AH OAR 0-BEARERS. CfOCkwiSB 

from top-, Veronica and Betty: 
thirtysxmethtng's Miles Drentell and 
Michael Steadman, Michael Kutsley 
and Pal Buchanan; Andy Wartiol and, 
Bab Colacello sought friend. 

loalhed superpubhcisi few Siegaf 
and business associate Sherry 
Lansing first friend JillyRizzo 

takes his orders from Frank 

of Bob ColaceUo, hired friend, portrait broker, society lapdog and longtime "editor" of 

Interview,; could serve as Colacell os epitaph. His book is definitive. It is to contemporary 

friendship what Robert Caro is to LBJ, what Jack Nicklaus's Golf My Way is to golf. 

ColaceUo is virtuosic. When an aging heiress invites him to Bermuda for the weekend, he 

goes to work peddling his master's services subtly, with a surgeons skill: “I 

never made sales pitches_People knew that Andy painted portraits. They 

also knew that 1 worked for Andy 1 waited for them to put two and two 

together, although I wasn't above dropping a hint at the appropriate 

moment. [ ’he modesty of genius.] When our conversation quite naturally 

came round to Andy, 1 told Lily [Auchincloss] about his latest portraits' 

Mrs. Auchincloss claims not to be the portrait type but would, she tells 

ColaceUo, like to buy something from Andy, 'so long,"' ColaceUo felt 

compelled to include in his book, '"as 

you get the commission'1' So right there 

in her own home, on his weekend 

visit, ColaceUo sells her a Mickjagger 

portfolio. ColaceUo does have one 

regret, though: 'Shortly before Andy 

died, Lily sold [the portfolio] for the 

same price she paid for it, $16,000, kfs 

now worth ten times that," 

Yet by the end of his story — 

a story of redemption, reaUy — 

Bob ColaceUo is sick of it aU; 

he wants to breathe pure air, 

to feel clean. A friend repeats 

to ColaceUo what Andy has 

said about him: “Doesn't he 

know that these rich people 

just see him because he puts 

their names in my magazine?'’ How dare he! "That 

did it," ColaceUo fumes. “I was going to show him 

once and for all who my real friends were. I was 

sick of seeing the world the way Warhol saw it. Sick 

of assuming that all marriages were for money and 

that all friendships were based on business.” No, m, 

no, no! Or, as Macbeth said, “Is this a dagger which 

I see before me?" ColaceUo makes the momentous decision to leave interview (but not 

before calling his agent —and, no doubt, friend — MoreJanklow, “to check my emotions”) 

and thereby prove his rich friends loyalty. He triumphs. Today he can say to himself, 

So, A ndy thought these rich people were my friends only because of his slick. gossipy magazine 

How wrong / have proved him. They are still my friends, and now / work for Vanity Fair/ 
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WUI FRIENDS IK HR 
CONTEMPORARY FRIENDSHIP: 

THE STANDARD-BEARERS 

Betty and Veronica 

Michael Steadman and 
Miles Drented 

Bryant Gumbel and Willard Scott 

Michael Kinsley and 
hit Buchanan 

Abe Rosenthal and Arthur Gelb 

Johnny Carson and Ed McMahan 

Marty Feretz and Wan Boesky 

Ivon Boesky and Martin Siegel 

CONTEMPORARY - FRIENDSHIP I 
VENUES 

Temple of Dendur 

Tyson fight at Trump Castle 

The Four Seasons 

Elaine's 

your attorney's office 

boards of directors 

backstage anywhere 

FRIENDS FOR SALE 

p h otogra p hers 

authorized biographers 

Bob Col ace) la 

dogs 

artists 

decorators 

plastic surgeons 

publicist Peggy Siegali 

gals Friday 

Elizabeth Taylor 

therapists 

FRIENDS FOR SALE - CHEAP 

Cindy Adams 

barbers 

goldfish 

Bill Boggs 

Sally Kirkland 

fRIENDS-fIRE SALE 

Pete Rose 

Sylvia Miles 

Howard Spiro 

members of Congress 

anyone on the earner of 39rlt 
and Tenth after 1 TOO p.m. 

FIRST FRIENDS [I know Keith, 

therefore I om) 

Aline, Countess of Romanonps 

Jerry Tipkin 

Bill Fugaiy 

JiiEy Rizzo 

Lein Billings 

The kind of people who Colacello thinks 

are his friends have a rather odd notion of how 

one exercises friendship. No staying up late 

talking about complicated aches or sharing 

confidences. They prefer to pay $ 1,000 a head 

to eat dinner together once a week in a shrine 

to a pair of minor Egyptian princes on upper 

Fifth Avenue. Its a strange choice of hangouts, 

but then teenage kids do love to smoke pot 

in cemeteries. 

Did you know that muscleman jim Robin¬ 

son, for the moment the head of American 

Express, and his wife, Linda, a highly paid 

publicist, are dose to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald 

Perelman? (Perelman, of course, is the pro- 

prietor of Revlon — he has old, eighties money.) 

The Robinsons are reportedly dose also to 

the Henry Kissingers, to Frank and Barbara 

Sinatra (she the former Mrs. Zeppo Marx) 

and to the Tom Brokaws, As is fitting for a 

mega stockbroker in this era of elaborate financing, Robinson's relationships represent 

complex bundles of junk, preferred stock, options, media coverage and cash. Business, fame, 

power and access are all swapped around so that everybody thinks he's coming out ahead, Jim 

puts Henry on Amexs board of directors; Ron puts Linda on the board of Revlon; then Linda 

convinces Henry to accept Ron’s offer oi a seat on the Revlon board. Linda's corporate public- 

relations business, Henry's ego and international corporate consultancy and the legitimacy of 

Ron the takeover pirate are all served nicely by these arrangements. Jim, the stockbroker, stays 

dose to Ron, who likes to play the market (buying companies, not odd lots); Jim, secretary of 

State for corporate America, can sir in on boring meetings with the former U. S. secretary of 

State and can familiarly poke Henrys stomach on social occasions. Sinatra provides some 

glitz and earns some respectability, a commodity of wrhich he seems constantly in need. 

Brokawr, triply vulnerable as someone who must wonder whether he is vastly overpaid, 

whether he is still a real journalist and, if so, whether journalists arc part of the real world 

anyway, surely gains a sense of substantiality and in return provides a pleasing combination 

of fame, charm and powrer. Of course, when all is said and done, there is still no reason to 

doubt that the members of this group also connect on a human level. 

Somewhere in the world (Rochester, New York, the control test market for 

our study), friendship w-orks like this: two boys grow up side by side. They meet in the 

schoolyard, where one beats the other up. One —the heaten-up one — is bookish, the other 

more adventuresome, but they become friends. Together they explore the strange tunnels 

outside of town, lie to each other's parents and, as young men, try ro sort out the mysteries of 

the world (that is, women). The studious one may go far, or he may founder, uncertain in 

action; the heedless friend may squander his fortunes, or his guile and pluck may bring him 

wonderful success. Or nothing much may happen to either of them. But regardless of who is 

up and who is down, who is having some tough luck and wrho is doing all right, when one of 

these two needs some advice or an attentive ear or just a familiar presence to set him straight, 

he knows where to turn. To his lawyer, Still, the old pair are friends, and they help each other 

out, and it would take something pretty serious to pull them apart. 

Elsewhere (that is, in some big town where you don’t trust anybody but your mother, and even 

her you're not so sure about) the story runs more this way: two men meet at the client-driven 

business they have both recently joined. They arrived in New York or Los Angeles or Chicago a 

few years earlier from ridiculous places like Tulsa and Canada. For a fesv months they pal around: 

one knows lots of chicks, the other used to do business for a couple of dubs and they still treat him 

right. Sold! Friends! But what if one is promoted to group VP? Or buys a house on the beach 

in the Malibu Colony? Or finds somebody with an extra seat in his Rangers sky box? All this 

as the other merely stays in place. Everything changes. From the sky box, the world looks quite 

different. He begins to reevaluate. Reading the fine print, he sees that these new circumstances 

release him from the obligations of his friendship —and, anyway, it was only a rental. 

Friendship is,.. 

f., never having to say. “But I'm sure 

be put my name on the list" 
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A FRIEND IN NEED IS N01 AS GOOD AS A FRIEND WITH A HOUSE IN TUSCANY 
SPY Presents the Friends hip Index 

Who’s a dose friend? Who's an acquaintance? Which person should you hang up on when a second call comes in on call waiting? We’ve 

invented a simple, user-friendly system — the Friendship Index —to help ease the worry and the confusion ol deciding who's who, white's 

what and when to beg off where friendship is concerned. 

Here's how it works: Choose the level of Desirability (left axis) that hest describes what attracts you to your "friend," Then select the 

level of Actual Intimacy (right axis) that accurately reflects how well you really know this friend. ’ Plot the point on the graph below. 

The location will tell you whether you should refer to your 'friend' as your best friend^ a dm friend, a friend and so on. 

Desirability Actual Intimacy 

This, of Course, is the result of some combination of fame, This can be measured by duration and depth of 

wealth. genius* power, beauty and coolness. The / \ acquaintance — two straightforward properties easy to 

categories below contain some examples of the /"V y'jV quantify. The classifications below should cover the 

attributes that would place potential friends at a / > entire range of people with whom you might 

particular level of Desirability, The lists are ''v ’V \f \ ever have any contact of any kind, 

by no means exhaustive but should offer a 

good guide. 

LEVEL 5: 
ABSOLUTE 

Has vssl 
estates in 
GaTifatnia, 
Oevanshre 
aita the 
Alg^litlRE 
Won and 
deserved 
Nobel Prize 
tar literature 

LEVEL 4; 
PRETTY 
INCREDIBLE 
Is presto! 
ol France 
Has S3 50- 
Ti'llEon 
\m\m 
mdiL-on (old) 
Has had 
rttrcspKtiVE 
at Motto. 
Is IBM chair¬ 
man. 
Has hve- 
picturetfeal 

Is netv/Drk 
ctjrr^spon- 
denl: 

concert. 
tastnking- 
hMjHjng. 
Is architect 
msfilianstf im 
Metropolitan 
Home. 
Has stapl with 
fteilli 
Pidrards 

listener 
Is [lassies 
siniid and 
is in haery 
business: 
Is R (taiiri 
Hay. 
Wears 
bandanas 

LEVEL \ 

SlHHJk. your 
hand twee 
Once dated 
voui cousin 
the ageil 
IjBfiS ED 
same 
optemelnsi 
as you, 
Seen on 0 
train: 
Mien 
remlruduted 
does Ml 
D?roLn:;H-r 
■you 

LEVEL 2 
Seen at 
parlies every 
lew mouthy 
Had m tang 
cduver&atmn 
v. 1i yC ij 
.n .1 
Wyun'Hiy1 
■'"Makes you 
waiter what 
we t doing 
living I ere 
Is daughter 
ai your 
fathCMS 
fralernr-, 
bratlrer 
Has vague 
dmner plans 
with you 

LEVEL 3 
Is irtaic of i 
iTieniJ. 
Is line to idik 
to ai dinne* 
Is feld1ea 
to you 
SDIKlHM il 
lirrns nut 
Once 
lcn,E. b002>" 
afferrtopn on 
lawn with 
you, 
Is thoughflyf; 
The goatee- 
why? 

a year 

Took 
frjiJitlor ski 
Trip with you 
Saved your 
shiv. 
Confessed 
strange past 
ISfiBlUltg 
together with 
you soon 

LEVEL 5 
Is cinidlto 
I n end 
Is godparent 
to your son 
a; daufltiter, 
Is toil dant 
and (repent 
creditor 
Gett your 
jokfcf; 
Is hflOesl 
about jour 
poems, 
dishonest 
about yoivr 
nose. 
Is married to 
the Aanan 

you to 

I9.7(taad 
campaign 
Is child of 
tamixis has¬ 
hes i 

Reserved loi 
keifh and Mio 

Best friend 

Close trend 

Friend 

j I(Mh 

□ »KI? 

Let s go for a test drive: A college pal of yours is seeing a hypothetical younger sister of Dennis Hoppers; on a trip to Ijos Angeles you 

talked with Hopper in a private home, Dennis Hopper has a Desirability factor of 3.6, The Actual Intimacy factor of your relationship 

weighs in at around T, Plotring these two coordinates, we see that Dennis Hopper, whom you barely know, is nevertheless your friend. Let's 

cake a different rase. Your btjst friend in the tenth and eleventh grades (difficult, crucial years) has always kept up with you. She is coming 

to live in the large city to which you moved in order to escape the stifling hometown where you both grew up. She is planning to open a pet 

store. Her Desirability factor is 0; the Actual Intimacy lactor is 3 3, The graph reveals that she is someone you know. —J.C. 
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Dennis Stein 

Stephen Spender 

Tony Roberts 

Pot Cod del! 

Bebe Reboio 

Boox Moioi 

HOW TO DROP THE MAMI 

OF A FRIEND" 

Lome, not Michaels 

/cim, not Wenncr 

Rather, not Dcm 

Warren, not Beatty 

Francis, not Coppola 

Nicholson, not Jock 

Spike, not Lee 

Jock, not John (Kennedy) 

Horry, not Henry (Luce) 

Lorry, not Laurence [Olivier) 

Tom, not TSu (Eliot) 

Bobby, not Robert or 
Bob {tie Niro) 

Steven, not Spielberg 

(and especially not Steve) 

Marty, not Martin [Scorsese) 

Scottyr not Jim or James 
Or Reston 

Bron, not Aubcron (Waugh) 

Johnny, not R.W. [Apple) 

David, not the Poke of Windsor 

Plum, not PG or Wodchouso 

Zcke, not tsioh [Thomas) 

Buck, not Magic (Johnson) 

Stinky, not Donald, Port 
or The Donald 

Pinky, not Amondcr (Urban) 

Brandon, not TortikoH 

Bud, not Colvin (Trillin) 

UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIPS 

John Kenneth Galbraith and 

William F. Buckley 

Norman Mailer and 
Jack Henry Abbott 

Leonard Bernstein and 
Bobby Seale 

John ielusbiand Lillian Heilman 

Lome Michaels and Lillian Ross 

Brian McNally and 
Princess Michael of Kent 

Lix Smith and Vlad the Impater 

John Cardinal O'Connor and 
Ed Koch 

Felix Rohatyn and 
Victor Gotbaurtt 

Bruce Wassersteln and 
Mark Green 

George Primptoi* and 
Muhammad All 

Richard Gere and 
the Dalai Lama 

In Rochester the nicest thing to say to a 

friend who has had good luck is "I'm so happy 

for you!" In New York the nicest thing to say 

to a friend who has had good luck is Tm 

so envious!" 

Sometimes rhe reasons behind the acquisi¬ 

tion and sloughing off of friends aren't so 

obvious. Even in New York, remnants of the 

traditional friendship economy survive, but 

these forms of friendship just serve selfish 

ends indirectly. Tom Wolfe wrote a police pro¬ 

cedural recently that received wide attention 

because of its wonderfully detailed social 

"atmosphere," One thing that rang particularly 

false, however, was the portrayal of the heros 

friends, Sherman McCoy grows up in New' 

\brk, where he attends a small boys’ school, 

and goes on to boarding school and Yale, w here 

undoubtedly he joins a secret Society* Wolfe, 

who is from the South, presents Sherman as 

really having no friends, whereas under the circumstances he would of course have collected 

dozens of them — almost as an obligation. And when he gets into a scrape, would his tribal 

brothers from Buckley and Sc. Paul's abandon him? Certainly not. No, these Ridgeleys and 

Stuyvies would enjoy nothing more than the chance to duster round and prove their 

steadfastness. Sherman, the missing chum! When Claus von Biilow had his little problem, the 

members of the Union Club were adamant that he should always feel welcome. Of course, the 

pleasure in this son of constancy is not in helping an individual you care about {Claus?) but 

in making a show of your hearty, chivalric code. Indeed, on the principle that if you save 

someone's lifeT you are in his debt forever, Sherman's friends would be grateful. 

What's a legitimate use of the term friend? If you have dinner at a restaurant with an 

important person in a small group bump into her once at the movies, you are Inends. 

Well, not friends exactly, but you know each other — no, really, you'd say you were friends, not 

dose friends or anything, but friends. If a colleague marries the son of a famous painter, your 

colleague’s husband is your friend; if your colleague marries someone kind of strange from 

Delaware, your colleague's husband is your colleague's husband. If your brilliant, funny, 

engaging friend calls you twice a year, the two of you are friends; if your boring, nice but 

sort-of-a-drag friend calls you every week, well, you know him. Your friend with the house in 

Italy has qualities of perception and wit and compassion that your friend who doesn’t have 

a house in Italy in some measure lacks. The friend who got you out of that jam, the one who 

is in public relations, becomes a virtual stranger when, at a party, you run into your friend 

the novelist, (A great tradition exists for such betrayals. Peter's saying of Christ, 'Who? I've 

never seen Him before in my life? is the most renowned example.) 

Large social events always create fascinating crosscurrents and eddies of friendship and 

pseudofriendship, Sean Young is excruciatingly beautiful; she also demands that she be 

accorded the proper friendship status. She felt compelled simply to leave a recent big dinner 

in honor of her friend Martin “Marry" Scorsese when she learned she had not been seated at 

his table. Jann Wenner has his priorities straight. Rolling Stones Christmas party is always a 

big event in the straitened, glamourless world of magazine publishing, Wenner, of course* is 

by tradition the Faisraffian host of the celebration. Last year though, something really more 

important — considering the season and all — called him away at the very last minute, Playing 

Santa at an orphanage? No — hunting with John Kennedy jr. 

Like businessmen using shell corporations to hide from the IRS* some friends mask the 

real profits derived from their friendship by means ot a clever subterfuge, the Unlikely 

Friend. Surely, an observer thinks, these two people, who are so different, so at odds, must truly he 

friends, or else what could possibly unite them? Simply this; having a friend from another social 

galaxy or ideology makes you seem so,. .complex. William E Buckley Jr. and John Kenneth 

Galbraith are pleased as punch that they are great friends —who would have thought? Felix 

Rohatyn and Victor Gotbaum cannot contain their glee about their friendship, either. (An 

investment banker and a labor leader?!) The friendship between Bruce Wiisserstein, the 
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mergers-and-acquisitions illusionist, and Mark Green, a boring ex-radical now working within 

the system, follows the same plutocrat-lefty recipe. George Plimpton, skittish, white Harvard- 

boy writer, befriends Muhammad Ali, black lethal weapon. Norman Mailer, skittish, white 

Harvard-boy w riter, befriends Jack Henry Abbott, white-trash lethal weapon. Why would such 

different people be friends? Why, became they Ye such different people. It is morally and politically 

reassuring to hedge your bets writh a friend who is unlike you. (How greedy can l be if Mark 

Green is my friend?) Howt terrific, how absolutely great you must be to have such a friend — 

howr interesting, how unexpected, you broad-minded, unpredictable jackanapes! 

But for the most part the basis of the modern friendship nexus is very obvious. Forms of 

payment can be in kind —professional advancement, a few days at their place on Mustique, 

an invitation to a great party —or they can be in. ..cash. Take Johnny Carson and Ed 

McMahon, his Si-million-a- year 'pal!' Is that on-air bonhomie faked? The divorces, the 

drinking, the garrulous ex-wives— Johnny and Ed have endured them together. They've 

laughed, they’ve cried; but in all likelihood Ed has never been over to Johnny's house. 

Some people simply put their old friends directly on the payroll. Prizefighters have 

continually refined the technique of finding jobs for their friends from the neighborhood, 

to the point that they now must have a levee like Louis XIV s —robe holders, boot lacers, 

towelers, drivers, runners, telephones, bag carriers, conversation holders. Eddie Murphy 

employs such ever-present old friends and relations as Fed, Larry, Jerome, Rough Houses Roy, 

Fruity and Ray-Ray. Madonna made her best friend, Debt, her highly paid makeup artist. 

Peter Guber finds odd jobs for his friend Jon Peters. And certainly, even if they don’t receive 

health benefits, some friends are easily purchased. Once the occasion for good talk among 

good people, a small dinner nowr approximates a low-budget horror movie: Night of the 

Living Checkbook Register. Around the table you find the hostess’s lawyer her hairdresser, her 

faux-marbre painter, her florist, the owner of her favorite restaurant, her trainer, her trust 

officer and her husband. Other friends for hire include decorators (like Liz Taylor's new best 

friend, Waldo Fernandez), fashion designers (like Blaine Trump's friend Christian Lacroix), 

psychiatrists (like Brian Wilson's friend Dr, Eugene Landy), English aristocrats (like any 

number of Mick Jagger’s friends), children (like Warren Beatty's friend Molly Ringwald), 

publicists (like Sherry Lansing’s friend Peggy Siegal), stockbrokers (like Bruce Springsteens 

friend John Mulheren Jr.), real estate brokers (like every swell's friend Alice Mason) and the 

man with the squeegee at the entrance to the tunnel. 

Still, there are those for whom the idea of receiving payment for their friendship is abhorrent. 

They care about a friend as a person* A very famous person. This type of friend simply lives off 

and takes his whole identity Irom the reflected glory of a famous friend. This is a First Friend. 

Lem Billings’s entire life was spent as...Jack Kennedy's 

First Friend. You recognize the name Jilly Rizzo. Why? Is he 

a businessman of some stature in your community? No. Is 

he d former governor? No. He is Frank Sinatra's ...First 

Friend. The First Friend has only his sycophancy to offer, 

but if his famous friend finds it worthy, the two can strike 

a bargain — slavish devotion in exchange for the right co be 

in every paparazzo picture, partially obscured. 

Of course, like premodern sultans, some people are 

exempt from all this grubby, 

bourgeois haggling. For them 

friendship comes with the wave of 

a hand. These people are very 

very famous people. 

Isn't it strange that television 

and radio waves exist all around 

us all the time, yet we are unaware 

of them? At this moment electronic 

signals carrying the voice and image of Sebastian Cabot are passing 

through you, yet you fee! nothing. Turn on the television, though, and he 

appears. Interesting, isn't it? But is this seemingly marijuana-induced 

reverie related to the discussion? Yes. Similarly, famous people have 

friendships that are invisible but that can be activated at will. Is John 

McEnroe a friend of Francois Mitterrand's? It is unlikely that the two have 

FRIENDSHIP fiS A 

STATUS SWAP MEET 

clockwise fm tot), ihe 
pre-1987 Gan. Hart and 
Warren Beatty ipo-ver 
traded for glamour); Mick 
J agger and Princess 

Margaret (fame leaded ;or 
breeding}; Sylvester 
Srallone and Arnc'd 
Schwarzenegger (intellect 
traded for beauty)- John 

Kenneth Galbraith and 
William F Buckley Jr. 
(liberal credibility traded 
for conservative credibility) 
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Edward Jay Epstein and 

Sit James Goldsmith 

Frank Sinatra and Vernon Jordan 

George Bush and Jerry Weintraufe 

FDR and Harpo Marx 

Michael Jackson 

and pity human 

symbiotic friendships 

Warren Beatty and Madonna 

Wamm Beatty and Gary Hart 

Tina Brown and 
Gayfryd Steinberg 

Tina Brown and Mike Qviti 

Jim Baker and George Bush 

Malcolm Forbes and 
Elizabeth Taylor 

Blaine Trump and 
Christian Lacroix 

johnny Carson and Carl Sagan 

George SteinbreDrier and 
Billy Martin 

Philip Johnson and 
Peter Eisenmon 

FAN CLUB FRIENDSHIP 

Jann Wennef and: 

Michael Douglas, Tom Cruise, 
Richard Gere, Mick Jogger, 
John Travolta, Yoke Ono 

Richard Holbrooke and: 

Diane Sawyer, Cap Weinberger, 
Jim Robinson, Jim Hoge, 

Tom Brokaw, Sherry Lansing, 
Pamela Harr iman 

Pauline Kael and: 
Paul Schrader, Warren Beatty, 

James Tobock, Robert Tawne 

FRIENDSHIP GAUGES 

call waiting 

small weddings 

three tickets to the World Series 

selecting godparents 

choosing whose number to put 
on your direct dial 

"plus one" invitations 

FRIENDSHIP TESTERS 

tiresome I over,1 spouse 

tiresome children 

tiresome pet(s) 

your triend's first novel 

sour investment tip 

newfound enthusiasm far 
religion or fitness regimen 

lengthy depression 

lasing prod action-chief 
job at major studio 

chance invitation to 

Kim Basinger wrap party on 
night ot lengthily depressed 

friend's 30th birthday $ 

ever met, but because they are both famous, 

they are bathed in immaterial rays of mutual 

friendship. Had President Bush ever spent any 

time with Michael Jackson and really talked 

before Jackson just dropped by the White 

House to hang out recently? Had Richard 

Nixon and Donald Trump ever met before the 

former president sent the sinking casino opeo 

ator a recent note full of warm wishes? Do 

Faye Dunaway and Lee lacocca speak? Do they 

knowr the birthdays of each other s children? 

Not likely Yet even w ithout know ing it, they 

are friends — if they encountered each other in 

an airport VIP lounge somew’here, they wrould 

probably engage in easy banter. Bo Jackson 

and Henry Kissinger; Oscar de la Renta and 

Bob Hope; Madonna and Prince Charles — all 

friends as if by magic, without meeting, with- 

out speaking, without any possible business 

connection. If sometime Bo does call Henry at 

home, will the latter say, "I’m sorry, I do not speak to perfect strangers’? Absolutely not. "Bo, 

its Henry.../1 If Bob asks to drop in on Oscar, will Oscar reply, ' You mean now?Just like 

that? iNVj, no, "Certainly, terrific, what’re you drinking? Would you do the same if someone 

you had never met phoned? Of course not. That just proves that Bo and Henry and Bob and 

Oscar have been friends all along; the relationships simply haven’t been consummated yet. (If Bo 

Jackson called you at home, would you say, Tm sorry, I do not speak to perfect strangers"? 

Doubtful, but Bo Jackson would never call you. You aren’t his friend,) Like ham-radio 

operators or people with a rare disease, all famous people are connected by an invisible web 

of loyalty and fellow feeling. 

In one of his books about his life and the half bottles of Cote Rdcie he has with lunch, 

William F. Buckley tells a story that concerns himself and his friend Norman Mailer and his 

friend Pat Moynihan. Buckley and Mailer are standing on the corner when a Station wagon 

narrowly misses them. Moynihan leans out of the passenger window and shouts, "Damn, I 

could have gotten both of you with one swipe!" In Rochester this Sort of joshing occurs only 

between neighbors and buddies, guys whom you find playing hooky on the links on Wednesday 

afternoon. Buckley and Mailer and Moynihan? Have the three ol them ever been alone in a 

room together? Has Bill or Pat ever lent Norman a car? Would he really care if they died? 

Yet — what great friends they are, "Get out of here, you nut!1' you’d expect Buckley to yell back. 

Lillian Heilman and John Belushi? What a witty and unlikely pairing. Friends. Actual friends 

and neighbors during their last years alive, Belushi s nuanced view of American communism 

(if only he had lived to see the changes in Eastern Europe!) could not have brought them 

together. Possibly their mutual triend Dan Aykroyd did? Both Heilman and Belushi had 

houses on Marthas Vineyard at the time, but so did your former boss at Shearson, and he 

didn’t get to know them. Belushi and Heilman must somehow' have just,, .found each other. 

Most regular people, though, have to deal, You broker your classy managing partnership 

for a social superior’s dinners; you know7 "interesting” people, your friend has got a house; you 

buy the paintings, the painter is a faithful part)' guest; you need a loan, your friend w-ants a 

toady; you are boring but nice, your friend is selfish but entertaining. 

The problem with friendship, like the problem with New York real estate, is that there is at 

once too much and too little of it. Sure, there are plenty of your one-bedroom-eondo friends, 

your West Side-rehab friends. There’s a glut. They call you constantly; they want you to see 

them on the night you ivant to be alone; they impose their latest tedious discoveries on you 

(the music of the 1920s, the Hold Everything catalog, rice and beans). They are self-absorbed 

and dull and not even all rhat kind. You couldn’t give these friends away. On the other hand, 

the top end of the market remains as firm as ever. The prewar friends writh original moldings, 

the townhouse-in-the-East Sixties friends whth the French window's. They are smart. They 

have a talent for sympathy. They ahvays have something writry and unexpected to say. i hey 

have lives in which things happen. And, just as a quiet garden is nicer chan a high-rise 

balcony, they are nicer than your other friends. But they cost, $ 

Friendship is... 

... considering maybe returning his call 

even though he's dead in the ratings. 
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&h 3*4* cliu 11 cli Three beatific old ladies are 

sitting in front of a TV studio audience, each struggling to force-feed a howling infant enormous 

spoonfuls of strained pork. The first one to get her ha by to dean the plate will be the winner of The 

Grandma Game, the opening segment of a nationally syndicated daytime show called House Party. The 

stunt grannies look determined but embarrassed — after all, a real, unpaid grandmother would never 

be party to such brutality, The audience is aghast: A re those old ladies torturing those poor little babies? The 

show's crew and writers just shake their heads. They’ve tried to prevent this scenario. 

What the grandmothers and the audience don't know is that the show's executive producer, Barry 

Sand, heightened the challenge —indeed, the cruelty —by specially selecting the pork paste for its 

inedibility. Although Sand, a feral-looking man with a 1970s-vintagc black mustache and slicked-back 

silver hair, had ignored the protests of his staff, insisting that infants gagging on strained pork would 

be funny, he is not pleased. “Its not funny!" he screams. "The segment stinks! ' He’s right. 

And for once, the critics, the home viewers and, ultimately, the television stations broadcasting the 

show agree with him. 

Most people who ve heard of Barry Sand have heard of him as the producer of Late Night With David 

Letter man, a job he held from 1982 until 1987. Yet in the three years since then he has distinguished 

himself only by the speed with which the two big-budget daily television comedy shows he created have 

disappeared from sight. There was the Wilton North Report, which Fox chose to replace Arsenio Halls 

NEFFECTUfiL PRODUCER OF LATE MIGHT WITH DAW LETTERMAN BE- 

’OWERFUL PRODUCER OF TWO OF TV'S MOST LEGENDARY BOMBS 
Late Show two and a half years ago and which nearly killed off the fledgling network, and this year s 

House Patty, a quasi-comedic daytime infotainment show for housewives, coproduced by NBC and a 

Westinghouse subsidiary called Group W Productions, In its third week on the air House Party received 

a 0.3 rating and a 1 share in Los Angeles — numbers so low that Nielsen Media Research called the 

local Fox station to verify that the show had in fact aired. In June, House Party was officially canceled, 

and the last show will air September 14. 

In the career of Barry Sand, success has always existed in inverse relation to creative power: at the 

Letterman show, Sand served successfully as a figurehead, a network stooge who was perceived by 

outsiders as being powerful even though he was kept completely out of the creative process. When, 

after leaving Late Nighty he cashed in that "success" for actual power and creative control, he developed 

and produced two disastrous shows. Even when the programs occasionally managed a glimmer of wit, 

Sand didn’t know it. He seldom seemed to have any idea when his shows were bombing creatively or 

when they were working, or why. One former colleague says, if Barry thinks you're funny, he starts 

laughing as soon as you start speaking and then says, i 

don t get it. 

In most professions an employee single-handedly re¬ 

sponsible for the loss of so many millions of dollars might 

be considered career-dead. But Barry Sand works in tele¬ 

vision, and he is a symbol of the failing-upward principle that governs so much of show business. His 

repeated unlikely comebacks have prompted one veteran comedy writer to call him 'the Richard Nixon 

of television.” Indeed, after a cleansing exile, Sands services may well be in demand once again. After 

all, his next boss will surely say or think, the guy did produce Late Night and a whole bunch of network 

shows. In the entertainment industry, if you’ve produced anything, chances are you will be paid a great 
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deal of money to produce again. And if you've produced 

something successful— even if you bad very little to do 

with that success —you wiU certainly he allowed to 

produce syndicated filler featuring howling babies. 

The bewildering career of Barry Sand spans such 

television shows as Sha Na Na, Treasure Isle and SCTV. 

At its heights in the 1980$, this career supported a 

penchant for cocaine and exciting seventies fashions. 

And Sand acquired one other power cliche along the 

way: an ambitious woman —a vain, pathologically 

domineering and unqualified woman who with the help 

of an uptown Manhattan psychic called Yolana would 

ultimately accelerate Sands downfall. She was a woman 

known in Sand s sector of the entertainment industry as 

"the most powerful dents 1 hygienist in television.” 

Sand grew up in a middle-class Brooklyn family 

and set his sights on Hollywood. In 1961, fresh from the 

Universsty of Pen nsylvani a+s Wharton Sehool, he la nded 

his first TV job, writing for Candid Camera. It was there 

that Sand began to hone what passed for his comedic 

skills. Stints writing for the game show Treasure isle and 

an assortment of TV pilots and comedy variety shows 

followed, and Sand produced talk shows hosted by 

David Frost and Mike Douglas. During the 19^0$ he 

also wrote for the variety show Sha Na Na, one of the 
first independent shows in syndication, using the pen 

name Tommy Angel. Why this uncharacteristic bit of 

modesty or shame? According to Pierre Cassette* Sand's 

former boss at Sha Na Na, "Barry fancied himself a very 

important writer, and in chose days syndication was 

considered amateur. He said he'd take the job only if he 

used a new name. Then, when the show became a hit, he 

wanted to be Barry Sand again, and 1 said, 'No way, 

you're Tommy Angel! Tommy Angel kept getting job 

offers and Barry kept sayings Tm Tommy Angel, I'm 
Tommy Angel. Throughout his career Sand has often 

fallen back on this strategy of taking credit when things 

are good and ducking blame when they are bad. 

Sand got his first big break in 1980, when NBC hired 

him to produce its new morning show, The David 

was almost averted when a former colleague of Sand's 

at Mike Douglas sent a memo to an NBC executive 

describing an unpleasant experience with Sand and 

incredulously questioning the wisdom of even considering 

him for the job. The memo was promptly forwarded to 

Peter Calabrese, a friend of Sands since the late 1960s 

and. the NBC programming executive who had initially 

supported him for the job. Calabrese stood firmly 

behind his friend, suggesting that disfavor at a show 

like Mike Douglas could be to Sand's credit. Let ter man 

and Markoe, presented with a batch of aging candidates 

with Miss America-pageant credentials, considered 

Sand to be the lesser evil and gave him their okay. 

And indeed, as the morning show's producer, Sand 

wa s at his most effective, if least creative. He resolved 

some simple administrative problems and helped devise 

a format chat showcased Letter man's obvious talents. 

Despite a daytime Emmy, the show had poor ratings 

and was canceled after three months, Bur Letterman 

and Brandon Tarrikoff, NBCs head of programming, 

were fairly pleased with Sand’s efforts. Unfortunately, 

Sand interpreted this approval as proof of his own 

com edit gift and unleashed a stream of creative juices 

that has yet to be mopped up. 

When the show was canceled and NBC had no 

immediate position for Letterman* die network wanted 

to keep Sand handy. Though Letterman personally 

disliked Sand, he wanted to keep him on retainer in the 

interest of having an insider ready to produce the next 
show. So NBC offered Sand the nominal tide of producer 

for SCTV, which had been running in syndication for 

three years. Eager to have a company man behind the 

scenes of the brilliant but —to network superiors — 

bewildering Canadian series, NBC installed Sand as a 
liaison between the cast and management. He arrived 

in Edmonton with a suitcase full of ideas. Accustomed 
to creating the show entirely by themselves, John Candy 

Rick Mo ranis and the rest of the SCTV cast didn't 

exactly need this unsolicited creative input from die 

network's watchdog'producer. Moran is, who loosely 

based a doofy husband character on Sand, says, "It was 

WILTON M 5ft in i tv . 

SOMETH 
Letterman Shou\ starring the up-and-coming weatherman 

turned stand-up comedian. It was this job that: served as 

the building block for the rest of Sand's career. Still, it 

was a job chat required no creative input at all, and one 

he had got largely because of good luck. When the 

show's original producer quit days before its scheduled 

premiere, leaving the show foundering and head writer 

Merrill Markoe in the unfamiliar position of producing, 

NBC needed a new administrative presence quickly. 

Sands name came up and was endorsed by Letter mans 

manager, Jack Rollins, executive producer of the show, 

who knew Sand through client Robert Klein,for whom 

Sand had written. This ultimately very costly mistake 

too ctue! to do him —1 did his look, the hair, the 

mustache,, .a guy who looked like him but was more 

interesting titan him.” In fact, trading Barry Sand 

impressions was a regular pastime of the SCTV cast, 

In 1982 Lettermaos show, reformed and rechristened 

Late Night With David Letterman, made its move to its 

now--1 egen da ry-w ith-col lege -stud en ts-a nd~ i n som n i acs 

12:30 a.m. time slot, and Sand became its producer, 

For the first couple of years—a time during which 

Letterman was presumably anxious about the possibility 

of being canceled again —Sand’s presence was not so 

obviously a drawback. Before long, though, Sand's 

frustration at not being more creatively involved began 
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to irritate Letterman and the shows writers. Sand was 

banned from writers' meetings, and there was an 

unwritten rule that he had to stay dear of the writers 

altogether, It seems he had already alienated many of 

them by reneging on salary agreements and contractual 

provisions. While another producer whose sensibility 

so dearly clashed with that of co-workers might have 

left, Sand stayed on, simultaneously intimidated by 

and resentful of Letterman, 

Snubbed by his own nominal employees. Sand devised 

a novel form of retaliation: the regular meeting. If 

colleagues were forcing him ro be a mere administrator, 

well, then, he would 

give them adminiscra- 

tion. By holding his 

staff captive for long, 

tedious, purely cere’ 

monial meetings, he 

would leave no doubt 

about who was really in 

charge. And so began 

an ego-fortifying prac¬ 

tice that would become 

a hallmark of every 

Barry Sand regime. 

Although he was 

either ignored or re¬ 

viled by most of his 

colleagues, Sand has 

always known how to 

look important to the 

little people. Convincing everyone he was indeed in 

charge was a full-time task. Since the creative staff wras 

off-limits, he engaged lower-level employees in creative 

ways. Whether dispatching a junior hireling ro fetch his 

morning bagel, instructing an assistant on how to 

arrange his afternoon weight-training regimen or ordering 

a secretary to fill out bogus taxi vouchers, Sand was a 

busy patron. His air of producerish authority wras no 

doubt heightened in these instances by such signature 

flourishes as referring to women as 'creamy broads' or 

shouting out orders with 

WAY I’VE BEEN ABLE his mouth full, thereby 

showering the listener 

w ith missiles of moist 

chewed food. If, for 

example, a staffer had difficulty accomplishing the full 

range of tasks in his or her job description, band 

wouldn't hesitate to offer some personal supervision: 

Goddamn it! Ill tell you what the fuck to do—if 1 want you to 

get me a candy har. you'll get me a fucking candy bar! Barry 

Sand had a very individual style of management. 

And because he certainly would get his candy bar. 

Sand became a not infrequent patient at his dentists 

office. It was there that he first encountered the woman 

w ho would take hold of his life and help him finally 

blossom into the auteur he had always wanted to be. All 

dental hygienist Gayle Silverman needed was one whiff 

of the powerful man-musk Sand exuded after hectoring 

Pre-tarc Night, Sard 
honed his tomedic 
skills as a writer 
q| SJfa No No, 
variety show hosted 
by ersatz greasers; 
as a producer at 
five famously funny Mike D&vgfaf Show; and 

YOU GROW TO LOVE’’ 

his junior female staff all day. And how could the 

producer resist the 40-ish Silverman, with her strong 

resemblance to the presurgery Cher and her kittenish 

way of murmuring, You can spit now'? 

After an hour staring down Sands throat, Silverman 

took to calling the Late Sight offices up to six times a 

day. Soon the couple had cemented a curious symbiotic 

relationship. The deal, as observers reckoned it, was 

this: Silverman would help Sand kick his fasr-bccoming- 

unfashtenable unhealthy habits, and Sand would 

provide her with a glamorous new 

career. Sand willingly put his 

health—and soon his entire 

professional life—in her hands. 

Once an addict, always an addict," 
says a colleague. “It's just 

that now he’s addicted 

to Gayle” 

So loves truck was 

Sand that he didne mind 

when Silverman, who 

had begun hanging 

around his office, took to 

interfering with the Late 

Sight writers. Sharing 

with her boyfriend the 

trait of immense 

overconfidence, she 

wouldn't hesitate to burst 

an ineffectual h** at SCTV. in on writers and deliver 

some unsolicited Critical 

insight. "You think that’s funny?1' she would shout. That’s 

not funny!” It wasn’t long before Sand had divorced his 

wife, Arlene, and moved in with the dental hygienist. 

Meanwhile, Letterman, our of cither perverse loyalty 

or an aversion to change, tolerated Sand. There was a 

perfect understanding between Letterman and Barry 

Sand" a former writer says. "Barry Sand was there 

because Letterman suffered him." 

In 1987 Jamie Kellner, president of the newTborn 

Fox network, approached Robert Morton, a segment 

producer at Late Sight, about creating a new show to 

replace Arsenio Halls (formerly Joan Rivers's) Late Show, 

Morton told Letterman about the offer, and the two 

hatched a plan. Seeing a way to dump the pesky and 

creatively useless Sand, Letterman proposed that NBC 

simply make Morton the producer of Late Sight and 
buy out Sand's contract. 

Not long afterward, Kellner arranged a meeting with 

the soon-to-be-ousted producer. Kellner may or may not 

have known that Sand’s days at NBC were numbered, 

but w ith the kind of logic peculiar to television, he 

offered him the job of overhauling The Late Show for 

Fox, Kellner, who didn't yet know how badly he had 

goofed by letting Arsenio Hall go, was eager to have a 

proven network yes-man — albeit a fired network yes- 

man— who would be easy to sell to Fox affiliate stations: 

Jjiok! Were got the man who made Letterman a hit! And 

Sand wmild be given complete creative control —at 
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last! —and a l^ate Night-size budget* 

Sand pounced on the offer and deftly sugarcoared his 

dismissal to the press. 'After five years of guiding Late 

Night to its high point of success, 1 want to do more 

than rest on my laurels," he told reporters. "1 think the 

right time to say goodbye is when you're on top." 

One of the first things Sand did at Fox was jettison 

the name The Late Show and replace it with the far more 

oblique Wilton North Report, a title derived from the 

name of the Los Angeles building in which the shows 

studio and offices were located. Next he tried, in 

various not-quite-persuasive, only quasi-comprehensible 

ways, to explain his vision for the show. 'This show is 

like Siskel and Ebert Meet the Today Show,'" he cold a Fox 

teleconference. 1 want this show to be unlike anything 

else that has ever been seen on television,'" he told 

the eleven writers he had hired and whom he relished 

being permitted to talk—and talk—to. T want it to be 

dangerous TV, controversial, opinionated* provocative. 

I don’t care if it offends people, I want to take the 

madness out there and bring it into the studio!' Asked if 

he could be just a litde more specific, he said, “The only 

way Ive been able to describe what I have in mind is — 

buttermilk. It's something you may not like at first bur 

that you grow' to love and depend on as time goes byf 

Of course: who doesnt love and depend on buttermilk? 

With Sand at the helm and Silverman unofficially at 

his side* there was no shortage of madness in the studio 

already. Though he had proclaimed that he himself would 

be intensely involved in the writing* Sand declared 

the writers' meetings offdimits to his coproducer, Peter 

Calabrese, the man who had been responsible for 

hooking him up with Letterman, Sand made it clear to 

anyone who'd listen that rhe show would 'represent the 

sensibilities of myself rather than take on the character 

of the host!’ Still smarting from his Late Night 

experience, where Letterman had become a huge star 

and Sand had consistently been snubbed* he added, 

"That's what happens with major talents! 

And so, Sand confided to associates, he wrould never 

hire anyone he couldn't fire* and he wouldn't hire a host 

their own forgettable blandness: Tm Paul; I'm not as 

call. He is Phil; he's got the big bill!' Under Sand s 

direction, these two would walk through an array of 

mostly poorly executed, Letterman-derivative material. 

In November 1987, a day before the scheduled 

premiere* Sand met with Barry Diller; chairman and 

CEO of 20th Century Fox, and a few other Fox 

executives. After watching some tapings of Wilton North, 

rhe Fox people felt that Sand's "dangerous TV" was 

unfunny* pointlessly cruel and often stupid. The premiere 

was delayed mo weeks to buy Sand some time to 

fine-tune his brainchild. 

The nervous proto-network premiered the Wilton 

North Report at 11:30 on a Friday night in early 

December. Following almost uniformly negative reviews. 

Sands staff urged him to delegate some creative 

decisions to people other than Silverman, who wasn't 

even on the payroll. Paul Slansky, an alienated Wilton 

North writer, says, "It was like watching the Reagan 

administration. He was Reagan, and she was Nancy* 

telling him wrhat to do — and she w*as as popular around 

the show as Nancy was around the White House.” 'There 

wasn't a move made that wasn’t filtered through Gayle! 

recalls another writer. "Behind closed doors Gayle 

explained everything to him and told him what to do." 

But like a captain (Queeg) determined to go dowrn with 

his ship. Sand stood firm. One night, feeling acutely 

defensive and looking for a scapegoat, Sand fired his 

coproducer, Calabrese, who had been a friend and 

colleague for more than 20 years. It was Christmas Eve. 

Days later* on January 5S at the second annual meeting 

of Fox affiliates in Los Angeles, the show wras pronounced 

“an embarrassment!' One affiliate called it "terrible 

television.” When Jamie Kellner announced to the group 

that Wilton North was being canceled after just 21 shows, 

the affiliate executives applauded and Kellner couldn't 

help smiling himself. Kellner said Fox wrould "have to 

sit down with Barry Sand and calk!’ 

After the show folded* Sand was offered an extremely 

generous settlement to slink away. But he wasn't going 

to go quietly, and after cashing Fox’s paychecks, he 

ADVISING HIS STAFF ON REGULAR GUEST PAUL PRUDHOMME, SAND SCREAMED. HERE’S 

PEOPLE DON’T WANT TO KNOW WHAT HE’S COOKING; THEY WANT TO KNOW WHAT ITS LIKE TO 
who might become powerful enough to fire him. He 

emphasized that he wished to hire weak people w?ho 

couldn’t get bigger than the show—that is, who couldn't 

get bigger than Sand, 

Unfortunately, the two hosts he did hire —just ten 

days before the show's scheduled premiere—weren’t even 

compelling enough for a young UHF TV network, They 

were Phil Cowan and Paul Robins, a pair of Milquetoasty 

drive-time disc jockeys from Sacramento — Lertermans 

Lite who. Sand assured the showy's waiters, wrould be “our 

puppets, When the cohosts introduced themselves on 

the first show* they offered viewers a helpful mnemonic 

device to keep their names straight, perhaps sensing 

astonished the network's executives by pitching costly 

new' comedy projects. Fox declined. 

So Sand had finally tasted total creative control —and 

choked on it. Still, he told himself* sounding more and 

more like a former football hero at his twentieth high 

school reunion, / produced Letterman for five years. And 

that's still got to be worth something. 

He wras right. Exhibiting the forgive-and-forget attitude 

required of any entertainment executive, NBC's Brandon 

Tarcikoff wras willing in early 1989 to ignore the Wilton 

North debacle of just a year earlier and bring the man 

responsible back to NBC to create and produce a new 

syndicated daytime comedy program that would be 

opyrlghtsd m atonal 
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distributed by Westinghouse’s Group W* The show, to 

be taped before an audience in a sec designed to look 

like a suburban mock-Colonial, would include segments 

on psychology, medicine, consumerism, nutrition, 

family life and trivia in what Sand called an 'offbeat 

and witty style." Describing the concept to his writers, 

Sand called it ‘'Sesame Si ml for adults" 

As soon as Sand had 

clinched this unlikely deal, 

he took care of two pieces of 

important business: he per¬ 

suaded NBC to let him pro 

duct? the show in New York, 

at least partly because LrA, 

was now a smoldering land¬ 

scape of burned bridges {as 

one House Party co-worker 

Says, Barry never worked 

with anyone a second 

time"). And he made 

his muse, Gayle Silver- 

man, House Party's tab 

ent developer, a job 

she had been training 

for since her days as a 

freelance comedy arbi- 

rcr at Late Night. 

Having assembled a 

staff of about 15, to get the creative ball rolling Sand 

began holding regular rounds of his trademark I'm-in- 

charge-here meetings — long, all-bur-pointless sessions 

that practically held employees hostage into the early 

morning, reviewing the same material over and over 

in an apparent test of the stalf's loyalty “He was 

obsessive —it was how many hours you stayed at the 

office, not how much work you got done*' says one writer 

If a staff member left after putting in a mere 12 hours, 

Barry would be furious — it meant you didn't care 

about the show," If someone missed a day because of 

illness. Sand would angrily tell him, “You have no 

passion for the show!" The unpleasantness became 

gratuitous even before 

the shows January 

1990 premiere. 

Although a person in 

his position might fairly 

be expected to have learned a thing or two from the 

instant, total failure of the Wilton North Report, Sand 

simply recycled his standard, poor-man's-Steve-ALien 

wackiness for House Party. Silverman and her talent- 

booking department were having great difficulty getting 

anyone even remotely well known to appear on the 

show', but Sand somehow managed to lure the late 

Malcolm Forbes onto the premiere. For this segment, 

host Steve Doocy —goofy, grinning, midwestern, another 

Letterman Lite — stood and taunted Forbes tor an 

excruciating seven minutes. " Okay Malcolm Forbes," 

Doocy said, "Ifyou're so smart at running a business... 

do you know the price of a tube of toothpaste? A Loaf of 

THE PEOPLE who MADE IT ALL POSSIBLE: left to fight, 

Yolcmu. the p$y£hi£-ro-the-<.tar& who helped kilt 

ott House Party; Gayle Silverman, Sand's denial- 

hygienist girlfriend, trying to kill ott HouSC Party 

host-soprano Sieve Doocy; Sand with Phil Cowan 

□nd Paul Rot-ms., the two drive-time dcupays who 

helped kill off Wilton North 

A 40 WO UNO FREAK! 

bread?" And so on. The segment finally crashed to a 

close when Forbes wras handed an 18-month-old baby 

girl. While the toddler squirmed and cried at the strange 

mans touch, Doocy said, "Malcolm, if you're a billionaire, 

you could change that kid’s diaper!" Forties was visibly 

embarrassed, and a number of viewers called in to say 

they had found die segment abusive. 

Though the reviews called the show "featherweight 

fodder" (Ntmday), Sand was riding high—who 

could expect mere critics 

to understand comedy this 

dangerous? Still, it was 

plain to everyone at the 

showr that Sand's soulmate, 

the dental hygienist, was 

really running things. From 

blotting up the grease on 

Sand s take-out pizza 

slices, to sending him to 

doctors who diagnosed him 

by analyzing his pubic 

hair, to deciding the fate of 

House Party employees, 

Silverman was in nearly 

absolute control. 

Not that she pretended 

it was easy. She freely 

admitted that shed had to 

overcome her share of obstacles, and she would confide 

to associates that it was especially hard to get people to 

take her seriously because ot her beauty. She once 

beckoned food writer Jane Stern, a potential Home Party 

guest, into her office. Then she removed her shirt, 

looked in the full-length mirror and asked Stern, "Is 

this die body of a 48-year-old woman?" 

Given that Silvermans only training for a career in 

television was putting a tiny saliva vacuum into Barry 

Sand's mouth, she did her best to exploit what limited 

contacts and skills she had. Silverman attempted to 

bring a wealth of dental contacts with her to House 

Partyr Doctors, lawyers, dancers —the worst acts that 

ever sat in a dentists chair," recalls one colleague. As she 

must have imagined real TV professionals do, Silverman 

told guests, 'You're so great, you re going to have your 

own show'! Brandon is always looking for new talent"' 

Actually, it was Silverman who wras obliged to be 

always looking for talent—new, old, bad or indifferent. 

'Nobody would do the show" says one staffer. Its hard 

to get top names for a show that's never aired before, 

but a lot of ir had to do with Barry’s reputation. He 

bombed with Wilton North, He was a nonentity at 

Letterman. And throughout his career he has never 

treated anyone with respect. He’s manhandled talent 

and treated people Like sliit." The "top names" who 

turned down appearances on House Party included 

K Mart designer jaclyn Smith and even Phyllis Differ 

(Tot) embarrassing, said her manager), 

Silvermans primary responsibility was booking die 

children who were Supposed to provide the Art 
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Linkletter-ish lightheartedness the show desperately 

needed. But instead of tenting only professional kids for 

scale (around $500 each), she would personally patrol 

school playgrounds in hopes of finding a hot-off-the* 

seesaw' scab child for $50. She figured that by cutting 

such corners she could justify awarding expensive 

13-week contracts to personal favorites™such as a pair 

of New Age Heloises who recommended poking lemon 

peels up your nose to cure a cold and earing ten cherries 

a day to get rid of gout. 

It was Silvermans obsession wrirh New Age phenomena 

that led her to Yolana, an Upper East Side psychic 

whose services had been purchased by Claus von Billow 

and Diane von Furstcnberg, among others. At one of 

their first consultations, Wana convinced Silverman 

that their eyes were identical; this meant Y>lana had 

been her mother in a former life. Thrilled by this freak 

reunion, Silverman began consulting Yolana, at $100 

an hour, about her personal life. Soon she was enlisting 

Y)lana's otherworldly help in producing the show. 

Closeted for hours in Silvermans office, Yolana advised 

her on which staff members wrere loyal and ’which were 

plotting against them. She helped nut with the booking 

by predicting whether a potential guest wrould be good or 

bad. “'Yolana became executive producer of the show, for 

all practical purposes,” one House Party employee says. 

"She told Gayle what to do, and Gayle in turn told 

Barry what to do," And Barry did it. 

Once, in a vision, Yolana saw that although the show' 

was sure to be a smash success and its theme song a radio 

hit, it wras perilously short on audience participation. 

No one on staff was surprised, then, when House Party 

presented an audience-participation stunt starring 

Yolana herself, in which the psychic tried — and failed — 

to read the minds of confused audience members* 

By this time the staff of House Party had taken to 

referring to their cwro bosses as the Ceau^escus, after the 

Romanian husband*and-wrife despots who had just been 

executed. Sand's outbursts were occurring with greater 

frequency, and he regularly derided the director and 

host in front of a live audience. Doocy wras soon a w reck. 

A few' days later, when the woman began hemorrhaging 

in the office, she called her doctor and was advised to 

get to the emergency room immediately. Sand asked if 

she needed cab fare before sending her out in the rainy 

night to hail a taxi. When she returned to work later in 

the week. Sand greeted her by saying, "Whac did you 

wrant me to do? Take you to the hospital?" 

Westinghouses Group W stations, after a handful of 

shows, declared House Party embarrassing. After a long, 

brutal meeting in Newr York with NBC executives. Sand 

wTas given a list of changes that had to be made if the 

show was to remain on the air. One of the show's main 

flaws, according to the executives, wras that it had no 

heart. At the next staff meeting Sand, quick to put on his 

old administrators hat and dodge creative responsibility, 

chewed out his writing staff for lacking heart. The first 

goddamned thing wrong is the cooking segment, he told them. 

Cooking Segments aren't about cooking, they’re about people* 

Take {House Party regular} Paul Prudhomme — here you 

have a 400-pound freak. People don't want to know what he's 

cooking; they want to know what it's like to be a 400-pound 

freak! When you 're writing the scripts, there should be questions 

tike *How does it feel to be 400 pounds?" *Ho w does it feel to be 

at a party where everyone's eating and you have to be on a 

diet?" Hou> does it feel to wake up every day and be 400 

pounds?’’ That, Sand said with authority, is heart. 

While Sand tried to browbeat his staff into giving 

him heart* whatever that was, Silverman spent her 

time riffling through staff members' faxes and phone 

messages* even desk drawers and, in at least one case, 

purses. She would report all her findings back to Sand, 

who had taken to staying hunkered down in his office 

for extended periods, Employees knew better than to 

speak out about these intrusions. “Standing up to 

Gayle, one former writer recalls, “meant being fired." 

Nor would the curse of Gayle necessarily end there. 

She was known to leave rude and/or threatening 

messages on the answering machines of former Wilton 

North staff members. One afternoon, while paging 

through The Village Voice, she spotted an ad for a 

nightclub comedy act by Paul Krassner, who had been a 

SILVERMAN USED TO READ ALOUD NOTES SHE SAYS SHE SENT LETTERMAN: I SAW YOU 
YOU LOOKED FAT! I HEAR YOUR SHOW IS 00IHG BAD! 0UESS YOU'LL BE OUT OF WORK 

despite Sand s oft-repeated words of support: 'Relax, 

Goddamn it!" '“Barry puts on a terrible show for the 

audience," says one former employee, "but a great show 

for the staff.'1 

House Party was no place for physical or emotional 

frailties. Returning to the office after a doctor s 

appointment, one staff member was accosted by 

Silverman, who demanded to know where she had been. 

The woman, having been diagnosed as having a tubal 

pregnancy and an ovarian cyst, explained that her 

appointment had been “a matter of life and death” to 

which Silverman replied* This show is a matter of life 

and death[n 

writer and performer on Wilton North. Silverman felt 

Krassner had betrayed her and Sand by writing a frank 

article about Wilton North for the Los Angeles Times, and 

so, understandably, she picked up the phone and 

prepared to call in a bomb threat to the club. "If Paul 

Krassner plays there,” she said while dialing, "the place 

is going to blow up” When a horrified colleague 

grabbed the phone away from her just in time, she 

shrieked, “Fuck him! I’m going to get char cocksuckcr 

back! What he did to us wfas horrible!" 

Silverman even bragged to House Party colleagues 

about the signed hate notes she claimed to have been 

sending via interoffice mail to the man she saw' as her 
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archenemy—David Lettermam Sometimes she recited 

the notes; / saw you on TV Iasi night—you looked fat 

and bloated! You looked like shit! I hear your show is doing 

bad and your ratings are slipping! Gum you’ll be out of 

work soon —I cant wait! She also claimed to have sent 

Letterman and Robert Morton a plastic bag containing 

feces —a particularly personal gesture, considering 

that neirher Sand nor Silverman has a pet. 

"Gayle just really liked being 

mean" remembers one House 

Party employee. ' Once, the day 

after a child had appeared on 

the show” another employee 

recalls, "Gayle called up the 

child's mother just to say. Your 

kid was really terrible. 1 mean, he 

really stunk'’ 

An early indication of Silver- 

mans fixation with control was 

her less-than-subtle way of deal¬ 

ing with Emmy-winning direc¬ 

tor Bob Levy. One day she left an 

anonymous handwritten note on 

Levy's chair. The note read, ' You 

are the world's worst director. 

You should be ashamed of your- 

self" A wreek later, Sand fired 

Levy, But when it looked like the 

director might nor be paid for the time remaining in his 

contract, Levy showed Silvermans strange note to NBC 

executives. The network paid in full, no questions asked. 

Having struggled so long and hard to have a showr and 

staff of their own to control, Silverman and Sand were fast 

depleting the ranks of their underlings; one overqualified 

receptionist who had been promised a more substantial 

job was fired wffien Silverman pronounced her ‘a cancer'1 

on the show; another staff member was fired and rehired 

three times; and various others were fired or driven out. 

The lower the ratings dipped, the more indecisive and 

dysfunctional Sand became, wandering around the set 

muttering dark grievances to himself. If anyone else was 

critical of the show, however, 

ON TV LUST NIGHT. he'd snap, “The only people 
who are indispensable 

SOON. I CAN 7 WAIT! hetejK Gayle *nd mf . 
After a month on the air 

the ratings for House Party kept sliding, with WNBC in 

New York losing 50 percent of its audience for the hour. 

In a moment of delusional grandeur. Sand and Silverman 

decided there was only one thing to be done; fire everyone. 

Everyone? host Srcve Doocy asked when Barry apprised 

him of his plan. Who in particular? Sand explained that he 

meant literally everyone — the entire staff except Silverman, 

Sand and Doocy. The normally accommodating host wras 

at first stunned into silence but eventually managed to 

talk the pair out of this Jonestownesque course of action. 

Sand and his staff had a two-week period with no 

tapings in the production schedule, which, when House 

Party continued to bomb, they decided to use to rethink 

the show. On the last day of this hiatus, after ten days of 

stagnation, Sand and Silverman announced their solution 

to the staff: to give the show heart, they had coaxed 

Doocy’s wife, Kathy* a cable sports announcer, into joining 

Home Party as cohost. This format shift was accomplished 

without the authorization of any NBC executives. 

Despite protestations from the staff, 24 hours after 

being hired, Kathy Doocy appeared for her first House 

Party taping. Minutes into the show, Silverman 

decided she despised the new cohost. During 

the first commercial break, die former dental 

hygienist walked onstage and* in front of Kathy 

Doocy, told the guest she had been interviewing* 

You were really good. but I have to apologize for Mrs, 

Doocy here: she’s really not very good. For the 

remainder of the taping 

Silverman apologized in this way 

to the interviewees during the 

commercial breaks, 

Unfathomably, Kathy Doocy 

stuck around for her second 

taping* which ended with 

Silverman's informing the 

wardrobe man, in Kathy Doocy’s 

presence, "You can send her 

dress back to wardrobe; she 

wont be needing it anymore,™ 

After the near bomb threat 

and the furtive desk-drawer searches, after the $100-an * 

hour psychic and the bag of feces allegedly speeding up 

the elevator at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, after Kathy Doocy s 

disastrous brush with the House Party tyrants, the tales 

of madness began drifting back to NBC Television 

headquarters in Burbank, Steve Doocy, who had not 

exercised much of his power previously, told NBC that 

Silverman had to go. Within three days of the Kathy 

Doocy incident Gayle Silverman was fired. Despite her 

dismissal she continued to come to the office and told 

acquaintances, "1 quit, but they begged me to keep 

coming in for a little while longer!’ And as ever, Sand kept 

her close by his side in the control room so she could 

whisper helpful executive-producing tips into his ear. 

Finally, on March 9* wnth House Partys ratings going 

from WTetched to worse* Sand was summoned upstairs 

by NBC executive John Miller. This time, however, the 

dismissal wouldn't come widi a brand-new job. The 

newspapers reported that Sand and NBC had parted 

"by mutual consent." He released a statement saying that 

the newr information-heavy direction the show was 

taking "is not my forte. I'm more interested in comedy 

so when the decision wTas made, I moved on!' 

Although Barry Sand is out of a job, remember —this 

is television. It's a reasonable bet that he, along writh the 

most powerful dental hygienist in show business* will 

soon be given new opportunities and new horizons with 

complete creative control. After all, as Fox's Jamie 

Kellner said to the station's affiliates in 1988* seconds 

after announcing the cancellation of the Wilton North 

Report, "Barry Sand is a man with excellent credentials! | 

Sand and Silverman: a face 

{above) (ml* a dental 

hygienist {right) could lov* 
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In September the nights grow 

cooler, vocation pleasures fade, and a certain wistfulness inevitably 

overcomes baseball fans, who realize that soon enough the summer 

game will enter hibernation. Especially affected will be those maniacal 

couch potatoes who play Rotisserie League Baseball, who with the final 

out of the World Series find themselves bereft of a pastime. Well, fear 

not—help is coming, for them and for bored know-it-alls everywhere. 

Read on as Jimmy Guterman and Don Steinberg explain how to play 

J. * .A c, A-*J ^ ^ 5 L 
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Y NOW EVERYBODY IN 

America must know some¬ 

one who plays Rorisserie 

League Baseball, Invented 

in 1980 by some bored journalists and 

named for La Rotisserie Fran«;aise, the 

once fashionable, now defunct Manhat¬ 

tan restaurant where the game was con¬ 

ceived, it was designed for funs who can¬ 

not derive sufficient amusement from 

the 2,106 games staged every year by 

major league baseball or from actually 

playing the sport. Enjoyed by statistics 

freaks* by guys who 

never really played 

draft actual major leaguers in order to 

complete a roster. Some people play 

with real money; the money goes into a 

pool, and the owner who at season's 

end has assembled the dream team 

w ith the best record wins the pot Scor¬ 

ing is based on how well each baseball 

player performs during the season, ac¬ 

cording to statistics like batting aver¬ 

age, runs batted in and so on. 

spy’s Ronsserie League Life (trade¬ 

mark pending) is more fun and every 

bit as inane. But instead of putting 

OFFICIAL RULES 

Q b strikes us that 

this game would be most fun to play 

writh six owners, although any number 

from two to ten can play 

Q To assemble your 

team, draw’ lots or roll dice or bicker 

with one another until you and your 

fellow owners have determined a draft 

ing order. Then take turns picking 

from among the available news¬ 

makers. The draft 

continues until each 

(lie aajtie THAT ALLOWS V 0 U 

TO SAV, “I'LL TRADE YOU THE LAMBADA ANO BART SIMPSON FOR LAURENCE 

TISCH, MARION BARRY AND A POCKMARKED TYRANNICAL 

baseball as kids and 

by aficionados w ho 

believe themselves 

shrewder than the 

average fan, Rocisserie League Baseball 

lets rhese people act like owners of 

professional baseball dubs and, in 

their meticulously tallied fantasies, 

buy sell, cut* trade and otherwise act 

like God with a ream of men who, 

despite being professional athletes, 

have feelings* too. 

But as one grows older and wiser* 

one realizes that people who have an 

encyclopedic knowledge of baseball 

minutiae are not always people one 

wrould call* well, smart. Knowledge in 

this realm does not necessarily imply a 

fluency in politics, foreign affairs, liter¬ 

ature, show business, social trends, art 

or any of the fields about which a com¬ 

petitive jeopardy contestant or SPY 

reader must be informed. XJnform- 

narely, there's no ready opportunity for 

a well-rounded, clever person to prove 

in some tendentious, immature way 

just how clever he or she is. 

Until now'. Introducing spy's Rotis- 

serie League Lite (trademark pending). 

Rotisserie League Lite (trademark 

pending) works like Rotisserie League 

Baseball, In that game, a group ol 

friends get together and pretend to be 

team owners. They form teams and 

DESPOT TO BE NAMED LATER" 

* 
together a hypothetical squad of pitch¬ 

ers anti batters, you assemble a team 

of news making people* objects and con¬ 

cepts. For example* instead of in fielders 

and outfielders, your teams positions in¬ 

clude Greedy tycoon^ Tyrannical Despot 

and AUdta Omcottim* You create your 

team from an initial draft and modify it 

through trades with your fellow' "owners" 

and through tree-agent acquisitions. 

Banish Donald Trump to die bench for 

poor performance. Swap Robert Cam- 

peau for Pee wee Herman. Sign up who¬ 

ever runs Greece this week; he’s un¬ 

known now; but with a sudden flare-up 

on Cyprus, his value —and your repu¬ 

tation for spotting talent—could soar. 

In this game the winning team will be 

die one whose entries accumulate the 

highest number of mentions in USA 

Today over the course of a year 

The rules follow, along with the roster 

of eligible entries* a blank Lineup card 

where you can record your choices* and 

j an exclusive media tournament in 

which spy plays the game. In coming 

months spy will publish scoring up¬ 

dates. And a year from now some of you 

will be able to look at your dose friends 

and gloat insufferably about being can¬ 

nier than they are. 

team owner has 

picked an entry in 

each of the 20 posi¬ 

tions, plus two re¬ 

serves. (Reserves cannot score until 

rhey are moved up to your starting 

roster; they can be used to fill any posi¬ 

tion* but they score only within their 

proper context [see rule No. 7}- In other 

words* you can put Ed Koch anywhere* 

but let s see if you can get him to score 

points as a Sttxpof,) Note: A news-maker 

may be owned by only one owner 

O You can also play 

against us. We challenged the editors 

of Rolling Stone to compete; they agreed, 

and each side assembled a team (see 

page 97). Choose your own hot prospect 

from each category and see if you're 

more astute than we are. 

Qh is possible to 

play rlie game for money. H you and 

your friends want co do that, set a ceil¬ 

ing on the amount each of you begins 

w-ich. Then cake turns rilling the posi¬ 

tions on your roster. An owner must 

pay something to till a slot; you should 

set a minimum amount. If an owner 

tries co select a particularly promising 

"played you and your fellow owners 

may engage in a bidding war with him 

or her. (If the first owner is outbid, he 

or she may draft again, and the win- 
- 
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ning owner loses his or her next draft¬ 

ing turn,} Obviously, owners must 

budget carefully in order to hi! all of 

their slots, yet they must also be willing 

to gamble in order to obtain prom¬ 

ising entries. It is suggested that owners 

reserve some money in order to buy 

new players during the course of rhe 

Season, 

Q Once your team is 

assembled, feel free to make changes. 

Swap team members with your feIlowr 

owners. Cut an unproductive member 

and bring up an overlooked prospect 

that no other owner has picked. (If 

you're playing for money you must pay 

a fee to bring someone up.) If you re¬ 

place an entry the one you cut loose 

becomes available to your rivals, 

Q It is probably a 

good idea to elect one of your group to 

serve as commissioner — to hold the pot, 

monitor each owners accounts, keep 

track of deals, and operate and regu¬ 

late the drafts. It is your choice whether 

to give the commissioner die power to 

interpret rules and make decisions on 

matters wre have not addressed, 

Q Our game's news¬ 

paper of record is that of Rodsserie 

League Baseball: USA Today. Each 

mention of an entry earns you one 

point — but only tf the mention is made 

in the context of that entry 's position. For 

instance, an article about how much 

George Bush loves horseshoes would 

earn no points for anyone, but one 

l/ii---a-_____—--- 

T 

that shows Bush breaking a campaign 

promise ^raising taxes, say or cutting 

the EPA budget —would count if the 

president is your team’s Accused Sellout. 

You can score only one point per USA 

Today article; multiple mentions with¬ 

in one article do not rack up points, 

In some categories context is irrele¬ 

vant: any fictitious Anmyancet Jackson, 

Media Concoction, Overpromoted Movie or 

TV $hou\ Facet of Black Culture That 

Has Been or Will Be Appropriated by 

White People or Dead Celebrity scores 

writh every mention. Scoring will be 

performed by the authors. Their de¬ 

cisions are final. Statistics and stand¬ 

ings will be published regularly in spy. 

The owner who has assembled the 

most points at the end of the year 

wins. 

Q A team member 

can be drafted to play only in the posi¬ 

tion weVe assigned him or her or it, 

You may wronder wrhy we decided to 

do this; after all, you may say, Jesse 

Jackson could play at Jackson, Scape¬ 

goat, Media Concoction * Scandalized Pol¬ 

itician, Panacea and, perhaps, Facet of 

Black Culture That Has Been or Will Be 

Appropriated by White People. True, but 

laissez-faire play w-ould be too hard to 

regulate. Once we started permitting 

that, we would have to put up with 

arguments that, for instance, Bart 

Simpson should count as a Scapegoat 

(he has lately been blamed for en¬ 

couraging antisocial behavior among 

children), and there wrould be no end 

of contention. Of course, we can't be 

everywhere. If your group agrees to 

play a more wdde-open version, that's 

your choice, 

o People and things 

not on this list may become players 

during the course of the year. We wrill 

announce new entries in upcoming 

months, and they may be used to re¬ 

place current team members, accord¬ 

ing to the protocol of your league. You 

can also draft people and things we 

don't suggest, but were not keeping 

score for you. 

If you draft peo¬ 

ple not suggested by us, here are some 

guidelines to keep in mind: A team 

member positioned as Dead Celebrity 

can be either a deceased person or 

someone who is merely career-dead — 

the Cowsills, for instance, would be 

available. In order to score points as a 

Tyrannical Despot^ a player must (a) have 

run a country, or a definable U.S, juris¬ 

diction, within the past 24 months; (b) 

control an a rmy or police force of more 

than 10,000 troops; and (c) have 

banned, rigged or lost a popular elec¬ 

tion sometime in his or her career. 

0 If a Dead Celebrity 

has a comeback — if Gabe Kaplan gets 

elected to the U.S, Congress, for in¬ 

stance—his owner can freely assign 

him to another position. 

0 The season begins 

September I, 1990, and concludes Au¬ 

gust 31, 1991. 

THE POOL DF PLAYERS 

Greedy lycra 
Robert Campeau 

Leona Helmsley 

Carl Icahn 

Charles H. Keating Jr, 

Henry Kravis 

Robert Maxwell 

Rupert Murdoch 

Ron Perelman 

Laurence Tisch 

Donald Trump 

Mort Zuckerman 

Scandal Tasted Politician 
Marion Barry 

Alan Cranston 

Alfonse D'Amato 

David Dinkins 

Pete Domenici 

David Durcnberger 

Barney Frank 

Newt Gingrich 

John Glenn 

Gary Hart 

Ted Kennedy 

Buz Lukens 

John McCain 

Richard Nixon 

Don Riegle 

Jim Wright 

Fictitious Annoyance 
Batman 

buyer for Donald 

Trump's yacht 

"the end of history" 

Max Headroom 

George jetson 

Freddy Krueger 

Mickey Mouse 

Laura Palmer 

Dan Quayles 

respectability 

Robocop 

Bart Simpson 

Teenage Mutant 

Dick Tracy 

Uncle Buck 

Nancy Weston 

Ernest P, Worrell 

Scapegoat 
crack 
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disposable diapers 

Michael Dukakis 

heredity 

japan 

junk food 

Rob Lowe 

Robert Mapplethorpe 

Mike Milken 

MTV 

niche-marketed 

cigarettes 

political consultants 

pornography 

Ronald Reagan 

M, Danny Wall 

Bo 

Glenda 

Janet 

Jesse 

La Toya 

Mahalia 

Michael 

, Mississippi 

Pollock 

Reggie 

Tyrannical Despot 
any former contra 

who becomes 

a “legitimate" 

politician 

F. W de Klerk 

Ion Iliescu 

Kim iLSung 

I m el da Marcos 

Brian Mulroney 

Manuel Noriega 

Li Peng 

Mu'ammar Qaddafi 

John Sununu 

Margaret Thatcher 

Maniac-Wielded Weapon 

AK-47 

angry letter to the 

editor 

the Bible 

Exxon oil tanker 

the federal budget 

hatpin 

knife 

nuclear device 

pit bull 

RICO indictment 

U.S. Constitution 

Scary OrEaniza'ien 

The Academy of 

Motion Picture 

Arts and Sciences 

CAA 

Catholic church 

Detroit Pistons 

Earth First! 

Hezbollah 

IRA 
IRS 

Khmer Rouge 

Ku KIux Klan 

Mafia 

Medellin cartel 

NRA 

PMRC 

PETA 

tabling Institution 

CIA 

congressional ethics 

Bill Cosby 

department stores 

Harvard 

health care 

Kohl berg Kravis 

Roberts & Co. 

NATO 

network news 

New York Yankees 

savings and Joan 

associations 

SPY 

vinyl records 

Warsaw Pact 

Chaotic Nation 

Burma 

Canada 

China 

Colombia 

Cuba 

Germany 

Lebanon 

Nicaragua 

Panama 

Romania 

South Africa 

USA 

USSR 

®-—-* 

It's SPY vs. Rotting Stone in the First 

Official Rotisserie League Life (trade- 

ma rk pending) Competition of All Time 

Having developed Rotisserie League Life (trademark 

pending), SPY lek obliged to put its money where its 

mouth was and actually play the game, in public* 

Those all-American: a liber competitors at Rotting Stone 

took up our challenge, knowing that only in robust 

competition does one gain a measure of oneself. 

So it was that Rodsserie League Life Draft Day 

1990 (trademark a bo pending) came to be. Anyone 

present at that occasion would be lying if he said he 

could not sense a new order being created in the 

world. Indeed, the drama must have equaled what 

George Ha las and the other visionaries felt when 

they founded an organization called the National 

Football League while gathered around the running 

board of an old Hupmobile in Canton, Ohio, 

The draft was conducted by conference call at 

noon on July 12, 1990, spy, in a show of sportsman¬ 

ship, freely granted the No, 1 draft pick to Rotting 

Stone. The draft then proceeded in the order of the 

categories, as listed below. In the first category; 

Greedy Tycoon, Rotting Stone selected Donald Trump, 

bestowing yet another honor on the short-fingered 

indentured servant. Thereafter, the first pick in each 

category alternated between the magazines. Here are 

the Rotisserie League Life (trademark pending) teams 

that were assembled: 

CATEGORY ROLLING STQNE SPY 

Tycoon Donald Trump Henry Kravis 

Politician Newt Gingrich Alfonse DAmato 

Annoyance Laura Palmer Bart Simpson 

Scapegoat pornography Ronald Reagan 

Jackson Jesse Bo 

Be* pat John Sununu Li Peng 

Weapon U.S. Constitution federal budget 

Scary Organization PMRC Catholic church 

Crumbling NATO S&Ls 
Institution 

Chaotic Nation Germany USSR 

Panacea Barbara Bush recycling 

Concoction Now Kids on 

die Block 

Oprah Winfrey 

$ Scheme sleep with a 
celebrity 

win the lottery 

Review Adjective gripping explosive 

Sellout David Lynch [vana Trump 

Movig or Show Godfather lit Super BowlXXV 

Block Culture Arse mo Hall rap 
Facet 

Dead Celebrity Jim Morrison Elvis Presley 

Recluse Mike Ovitz Marlon Brando 

Scxpot Greta Scaccht Madonna 

RESERVES Cop Rack 

the Bundy 
women 

James Baker 

Vaclav Havel 
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Panama 

Barbara Bash 

calcium 

Chapter II 

condoms 

increased 

productivity 

Just Say No 

liquid diets 

oat bran 

Prozac 

recycling 

Rogaine 

tough schools 

Boris Yeltsin 

Madia Concoction 

Dr Ruth 

Morton Downey Jr 

Sukhreet Gabel 

Jessica Hahn 

any lambada dancer 

Marla Maples 

Men ado 

Milli VanjJIi 

Walter Monhcit™ 

New Kids on the 

Block 

Arnold Schwarzenegger 

Oprah Winfrey 

Get-Ricti-Qiiick Scheme 

Atlantic City casinos 

the Broncos plus 56 

buy or sell the film 

rights to a tragic tale 

A 

create your own 

fragrance 

marry an 

heir(ess) 

“900" 

phone ** 

lines 

receive 

a large f 

divorce 

settle- g 

ment ^ 

plastics w- 

Simplesse 

<0 

* 

sleep w ith a celebrity 

win on America's 

Funniest Home Videos 

wTin the lottery 

write a screenplay 

Book Review Adjective 

ambitious 

arresting 

bleak 

Bonfire-y 

candid 

compelling 

depress! ng 

environmentally 

unflinching 

explosive 

good 

gripping 

heartfelt 

iconic 

iconoclastic 

Japan-bashing 

lavishly illustrated 

Mdnerneyesque 

necessary 

Accused Sellout 

Ivan Boesky 

Angela Bowrie 

George Bush 

Andrewr 'Dice' Clay 

Communism 

Mario Cuomo 

Linda Ellerbet 

Steven Gobie 

Garrison Keillor 

Michael Kinsley 

David Letterman 

David Lynch 

Paul McCartney 

Tip O'Neill 

Michael Steadman 

Sting 

Ivana Trump 

Offlfpraratftlri Movie or Vi Show 
Batman II 

Bonfire of the Vanities 

The Fresh Prince of 

Bel Air 

Godfather III 

Night line 

the State of the Union 

address 

Super Bow! XXV 

Today 

Trump Card 

Twin Peaks 

Facet of Black Culture That 

Has Been or Will Be Appropriate it 

by While People 

dooky ropes 

fades 

high blood pressure 

high fives 

Arsenit> Hall 

Whitney Houston 

In Living Color 

jazz 

jerk chicken 

Spike Lee 

Nelson Mandela 

music recorded at 

Chess Studios 

Colin Powell 

rap 

rib joints 

the expression homehoy 

voguing 

wearing big goggles 

on your Raiders cap 

Dead Celebrity 

Ralph Abernathy 

Stiv Baton 

Sammy Davis Jr. 

fames Dean 

Erik Estrada 

Geraldine Ferraro 

Greta Garbo 

joey Heatherton 

Gabe Kaplan 

JFK 

John Lennon 

Billy Martin 

George McGovern 

Marilyn Monroe 

Jim Morrison 

Vladimir Nabokov 

Nko 

Elvis Presley 

Mary Lou Retton 

Diana Ross 

Adlai Stevenson 

Andy Warhol 

Recluse 

Abe Beame 

Menachem Begin 

Marlon Brando 

Doris Duke 

Huntington Hartford 

Mike Ovitz 

paintings stolen from 

the Gardner 

Museum 

Thomas Pynchon 

Salman Rushdie 

J. D. Salinger 

Seipt or Sex Substitute 

aerobics 

' MIM 
LjjWvl 

Alec Baldwin 
Kim Basinger 
bridge 
Cindy Crawford 

Tom Cruise 

Andy Garcia 

Mel Gibson 

Mick Jagger 

John F. KennedyJn 

Andie MacDowell 

Madonna 

Nintendo 

Michelle Pfeiffer 

Julia Roberts 

Rotissene League 

Baseball 

Diane Sawyer 

Greta Scacchi 

RESERVE LIST 
(Pick Two) 
American Gladiators 

James Baker 

[ackson Browne 

the Bundy women 

on Married,,. 

With Children 

Yankees backup 

catcher Rick Cerone 

Chad 

Cop Rock 

.Miles Drentell 

Gilligan-style hats 

Great Britain 

Vaclav Havel 

Billy Joel 

Ed Koch 

the phrase “America 

is a Pacific nation” 

Prelude to a Kiss 

pyramid schemes 

AI Roker 

Lester Thurow 

Paul Verhoevtn 

watching the leaves 

change color $ 
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Logan and Smith: two Lizes who spell their 

names with a capital f 

mot stile colleague Ellen, a fellow Peaks 

freak," That evening was memorable 

indeed: both Liz and Ellen were in a 

hurry to get home in time for Twin 

Peaks. ‘P.S./’ writes Logan, compellingly, 

“I made it; Ellen didn't.” 

In another of those legendary early 

Underground Gourmer columns (the 

one in which Liz's friendship with Ken 

is tested when he visits from Dallas and 

breaks out in hives because he's allergic 

to her cats—you remember), Logan 

tried something bold. She unexpectedly, 
chrillingty, went after A M. Rosenthals 

three-year-old record for First-Person 

Usage in a Single Column or Column^ 

Length Article, Rosenthal, longtime 
readers of SPY may recall, pur so much 

of himself into one of his On My Mind 

columns on the Op-Ed page of The New 

York Times — he used the personal pro¬ 

noun / 34 times —that it almost 

seemed the unfortunate result of some 

private wager, or a dare. The Rosenthal 

mark has since been regarded with awe 

as a standard for bylined egomania — as 

unassailable, in its way, as Bob Bea¬ 

mon's 1968 Mexico City long jump. 

Enter Logan, in the Carl Lewis role. 

It would be overstating matters to say 

that Logan came close to surpassing 

Rosenthal. Yet take a look ar this usage 

breakdown for the two columns: 

flV HENRY 1 ' D U T « H V HOLLAND 

"Worth the trek downtown" is how critic Gael Greene describes Texarkana in the 

free restaurant guide New York magazine was mailing to subscribers at press time, 

early this summer. Worth it only if you enjoy walking up and down West 10th 

Street peering into windows and checking building numbers. 

review Texarkana closed in October 1989. 

0 F Newr Yorkers who feared that the demise of 7 Days would make 
reviewers -t (-0 keep up with the breaking events in restaurant critic 

Liz Logan s life, and in the lives of her many friends, fretted 

unnecessarily, it turns out. As Nett' Yoris new "Underground Gourmet" (Greene 
remains the magazine s chief reviewer for restaurants and ex-restaurants), Logan has 

even more room than she had as 7 

Days's ' Rotatorroom to write well 
about food, as she generally does, and 

also to parade a self-absorption that 
New York insists on perceiving as 

‘quirky, literate. Why does this other¬ 

wise talented writer assume we care 

passionately about her daily grind!*1 

1 don't know about you," Logan 

wrote in her first New York column, 

"bur l have places to go, deadlines to 

meet, Twin Peaks to watch_" And, 

you can be sure, friends to tell us about. 

Friends like "my old pal David, who 

manages to be* abnormally relaxed under 

any circumstances/' She goes with 

David to a restaurant — a place, she 

adds, that she's been to twice before 

(once with "a group/ once "on a first 

date K She goes to another restaurant 

with my friend Kiko," But wait: Kiko's 

u at let amt passport haw hem stolen! Not at 

the restaurant, though — that would be 

pertinent. No, the wallet and passport 

were stolen earlier, while the two friends 

were shopping. Logan has been to this 

restaurant before, too, with my A\ade- 
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Rosenthol 
(February 12, 1987) 

“myself' 2 

“mine" 1 

“my" 4 

-r 34 

“we” 0 

“our” 0 

Total 42 

Logan 

fW 11. 1990) 

2 

0 

0 

3 

15 

4 

2 

1 

27 

Within striking distance, definitely, 

Logan, given time and a few more out- 

of-town visitors with whom to rack up 

those all-important first>person-/>/;;ra/ 

points, is poised for the record books. A 

few training tips for the Linderground 

Gourmet: (1) Don't neglect the possi¬ 

bilities of myself and especially mine 

(e,g., try something like "That /as/ 

dumpling was mine," l said to my old 

friend Ramona, who was in town staying a! 

my book-filled apartment and had been get¬ 

ting kind of restive while / went out con¬ 

stantly to restaurants with my well-read 

magazine-editor pals, " Mina, I y my, my, I„ 

my — six points right there); (2) Read 

some of Vanity Fair s more self-regard¬ 

ing feature writers —Ron Rosenbaum, 

Jesse Kornblurh, Marie Brenner —for 

ideas on manufacturing first-person sit¬ 

uations where none had seemed even 

remotely possible, much less necessary. 

Follow these rules, Liz, and the Rosen¬ 

thal mark will fall 

if Rex Reed seems to have vanished 

in recent years, theres a simple explana¬ 

tion; he writes a regular column that 

appears in The New York Observer (and in 

the back pages of The New York Observer, 

at that). On the Town With Rex Reed 

is worth reading lor any number of rea¬ 

sons, one of which is that it’s short. 

Another is to enjoy the inspired Reedi- 

an similes he produces almost weekly; 

Tlie changes in life drift around [Peg¬ 

gy Lee] like cruising taxicabs,” 

"fEileen Heckart's] perfect timing 

and little karate-chop inflections are 

like the sound of dentures chomping 

Fritos in a silent room,’ (Heckart also 

' emerges from the ashes like the 

phoenix, triumphant and terrific, ') 

‘ {Saturday Night Live cast members’] 

nerves fairly crackled from the screen 

like a hot-air corn popper. 

“With Miami Blues, [Alec] Baldwin 

torches the screen like a flaming derrick 

out of control.” 
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Or you can read Rex for his articulate 

pans: the Andrew Dice Clay Saturday 

Night Live show was 'awful/ moron- 

it, boring and stupid, (For real 

comedy,” turn instead to those “icons of 

humor,” Sid Caesar and imogene Coca, 

ut wait: Kiko's wallet and 

passport have been stolen! Not at 

the restaurantt though — 

that would he pertinent 

who "reveal comic truths that hold a 

mirror to us all,”) 

More often—a lot more often —you 

can read Reed for his raves. Not even 

Rolling Stones Peter Travers in his prime 

could concoct endorsements like these. 

Two examples here should suffice. 

Briton Sandra King is an extraordi¬ 

nary lady singer...a phenomenal sorcer¬ 

ess of song., .[an] amazing vocalist* >.a 

major discovery.” She doesn't so much 

sing as practice 'witchcraft" with her 

impeccable taste in repertory.” One 

song rendition is “a gem,” another 

sublime,' a third “fabulous." But besr 

of all is her rendition of the word 

say — "four unbelievable syllables.” 

Even so, King can t compare with 

Maureen McGovern — McGovern of the 

“supernatural taste, who "turns smiles 

to frowns." She is "possessed with one 

of the most heaven-sent vocal instru¬ 

ments this side of an angel s choir.1' 

She's "Barbra Streisand, Ella Fitzgerald 

and Maria Cal las all rolled into one 

incredible package. Nothing is too 

challenging for her musical gifts," And 

her musicians? "Superb, The arrange¬ 

ments? "Sophisticated and imagina¬ 

tive," Choice of material? Consistently 

thrilling.” In sum, McGovern has “orig¬ 

inality and excellence," “leaves no emo¬ 

tion untouched” and has a purifying 

effect." Hmmm ... anything there — 

anything at all — for a publicist to stick 

in an ad? 

But mostly you should read On the 
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Town With Rex Retxi for such uninten¬ 

tionally funny writing as the paragraph 

that he^an, Visually, [the McGuire Sis¬ 

ters] defy rhe laws of gravity, Dorothy 

lives in Scottsdale, married to the same 

husband for 31 years. 

Not long ago Iaz Smith wrote me a 

charming note (see Letters to SPY, 

August) in which she cook exception to 

my characterising some of her behavior 

as "erratic," In fact, I may have jumped 

the gun. My assessment, after all, came 

before her Memorial Day column, an 

instant classic if ever there was one, 

James Ledbetter of The Village Voter has 

already addressed this particular bit of 

Liziana, but at too little length; here is a 

more generous excerpt. The mise~en- 

scene: Smith, reacting to passing criti¬ 

cism of her in spy and in the Voks, is 

defending her association with Republi¬ 

can media manipulator Roger Ailes+ The 

donkey that Smith introduces has not 

previously been mentioned by anyone. 

Roger and Lii know we re on Spy's "hit 

parade and thar we won't please them if 

we ride the donkey, if Roger rides and 3 

lead the donkey, if l lead and Roger rides 

the donkey, or si we tarry and drop the 

donkey sn the nver, ns in Aesop's fable. 

And we don’t care, But what did Wayne 

[NewtonI, one of the most popular per* 

formers in showbiz, ever do eu Spy? Work¬ 

ing With Roger Ailes reminded me chat k 

sornt’ had their way, therc’d be nu imerac- 

isciti at all between folks in chh dcmoCfacy. 

We’d all get in our s^ocs and stay there; 

we’d never mingle and learn—Races 

would never intermingle-...The entire 

melting pot, the live^aod-ler-liw aspect of 

democracy, would close up shop,.,,Isn’t 

this what HiTjja wanted?^.! believe sepa¬ 

ratism and dogged other "isms' wl IE be 

the death of this country_This is why 3 

would — as my critjos have charged— sit 

down With Vlad the Smpaler JYn curious, 

I warn: to hear what he wants to say_l 

dofft Late to spend my time trying to sat¬ 

isfy SOmtbody tlse's idea uf w-|ium to 

knnw, talk tf> and work with, and behav¬ 

ing in the way somebody else has decided 

I should, rt s still a free counrry. Tck) bad 

so many people no longer understand that 

a U -American fact. 

Amen, Vu Smith and Dnomsbttry are the 

only reasons to buy rhe Daily Neutr, and 

at this point Smith is the more reliably 

hilarious of the two. Ju^t one nagging 

question: why wasn't Vlad the Impahr in 

boldface? 1) 

Finally, a state-run venture with 

all the certainty of taxes 

BY tUUN 1IHMAH 

h\ hard to kill a pig. That's why the state 

of California decided, in the spring of 

1938, to put a caged pig inside its brand- 

new lethal gas chamber at San Quentin. If 

the cyanide gas worked 

on a pig, it would work 

L*w on a man. Prison officials 

watched as gas sailed 

through the animal's 

snout; it drooled, snorted and fell over, 

dead. The state, satisfied that its $5*000 

purchase worked properly, disposed of 

194 citizens in the chamber over the next 

30 years. Last spring, San Quentins staff 

was busy preparing tor the state's 195th 

execution, Robert Alton Harris, convicted 

of killing two teenage boys in 1978, was 

to be the first person executed at the 

prison in 25 years, 

San Quentin s execution squad was 

ready for Harris. The eight-mem her vol¬ 

unteer team had read and reread San 

Quentin Institution Procedure No. 769, 

the sta11officiaI gassing gtiideI i nes They 

had been rehearsing mock executions for 

months. They knew just what to do. 

Shortly before the scheduled execution 

time, 3:00 a.m. on April 3, two execution- 

team members would unlock Harris's spe¬ 

cial death-watch holding cell and ask him 

ro remove all his clothing. They'd hand 

him the freshly pressed denim trousers and 

blue shirt he would wear during his execu¬ 

tion, He would not be given any other 

execution wear- no underwear, socks, 

belt, hat or other layers char could possibly 

trap gas and injure removal personnel. 

After they watched him slip into his jeans, 

prison officials would attach a heart moni- 
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for to Harris's chest and help him but¬ 

ton the blue shirr. Then, according to 

Procedure No, 769, 'the trousers' waist¬ 

band (would be] adjusted and the 

trousers' legs rolled up, if necessary/' 

Next the lieutenant-in-charge of the 

gas chamber would escort Harris into 

the chamber and strap him to a metal 

chair The warden would signal, an exe¬ 

cutioner would pull a lever, and two 

cheesecloth packets of sodium cyanide 

crystals would drop into a small chemi¬ 

cal-filled mixing bowl beneath Harris's 

chair Lethal gas would rise from rhe 

bowl, and a few minutes later, if matters 

proceeded according to plan, Harris’s 

body would be taken in a van to the Me. 

Tamalpais cemetery. 

Harris was not, however, gassed ac¬ 

cording to plan. At the last minute a 

federal court decided that it would be a 

good idea to see whether neuropsycho¬ 

logical testing could show that Hams 

was brain-damaged, had suffered from 

fecal alcohol syndrome or was otherwise 

legally unfit to die at San Quentin, 

Word ol the court’s interference 

reached San Quentin at around 4:00 

p.m. on what was to have been Harris’s 

last afternoon. By that time the warden 

and his staff had already carried out 

about half of the final procedures set 

forth in No. 769. 

The prison had been freshly painted. 

A standard-size casket was ready. Divers 

had searched the sea outside the prison 

and reported no signs of explosives or 

other waterborne elements that might 

disrupt the execution. Local authorities 

had set aside SI 13,253 in public funds 

to police the area, (The sum included 

$65,000 for deputy sheriffs' overtime 

pay, $18,325 for food for policemen and 

$9,200 to rent a hangar at an unused 

Air Force base where officers could 

house civilly disobedient demonstra¬ 

tors,) Lieutenant Vernell Crittendon, 

San Quentin's public-inform at i un 

officer, assured the press that the gas 

chamber had been cleaned and secured, 

the plumbing was intact, and all the 

necessary supplies were at hand. 

Little jars of sodium cyanide, sulfuric 

acid, commercial ammonia, caustic soda 

and distilled water — the ingredients 

needed for an execution —stood ready 

in the "chemical room" just outside the 

chamber. No, 769 also specifies the 

tools and supplies necessary for gassing 

in the state ol California: a glass tunnel, 

rubber gloves (3 pairs), cheesecloth (H 

square feet), rie-oft wire, a plastic spray 

container (for use with ammonia in 

clearing the gas chamber),scissors,pliers, 

beakers, a gurney (as needed), depart¬ 

ment-approved handcuffs and leg irons, 

cardiac monitors (2 sets), wall clocks, 

electrical fuses, light bulbs, hand soap 

(2 bars), paper towels (dispenser and 5 

packages), toilet paper, mops (2), mop 

buckets with rollers, mop-up towels 

(24), an indoor thermometer and the 

visiting-mom buffer (used to wax the 

visiting-room floor), 

While the justices were considering 

the legal reasons to keep Harris alive — 

at least for the time being—ihe execu¬ 

tion team made final preparations to 

take 1 iarris by elevator from death row 

down to the death-watch holding cell 

adjacent to rhe gas chamber. Harris 

would be outfitted for the journey in 

state-issue undcrshorcs, undershirt, 

handcuffs and lead waist chains. 

Guards would then keep constant 

watch over Harris to ensure that he did 

not commit suicide. Llavmg denied 

Harris’s request that the $50 allotted for 

liis last meal be used instead to buy ice 

cream fur everybody on death row, 

prison officials would serve the con¬ 

demned man his final meal, a pizza, in 

the holding cell. 

Lieutenant Crittendon explained that 

there is room in the holding cell for a 

mattress. When asked if that meant 

there was a mattress there, the lieutenant 

said no; in fact, there wasn't anything 

but a toilet in the holding cell. Did that 

mean that Harris would eat his last meal 

on the (lourr1 “Nope/ the lieutenant 

answered. "He’ll eat standing up; he'll be 

holding the tray up, the way you would 

at a picnic/’ Per pre-execution proce¬ 

dure, however, Harris would not be able 

to attend the final meal wearing any¬ 

thing other than his underpants and 

some soft, sock like footwear. 

At 3:20 p.m., a few hours before the 

scheduled picnic, Harris's sister came to 

say goodbye, A San Quentin staffer 

interrupted the visit: wrord had just 

arrived from the Supreme Court — Har¬ 

ris would not be leaving as planned. 

Since Procedure No. 769 says nothing 

about what should be done in the event 

of a stay, the execution team had to 
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I. 1 shouldn't be the one to say this, but 

this is probably the tightest crossword due 

you art ever to run into, 1 low could 

any due give the answer two different 

ways and still be tighter than one letter 

and three chits? S\ r>| course, is ’doc-dot- 

dor" in Morse code, and ... is "doc-doc- 

dor This i lue is sn jam-packet'I that it 

makes up, i lee I, lor 1H Across and 

Down, which we will come to in clue time. 

9, Yon could look ir up: ,534, One out of 

three is .333. 

10, Charlie Sheen the actor, and sheen as in 

a high polish. 

II. "Somehow” signals a rearrangement of 

/N Oof Rant) 

13. Darryl Strawberry, known as Straw, is 

a./r/< back ward i rerurn mg’ ). A. c i.m] U 

Strawberry’s only real detrimental tea cure 

now that lit- lias bet'll through a substance- 

abuse program is that he doesn’t seem to 

have any oomph sir all .Sometimes the man 

has a swing that h the most charged easy 

swing since ( mint Basie’s, Sometimes hi* 

entire bearing says, "Well, I don't see whj I 

should have to hit that,” while lit swings 

smoothly* absently, and misses. Nobody on 

either of \ew York's baseball teams stems 

tn bt .iliJc' tc» -luvumi jnv iKjmph .mviiittfc, 

\\ inn my trjend Bruce Tucker, who co¬ 

wrote lames Brown's autobiography, js 

asked whom he would c home to play The 

Hardest Working Man in Show Business 

on-screen, he- says Rickey Henderson. A 

coiled spring. The Yankees used to have 

Rickey Henderson. Can you imagine the nU 

Yankees letting a player get away while lie 

was still coiled? 

1&, You say there is no such word in the 

d it (i o n a r y a s >.<pc n - do mad. (Although you 

can hardly deny that that is what you get 

when you rearrange—"a sort of"— daap 

dmm and envelop S with itd Did it ever 

occur to you that that might ixj because 

the dictionary has not kept up with tech¬ 

nology? And when was the last time you 

read two sentences in a row that both had 

"that that" in them? If sentences can have 

three consecutive periods in them, tan they 

have three consecutive flutist Did vou 

notice that that "that that” that that last 

sentence had in ir made three sentences in 

a row that That that" had appeared in? 

1 ley. I’m having tun and I'm not getting 

millions of dollars! 

22. Forty something myself, I have already 

dealt, badly, with all the mat atari on a I 

problems that slightly younger people, 

thanks to thirty >omt tbitK . are able to see as a 

whole generation’s problems. Having pre¬ 

ceded the baby boom slightly, I have never 

had any troubles that were generally 

acknowledged as cool to go through while 

E was going through them. I just [bought I 

was going crazy and deserved to be shot. 

What I would like to see on television now 

is a show that provides the experience of 

eating all the loads advertised — potato 

chips, hamburgers, ice cream — without 

the weight. 

DOWN 

1. f stands for r tit* ■ v. 

4. Hotm in day, 

6. Vlt/yu plus r, for right. 

7, A scenic accummiKiation is a room with a 

view. The abbreviation for "that is" is i.e. A 

sharer of quarters is a roommate, which, in 

the sports world, at least, is fount ia. Maybe 

all this is the equivalent of Darry l Straw¬ 

berry waving at a curve ball, I should have 

hung in there, waited for a gcctalde 1 Tlet¬ 

ter expression .inti then jumped on it. On 

the other hand, maybe we have both 

learned something from this experience. /.£. 

stands for ul of. Latin. Did you know that? 

Well, okay, did you know that the ancient 

Etruscans often dined in the butt? Did vou 
i* 

know' that in Japan, underarm odor is so 

unusual that it once was grounds to be 

excused from military service? 

8 See The Third Mar:. 

12. Probably because I am older than rliir- 

tysomerhmg, I had no hJc.i th.Lt ha\}<ftiaJ 

was archaic. As soon as 1 did realize ir, I 

tried to get out of it. Tried — do you mind 

my sharing these things with you? No? I 

tried to shift over to bespatter* J..,Did you 

know that our nostrils take turns back and 

forth all day, one knocking oft while the 

or her does the breathing? 

16. This IS an unpleasant thought, isn't icr 

It just popped out. 

17. A mafioso js "made when he lias killed 

sonx'body, Until next month, then.,, J) 

improvise. They canceled Harris’s pizza 

order They moved him back to death 

row and cut off his special visitation rights. 

Edgy about security even after the 

stay, prison officials got their S65tOGO 

worth of protection out of the highway 

patrol hired ro stand guard against dis¬ 

ruptive forces outside the prison gate. 

Arranged in precise rows, rite armed 

battalion stared grimly at the group of 

about 250 anti-death-penalty protesters 

gathered outside the prison A man car¬ 

rying a sign that read HARRIS — TV'S 

HBO AND HAMBURGERS AWAIT YOU I\ 

hell walked away quietly. 
The painstakingly chosen execution 

witnesses—14 official witnesses, 14 

news-media representatives (chosen, as 

per Procedure No. 769, with considera¬ 

tion “given to the broadest cross-section 

of media format and greatest circula¬ 

tion,‘viewers 4 and 7 "VIP Witnesses” — 

were advised that there wouldn't be any¬ 

thing for them ro witness. They could 

forget about San Quentin's special execu¬ 

tion-witness regulations and dress code 

("No blue jeans”). Out-of-town witnesses 

who had prepurchased plane tickets were 

out of luck: airlines, which refund ticket 

payments in the event of sickness or 

death, do not issue refunds when passen¬ 

gers cancel due to days of death. 

The Mt. Tamalpais cemetery staff, 

relieved of its immediate task, returned to 

its negotiations with Castle Rock Enter¬ 

tainment over plans to shoot St bit tig 

Rivalry, a light comedy starring Kirstie 

Alley, in the cemetery where Harris was 

to have rested. California's attorney gener¬ 

al declared himself disappointed by the 

stay. So did Governor George Deukme- 

jian, who demanded an expedited appeals 

process and a new execution date, 

Given vague community memories of 

massive sea-gull deaths following past 

executions, pollution officials an¬ 

nounced that they now' had time to 

investigate whether the lethal gas emit¬ 

ted by smokestack from San Quentin 

posed a public health menace, in which 

case they would not allow the prison to 

operate the chamber. Lieutenant Crit- 

cendon promised, however, that the 

chamber would remain operational until 

further word. "By operationalhe 

explained, T mean that rhe gas chamber 

is ready; if you want to execute someone 

right now, we can rake him in there and 

execute him.1' $ 
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Little Italy's San Gennaro Festival: 

where commerce meets coercion 

B Y 

Editor's now The San Gentian/ Festival is a 

street carnival held hr New Yorks Little Italy 

every September to which thousands throng to 

avail themselves of games 
of chance. Peatmans and 

worm-s.evi /fl/j of fried dough. Now, 
VIEW r 

in the tradition of Sol¬ 

zhenitsyn and the Gulag, 

a u riser comes forward to reveal what it's 

like to operate a concession stand there, 

] have been blessed with a wide circle of 

acquaintances, one of whom, Angelo, 

had a rather too dose relationship with 

organized crime. When, in the course of 

events, Angelo received a jail term for 

services he had provided his mobster 

friends, rhey offered to repay him, 

before he was to be sent away, with the 

chance to run a stand at the San Gen- 

naro Festival; somehow', the allocation of 

these stands had come partially under 

their influence. Angelo, in turn, asked 

me if 1 would cook lasagna, manicotti 

and eggplant parmigiana (dishes with 

which I had some skillJ. According ter 

his benefactors, the San Gennaro fran¬ 

chise was lucrative: we could rake in as 

much as $10,000 a day for the eleven 

days of the festival, and it would be up 

to each of us and his conscience whether 

to tell the IRS, 

Two days before the start of the feast, 

we went down to the corner of Mulberry 

and Canal Streets to survey our assigned 

spot. As we were readying our stand a 

fat man in a pin-striped suit waddled 

over. Angelo,’ he said, "we got a prob¬ 

lem. We need a fish stand on the block." 

He added, as though to reassure us, "A 

fish stand is gonna do good. 

"We already bought our food,' Angelo 

said. 

Return it. This is Johnny's block, 

and Johnny has a truck full of this fish 

stuff. So you got fish. 

"What kind of fish?" 

"Who knows? They just rook the 

truck. Its still frozen." 

They 'took' the truck? ' I asked. 

What are you, a Boy Scout? Don't 

argue with me! J say you got lish, you 

got fish! I say you re out of the feast, 

you re our! You got fish cakes! Thirty 

cases, 60 pounds to the case. ' 

The next day, still cowed, we found a 

freezer and rearranged the stand, paus¬ 

ing only to pay various "fees' —a few 

hundred dollars for electricity, another 

hundred for the hookup, plus something 

tor garbage disposal, street sweeping 

and police gratuities. 

In the afternoon a tall, bony man with 

a scar that ran temple to temple 

approached us. He introduced himself as 

Johnny the Cat, the man in charge of 

our block, the one w ho had looked at us 

earlier and seen fish, "How many you 

want? he asked, showing us a truck 

|>acked with Pabst and Bud, 

| 
ll /at man in a f in-striped 

Sit it waddled mew 

“Angelo," he said, 

"we got a problem ” 

"We don't have beer, my wife, Susan, 

said cheerfully. She was helping us out, 

along with Angelos friend Tony, "We re 

selling wine." 

johnny looked at his driver. “Give 

them ten and ten, Luigi, Okay, chat's 20 

six-packs at six and a quarter: 125 

bucks. You have cash?" 

Susan tossed her head, sending her 

red hair flying. "Six and a quarter? You 

must be joking!" 
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Johnny the Car sighed, “C mon, Red, 

don't be mad. That's how we do it here. 

Everybody has our beer. You'll make out 

good with a fish stand chat sells beer. 

Only somewhat comforted by the voice 

oi experience, we took the beer* 

The festival opened the next day 

The official organizers posed for the 

television cameras and talked about 

how much money would be donated to 

the San Gennaro Society — rather less 

than the $3 million that 1 figured rent 

from the stanch alone was bringing in. 

At our stand* in high expectation* we 

toasted our luck and our profits and 

eagerly awaited the crowds. 

Soon it began to rain. At four 

o'clock we counted our first lunch 

take: $217- By the end of the day that 

figure had grown to $601)* far below 

the S3*DUO per day that we needed to 

break even, Most of the income came 

from the lasagna and other dishes 1 

had made- We had rid ourselves of 

only eleven fish cakes. We were dis- 

heartened* but we were sure matters 

would improve. 

The next morning was crisp and 

dear—perfect eating weather* we noted 

with joy, Unfortunately, it turned our to 

be like the day before* The only stand 

near us that was doing good business 

was the braciole stand, and that was at 

least partly because its two large opera¬ 

tors had a way of coercing people to buy 

from them, Thar day’s rake was hardy 

over $1 *000. 

On day three, a Saturday, the crowds 

appeared* By noun the street was 

packed. The crush of bodies rocked our 

stand. Wc felt glorious! We filled our 

cigar boxes with money and stuffed the 

overflow into our shirt pockets. Almost 

everything we had was selling. 

Everything except the fish cakes. 

Still, with a song in our hearts we head¬ 

ed uptown at 1:00 a.m* to count out 

loot* whereupon we discovered that 

we d made only $2,860. We all instan¬ 

taneously reached the same conclusion: 

if we were working at top speed all day 

and made less than $3,000, then there 

could be no $10,000 dap. 

But we soldiered on* despite Angelo s 

unshakable conclusion that he had been 

wronged by his supposed benefactors. 

Though we were busy throughout the 

weekend* we were hobbled by the fish 

cakes* which were starting to go bad — 

the rented freezer was defective* 

We held out hope that tilings would 

improve during the last few days, when 

Johnny the Cat would stop foisting his 

products on the operators* thus giving 

us a chance to make some money and 

tempting us hack next year to be bilked 

again. The old-timers said it was the 

same at every festival they worked: you 

pay your money up front for rent and 

incidentals, buy goods at inflated prices, 

effectively launder millions for the mob 

and then have a few days to make some¬ 

thing for yourself* 

The next afternoon, Tony and I were 

tending the stand. He was desultorily 

trying to rebread the residue of the fish 

cakes. 1 suggested, facetiously, that we 

roll the goop into balls and throw them 

at johnny the Car* All of a sudden, Tony 

became very excited. My idle quip had 

struck him like a thunderbolt* "What a 

great idea!’1 he said* "We'll make little 

bails and call them kalian .Round Os2 

He quickly rebreaded a dozen of the 

horrid little fish nuggets* and l tried 

them. We put them into red-and-white 

salad boats, tacked up a sign on the 

stand flaunting ITALIAN ROUND OS and 

started hawking* 

in a moment a handful of people 

headed over to see what this delicacy 

was all about. 

Quickly the whole box was gone and 

we were vending giddily, "Italian Round 

Os here! Straight from Naples! A line 

formed* People began to jostle impatient¬ 

ly, Some customers claimed to have eaten 

them before. Some said they remembered 

us from last year. A fat woman exclaimed* 

"These arc the best Round O’s i ever ate!” 

Suddenly we were not only profitable, 

we were admirable, johnny the Cat 

thought well of our imaginative decep¬ 

tion, Wc were complimented and were 

asked about our willingness ro join the 

rest of the vendors on the upstate tour. 

That night we counted $2,500. And 

although it rained tor three of the festi¬ 

val's last five days, we were hot and 

stayed hot. When the festival officially 

ended at midnight* we dismantled the 

stand wistfully. There was one box offish 

cakes left over; on the way home, we did 

what we thought was the only appropri¬ 

ate thing: we pulled off the FDR Drive 

ar 34th Street* and there, standing above 

the East River, we returned the fish 

remains to Neptune’s murky depths, ^ 
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Where there's a wake, there's a will 

r\ 

BY HENRY ALFORD 

Chief among the ad vantages of possess¬ 

ing a truly lavish amount of money — 

besides the guarantee that you would 

never be forced to avail 

yourself of that food 

product that, when 

added to meat, makes 

war? m ea t — is that 

such a condition would be the perfect 

basis for leaving behind a highly whim¬ 

sical and elaborate will. A will that 

GRACIOUS 

lIV!H G 

would make the distribution of moneys 

and personal effects an experience 

marked by agony and torment. A will 

whose dictates would be so confusing 

that even county clerks would weep, 

Granted, the idea is ungracious. It 

lacks charity and a fond indulgence for 

your survivors. However, consider this; 

when you the, a complicated will is the 

besr way you have of dictating how 

often and with what intensity people 

think about you. Your good deeds and 

interesting accomplishments are all 

very well, but once probate is over and 

the highboys ant] the Aubussons are in 

their new homes, who will care? When 

I go, f want the searing anguish that 

only litigation can deliver. I want frayed 

nerves and sleeplessness and lots of 

intercontinental faxing. ! want an oth¬ 

erwise meek member of my family co 

call the executor of my estate and snark 

Look, I just wane you to know that if I 

don't bag the Chagall prints, my 

lawyers and I are ready tu mobilize. 

When it comes to estate planning, 1 

take all my cues from my grandmother. 

Once she passed away, her heirs, eight 
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of us, gathered to hear her will, It was 

written with the tenuous grasp of reality 

so common to those teetering on the 

brink of death and so had exactly the 

note of vague caprice that I can only 

hope my own old age will engender. 

After a fairly dry divvying op of dollars 

and real estate and securities, several of 

her more prized possessions were 

assigned in this fashion: The Stein way 

grand*..to a boy who plays* and "my 

Remington.*.to a girl who shoots/’ This 

set off a torrent oi confusion — in the 

first instance because all five men pres¬ 

ent felt eligible for the piano, given chat 

it was for a boy who plays, not a boy 

who plays udl\ in the second instance 

because none of the women (all three of 

them working mothers living in the 

suburbs) could imagine a life-style that 

would graciously accommodate either 

big game or skeet. 

And then came the catalog. Several 

weeks after our lirst meeting, the bank 

acting as executor sent each of the sur¬ 

vivors a booklet in which all ol my grand¬ 

mothers possessions not mentioned in the 

will were described and appraised — 

catalog-style — for our purchasing pur¬ 

poses. We could either receive one-eighth 

of the combined value of everything in 

the catalog or use that same money to 

I 
When l go, l want my wilt to 

cause f rayed nerves and sleeplessness 

and lots of intercontinental faxing 

buy individual items. The demotion 

Irom "heir to ‘home shopper was dev¬ 

astating: soon, however, we got into the 

spirit of the thing, and in no time at all 

we were giving vent to the more 

unattractive, bargain-hunting aspects of 

our personalities. We talked merchandise. 

We talked items. We talked incunabula. 

But when it came time actually to go to 

Connecticut lor the weekend and lay our 

claims at my grandmother s house —now 

a veritable yard sale of death — our con- 

sumerist impulses rammed head-on into 

our distaste for having even to touch this 

lovely woman's memory-laden posses¬ 

sions, let alone buy them. This dash of 

emotions led to a sort of grinding, 

manic anxiety; by the end of the first 

day, one family members face was so 

swollen from cry ing that she looked as if 

she had been boiled. 

1 realized that the catalog itself was 

only heightening the absurdity and con¬ 

fusion of the situation. The snitty young 

appraiser had written it in the exagger¬ 

ated and resentful fashion of a man who 

kept wishing my grandmother’s house 

were the brick museum. His prose style 

found him alternately lost in a hazy 

reverie ("one bifurcated settee on ball- 

and-claw pieds... nineteenth-century 

English ) and mocking with utter dis¬ 

dain ( ‘one oversized papier-mache 

pig,, .probably AI exkan "), 

Thus we came to fan the llames of our 

devotion to our dearly departed. We 

suffered over her loss, and we suffered 

over her possessions. It was almost die 

perfect tribute. 1 say a hi os I because it 

lacked the little something extra (costly 

and protracted arbitration) that can 

transmute your loved ones’ memory of 

you from an occasional neurological 

flare-up into a constant, throbbing 

obsession. For a gracious afterlile is very 

different from a gracious life, it is not 

about fine dining with the object ol 

your affections. It is not about tossing 

off sparkling epigrams as if they were so 

much unnecessary baggage, It is not 

about feeling the cool ocean breezes of 

summer curling up tendril-tike against 

your socklessness. ft is about having 

people chink of you in a fashion that is 

constant and unwavering and profound. 

It is about making the living tremble 

before a power from beyond the grave. 

Ir is about awe. 

Unfortunately, members of my own 

family do not operate at this pitch. Faced 

with a death, they feel sorrow* but they 

decline to express their grief with persis¬ 

tent wading. In later years, when their 

thoughts turn to the beloved one* they 

do not beat their breasts and rend their 

garments* They maybe smile wistfully. 

Therefore, 1 have made an adjustment: at 

all recent funerals that my relatives have 

attended, I have put their soft tears and 

touching lamentations into the context ol 

my own eventual demise. Now I see this 

suffering for what it really is—practice* 5 

Something l 've always 

wanted to write 

Suzy does it...Larry King does it.. .Both 

Joey and Cindy Adams do it... 

A three-dot column! I ve always 

wanted to write one! A 

THE Uh*‘ lot of passing thoughts 

crossword strung together with no 

puzzle conti nuicy required!... 

Remember wrhen peo¬ 

ple were saying* "Well, there’s no point 

in impeaching Reagan over this Iran- 

contra thing* because it'd just mean we’d 

get Bush’? And now everyone prays noth¬ 

ing ivill take Bush out* because that'd 

leave us with Quayle. So when Quayle gets 

elected, who’s going to be bis caution¬ 

ary number two? An infinite regression 

of diminishing Republicans stretches 

out ahead of us. Within 30 years* the 

vice president will be a parakeet. And,*, 

Plugs.** 

To my way of thinking, a good coun¬ 

try singer is Jimmie Dale Gilmore,*. 

I wouldn't give you a dollar for Ricky 

Skaggs. Pious in a self-possessed way. 

Some friends of mine saw Skaggs per¬ 

form in Minneapolis once, and he said 

he was about to play a song chat was 

No. 23 and he hoped they'd pray for it 

to go higher. How can you enjoy a song 

you've been called upon to support in 

such a way? Pray Me Up the Charts,.. 

We live in a discontinuous time, so,,. 

Nobody asked me, but; the two great¬ 

est book titles are Thu Turn of the Screw, 

by Henry James, and 1 Smell Esther Wil¬ 

liams* by Mark Leyner... 

I don’t think I'm doing this right. I 

tend to want to link things up* and 

develop thoughts, and..* 
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In punctual ion, 

three dors betoken 

either that you're trail¬ 

ing oft or char you’re 

leav ing something out. 

Sometimes dirtv bits, 

sometimes just boring 

bits. In math, three 

dots mean something's 

carried on out infinite¬ 

ly, as in 3, % SI„, 

I ieard on the street: 

He told me, 'Larry, it 

could go away, level oft 

or kill you, and we don't 

know bow to treat it’ "... 

Flann O'Brien; 1 

was once acquainted 

with a man who found 

himself present by 

some ill chance at a verse speaking bout. 

Without a word he hurried outside and 

tore his face oft. Just that. He inserted 

three fingers into his mouth, taught his 

left cheek in a frenzied grip and ripped the 

whole thing off. When it was found, flung 

in a corner under an old sink, it bore the 

simple dignified expression of the honest 

man who finds self-extinction the only 

course compatible with honour''. ♦, 

I have some limericks about Quayle: 

Vke President j. Dahprth Qnayfe 

Halt find whin. Christum, nuh. 

Altfmtgh it h a/i u kU 
Afitlgtakf hi'' tiitf Kdit t ti, 

fii nmhe i the mipriiy fifi/e, 

Though J. Danny Qua) it, ftimni step. 

May mt he especially deep, 

E'^hi ; tan" /j ?ng j\tl/mt • 

Wi/t Hidkt him lm j halfan 

l/yntbtv) that hittpnif- h/tmp,.. 

My review of / Wake Up Screaming with 

Betty Grable, Victor Mature and Carole 

Landis, which you might finally break 

down and rent at the video score, as I 

did, because you can t resist the title: 

B/iWf u:ht> di'm't go Jar enough, 

ft/m that isn't m 'tr enough.. 

Heard in a restaurant: "He's been prac¬ 

ticing putting his glasses on and taking 

them off with both hands. Because an 

optometrist told him its the only way to 

avoid bending them. So hespractising it",.* 

Bush on his wife a while back: "She's 

nor trying to be something she’s not. The 

American people love her because she's 

something she is, and stands for some¬ 

thing ' This is what we've come to; loving 

public figures for being something they 

are — for Handing for being something they 

are. It doesn't matter whether anybody 

knows exactly what they are, as long a$,., 

From a recollection of Elvis in Ale Sto¬ 

ries magazine; "He kept many pets, 

mostly dogs, and an unnamed chicken. 

When the chicken died, said Mrs. Pres¬ 

ley, ‘Elvis cried for days' 

’'During the Presidential campaign, 

George Bush said; 'Read my lips: no 

new taxes, Whai do you think he 

meant?" a recent poll asked Americans. 

Twenty-three percent answered. No 

new taxes for a year or two"; 29 percent, 

"No new taxes of any kind ; 40 percent, 

'He did not mean it’ , .. 

In The Village VWtv, Nat Hen toff cites 

an eighteenth-century instance of plain 

speech: "In a New England town, a citi¬ 

zen, having partaken freely of certain 

spirits, watched President Adams make 

a grand appearance accompanied by a 

16-gun salute. The citizen said, aloud, ‘f 

do not care if they fired through his ass.' 

The citizen was clapped in jail",,. 

Hi meant it. 

ACROSS DOWN 

1. S—(3,3,3) 1* Lavishes 

6, To go excessi ve fon d ness 

left*. .right,. .left on Department of 

for third month. 1'ransportat ion's 

<5) consumption of 

9. What Gehrig energy. (5) 

hit in 33 is the 2. There, crazy 

least bit over one small sixties cops 

out of three. are Big Bad 

(5-6-4) Wolf 's would-be 

10. Polish prey* (5,6*4) 

Charlie, (5) 3, Pitcher's ahead 

11, In Dot Remyt in this count, anti 

somehow, we find that makes three. 

up-to-dateness, (9) (33*31 

12* Irascible when 4* African nation 

unshaven, (7) is where you live 

13* Mets or come from in 

right fielder's 24 hours. (7) 

det ri mental 5* Sea d i rt 

features scattered in angry 

returning. (5) outbursts, (7) 

15* Crazy dots 6* Dinkins takes 

win and take a Hellmann s. 

load oft". (3,4) right? (5) 

17. Guy has a 7, Opinionated 

thing to hit oft sharer of 

of —dugongl (7) quarters — that is, 

IB. What the in scenic 

stadium in accommodation. 

Toronto is when (6,4,1,4) 

they lift the roof 8. Third man 

and a sort of deep sounds like 

doom envelops unshorn fruit. 

North. (4-5) (5,4) 

20. La-di-da 12. Be noticed 

parties* we hear. and marked with 

provoke without dots. (9) (archaic) 

coming across. (5) 14. Sum up in 

22. TV show lor strange oral taunt. 

an uncertain age. (3,1,5) 

(15) 16* Sperm 

23* ' Tomorrow, coming up is 

and tomorrow. wreakei* of 

and.,. all our vengeance. (7) 

yesterdays have 17* Blooded 

lighted tools the mafioso created 

wav to humanity. (4,3) 

death — Macbeth, 19* She's funny in 

(5) the head. (5) 

24. Blossom is 21* He makes 

less quick taking grade, otherwise. 

in crazy inn. (9) (5) 

Answers are an page 104, 
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Ac a salute to photographers at The Plaza 

hotel, mod fashion editor Polly Mellen 

amuses Richard Avedon with her inimita¬ 

ble Donald Trump impersonation. 

TONGUE TIE Heterosexual 

bailee hunk Peter Martins and 

Renaissance guy Mike Nichols 

affect what each imagines to 

be a Belmondo-esq tie look of 

rakish allure by exposing a bit 

of tongue. 

BOTTOM UNI As a 

go-go boy squats 

nearby, Sandra Bern 

hard, looking likeJu¬ 

lie Newmars brainy 

younger sisrer, dances 

with soft-core odd¬ 

ity Robin Byrd, her 

Without Yrtt I'm Noth¬ 

ing costar. 

mu 
++* 

BOTTOM LINE If Ar a New York City Ballet fund¬ 

raiser, jerry Ztpkin, dean of America's walkers, 

does something no one ever expected to see him 

do, (At right is the generous bum of power-mad 

Cabinet wife Georgette Mosbacher) 

RING-DING At a City Ballet 

fundrabec Atlantic Records 

eminence grise Ahmet 

Ertegun does a charming 

Turkish folk dance with an 

unidentified woman that 

involves holding on to 

one’s partner only by her 

jewelry. 

THREE MEN MAKING FACES WHEN THEY 

ASSUME THEIR DATES AREN'T LOOKING 

Time Warner commander in chief Steve 

Ross sneers behind overpaid former jour¬ 

nalist Barbara Walters’s back; churlish 

dwarf billionaire Larry Tisch apparently 

considers making donkey ears behind his 

wife Billie's head; and overearnesi colum¬ 

nist Ken Auletta wears a boyish Ten With 

Stupid1' expression as he listens to his 

wife, literary agent Binky Urban, discuss 

one of her many fascinating and success¬ 

ful clients, such as Bret Easton Ellis. 
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1990*91 THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING 

SEX-BOOK AUTHOR (1) Leav¬ 

ing Lc Cirque with insectoid 

literary agent Swifty Lazar, 

Shere Hite smiles gamely at 

our photographer, thrilled to 

show off her strange if-Snow- 

White-were-a-hooker ensem¬ 

ble. (2) The same pair mo¬ 

ments later, presumably after 

Lazars stage-whispered hint 

that it’s not polite to be so much taller than someone who just paid for lunch. 

SITTING PRETTY At a Hollywood 

party leggy cabaret hostess and 

former chorus girl Nell Campbell 

oozes the sort of impeccable British 

manners Americans love. 

(1) Trapped next to dotty, defensive cow- 

girl Liz Smith ar a New York City Ballet 

fundraiser. Seventh Avenue publicist Boaz 

Mazor signals desperately for help. (2) 

Having been rescued by socialite Catie 

Matron, Mazor swoons with relief at escap¬ 

ing Smith's rambling small talk, which is 

more and more filled with curious refer¬ 

ences to Vlad 

the Impaler 

At an arc-world 

party, chronic Iron- 

man runner-up Carl 

Bernstein finally 

decides to do some¬ 

thing about that 

height problem. 

+ S points 

Fashion memo to 

Carl: Kudos on the re¬ 

cent updating of your 

signature black T-shirt 

and tuxedo-jacket 

combo for chillier 

evenings! Who says a wool sweater 

needs a shirr underneath? +10 points 

SKOAL! Compe¬ 

tition was fierce 

at the recent 

wine chugarhon 

Semifinals. In the 

Elderly Hollywood Scandal Sweetheart 

division, Patricia Neal and Shelley 

Winters had the judges deadlocked. 

Though he’s officially retired from the 

competition, two-time trophy winner 

and Ironman Emeritus Anthony I 

Haden-Cluest continues to stay in su¬ 

perb Nightlife Decathlon shape. A 

man wlm refuses iu rust on his con¬ 

siderable laurels, Haden-Guest h still 

a legend in the Manhandling Division, 

At a party for John Waters at M K,t the 

champ (who is writing a book about 

the contemporary arr world) encoun¬ 

ters a rare hand block from vixenish 

gallery owner Mary Boone. Rut he's 

not down lot long, and soon indulges 

his fondling urge on a cooperative 

stranger. Go, Anthony! 
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